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INTRODUCTION 
The design and operation of water supply facil-
ities is a curious mixture of art and science. Each 
year research binds together a few more of the 
threads of scientific principles which govern the 
behavior of water and its chemical and biological 
impurities. It is essential that professional men in 
this field be kept abreast of the theoretical devel-
opments. 
Much of the behavior of water and its impuri-
ties is still not amenable to prediction based on 
cientific principles, however . Plant design and 
operating procedures depend largely on engineer-
ing judgment, produced by years of experience. 
In this connection much profit can be had from the 
experience of others. Hence the free interchange of 
ideas by professional men has played a very im-
portant role in bringing advances in the technology 
of water supply. 
This series of Sanitary Engineering Conferences 
is conducted under the joint sponsorship of the Illi-
nois D epartment of Public Health , Division of 
Sanitary Engineering, Bureau of Public \Vate r 
upplies and the University of Illinois, Department 
of Civil Engineering, for the purpose of bringing 
to waterworks men current information regarding 
theoretical aspects of certain phases of waterworks 
practice and the opportunity to discuss jointly the 
practical implications. 
The Second Sanitary Engineering Conference 
was on Radiological Aspects of Public Water Sup-
plies, which was particularly timely in view of the 
recent completion of the Dresden nuclear power 
plant near Chicago and the enactment of a radia-
5 
tion control law by a recent session of the Illinois 
Legislature. The conference program was designed 
to present to waterworks people the general prob-
lem of radioactivity in water supplies and to inform 
them of the " ·ork being done by state and munic-
ipal agencies in Illinois, as well as throughout the 
nation, to control contamination of water supplies. 
The First Sanitary Engineering Conference, held 
in Janua ry, 1959, was devoted to Waterworks 
Safety. 
These Proceed ings arc a compilation of the 
papers presented at the conference. It is believed 
that this publication, bringing together the infor-
mation on so many aspects of this problem, will be 
a valu able reference both for those who attended 
the Conference and for those who were unable to 
be present. 
The Committee gratefully acknowledges the co-
operation and assistance of Mr. R. K. Newton , 
Supervisor of Engineering Extension, University of 
Illinois. 
Conference Committee 
University of Illinois 
R. S. Engelbrecht 
B. B. Ewing 
A. F . Gaudy 
J. J. Morgan 
Illinois Department of Public Health 
W. J. Downer 
0. S. Hallden 
G. E . Margrave 
WHAT IS RADIATION? 
DADE W. MOELLER1 
In a general sense, nu clear rad iation may be 
defi ned as a process that accompanies the transfor-
mation of atom from unstable to stable states. To 
the nuclear physicist, such a definition has meaning 
because he is familiar with atoms and the facto rs 
which distinguish those which arc unstable from 
those which a rc stable. For the chemi st or engi -
neer, this definition requires furth er amplifi cation. 
Because of in creasing responsibilities inrnlving 
radiation, water suppl y personnel must become 
knowledgeable in the nuclear physics area. And 
since, as the above definition implies, radiation 
involves atoms, an understanding of some of their 
properties represents a logica l beginning. 
ATOMS, ELEMENTS, AND ISOTOPES 
Atoms are composed of three basic building 
blocks - one negative, one positive, and one neu-
tral: The electron is the negative building block 
or particle. It is of extremely · small mass. Th e 
proton is the positive building block or particle. It 
too is extremely small, a lth ough its mass is some 
2000 t imes that of the electron. Th e neutron is the 
neutral particle, which has abou t t he same mass as 
a proton and an electron combined. In fact, if a 
neutron is left standing free, it will spontaneously 
split into a proton and an electron. 
The protons and neutrons form the central core 
or nu cleus of the atom and the electrons orbi t 
about this nucleus much the same as t he earth 
rotates around the sun. Since the exact positions 
of the orbi ting electrons arc not determinable, they 
are generally considered to form a "cloud" about 
the nucleus. 
Normally, the atom is electrically neutral, hav-
ing equal numbers of protons in its nu cleus and 
electrons in orbit. Three of the simplest atoms arc 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Atoms of the various elements differ from one 
another in the number of protons in their nuclei. 
1 Chief , Radiological Hea lth Training Activit ies. U .S. Dcpartrnent 
o f Health , Education and 'Velfare, Public Health Service, Bureau of 
State Services. Division o f Hadiological Hea lth , R obert A. T aft Sani-
tary Engineering Center, Cincinnati 26 , Ohio . 
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The examples shown in Fig. 1 contain two, six, 
and ten protons in their nuclei and represent atoms 
of helium, carbon , and neon, respectively. Other 
Helium 2 He
4 
Nucleus 
Protons 2 
Neutrons 2 
Orbit 
Electrons 2 
Carbon 6 C
12 
Nucleus 
Protons 6 
Neu Irons 6 
Orbit 
Electrons 6 
Neon 10 Ne 20 
Nucleus 
Protons 10 
Neutrons 10 
Orbit 
Electrons 10 
Figure 1. Atomic structure of typ ical small atom s 
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20Co 40 
Calcium 
soSn120 
Tin 
eoHg 200 
Mercury 
Figure 2. Nuclei of larger atoms showing greater 
neutron to proton ratio 
typica l atoms and the elements they represent a rc 
shown in Fig. 2. 
Atoms of the same clement a ll have the same 
number of protons. The number of neutrons, how-
Figure 3 . Non -radioadive isotopes of the element neon 
100 
20 4 0 60 
ever, in combination with the fixed number of pro-
tons , may differ from one atom of an clement to 
another. Atoms of the same element having differ-
ent numbers of neutrons in comb inat ion 11·ith the 
fixed number of proton s, a re called iso topes. The 
clement neon, for examp le, has three stabl e, I.e., 
nonrad ioactiYe, isotopes as shmrn in Fig. 3. 
RADIATIONS FROM ATOMS 
Some atoms a re radioactiYc, that is, they a re 
unstable and eject pa rti cles to approach complete 
or a greater degree of stabili ty. A key to the 
understanding of such phenomena may be found in 
the ratio of ncutrnns to protons in t he nuclei of 
atoms of the elements as found in natm c. In 
Fig. 2, it may be noted that the larger or heavier 
the atom, the greate r t he proportion of neutrons to 
prntons in its nucleus. 
When t he neutrnn-to-proton ratio for all nat-
urally occurring atoms is plo tted, as shown in 
Fig. 4, a smooth curve can be drawn connecting 
the plotted points, revealing a continuity in the 
composition of the clements. The curve terminates 
\\·it h uranium, the heaviest element occurring in 
80 
Neutrons 
100 12 0 14 0 16 0 
Figure 4 . Neutron -proton ratio of naturally occurring elements showing line of stability 
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nature, and it shou ld be noted that atoms of this 
clement, as well as of a ll those having more than 
82 protons in thei r nuclei (lead), arc unstab le or 
radioactive. 
A. Alpha !a l Radiation 
Conceptually, the source of the instability of 
the heavy elements is their size; their nuclei arc too 
large. How can they become smaller? One method 
would be to cast out or eject a few protons or 
neutrons. Rather than doing this singly, the hcaYy-
element atoms expel them in packages contain ing 
two protons and two neutrons. Such a package is 
ejected with an extremely fast velocity and is 
called an alpha particle. Atoms casting out such a 
package are said to decay through emission of 
alpha radiation. It is interesting to note that an 
atom, undergoing such decay, changes into a new 
element. It is a new element because the product 
nucleus contains two less protons than the parent 
atom. Through emission of an alpha particle, 
uranium becomes thorium. Similarly, radium be-
comes radon. 
B. Beta !(3 1 Radiation 
There is a second way that uran ium can become 
100 
80 t-------+--- -~ -- ---+--
60 1-------+-------j -· -- - -+-----
4 0 t-------+-----
20 
small er. It can simply split into two fragments or 
two smaller atoms. Although this splitting may oc-
cur spontaneously, it can readily be brought about 
with the addition of an extra neutron to the ura-
nium nucleus. Such splitting is called fiss ion and 
is the hea rt of the proce~s occurring in nuclear 
reactors. 
The smaller atoms produced in fission are called 
the fission products. They are characterized, as 
shown in F ig. 5, by hav ing an excess of neutrons 
as compared to stable isotopes of the same cle-
ments. Th is excess is a source of instabi lity and 
resu lts in the radioactive properties of the fission 
products. 
How can a fission -product atom correct the 
source of its instabili ty? As noted previously, the 
neutron is comparable in mass to a proton plus an 
electron and, if a free neutron is left alone, it wi ll 
spontaneously change into a proton and an elec-
tron. Following th is concept, if a fission-product 
atom were able to expel electrons, each such expul-
sion would resu lt in the conversion of one of t he 
neutrons in its nucleus to a proton. And each such 
event would bring the nucleus nearer to the stable 
neutron-to-proton ratio. 
l 
Fission product nuclei 
o ~----~----~-~--~-----~----~----~----~----~ 
0 20 4 0 60 80 
Neutrons 
100 
Figure 5 . Neutron -proton ratio of fission products 
120 140 16 0 
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The expulsion of electrons by fission products is 
actually observed. The physici t calls each ejected 
electron a beta particle, refers to its emission as 
beta radiation, and says an atom ejecting such a 
particle is radioactive and has decayed. As in the 
ca e of alpha radiation , ejected beta particles gen-
erally have extremely fast Yclocitics. 
Again, as in alpha radiation, emission of a beta 
particle changes the parent atom into a nc\\· cle-
ment, since the number of protons in the nucleu~ 
increases by one. If the daughter product also i;;; 
radioactive, it will, in turn, emit a beta particle, 
becoming another new clement, etc., until finally a 
stable neutron-to-proton ratio is reached. Through 
such a series of changes, for example, the fission-
product clement, krypton, becomes rubidium which , 
in turn, becomes strontium , which finally conYerts 
to stable yttrium. 
C. Gamma ( y ) Radiation 
Either alpha or beta particles may be accom-
panied by gamma radiation - a type identical, for 
all practical purposes, to the x-rays commonly 
used in medicine. Whereas alpha or beta radiation 
brings about a change in the size of the nucleus or 
in the number of a particular type of particles 
therein, the emission of gamma radiation repre-
sents only a release of energy - that energy which 
happens to remain in the nc\1·ly formed nuclcu;:; 
after emission of the alpha or beta particle. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF UNSTABLE ATOMS 
Thus far the discussion has applied principally 
to the behavior of individual atoms - the source 
of their instability and the type of radiations they 
emit. Such knowledge forms the basis of nuclear 
fundamentals which water-monitoring personnel 
should master. 
In actual practice, ho\\·cver, these personnel wi II 
be dealing with large numbers or populations of 
unstable atoms, and, in such circumstances, addi-
tional factors or characteristics arc important. 
A. Frequency of Decay 
The first of these factors is the frequency or 
rate of decay of unstable atoms within a sample. 
This factor is important since it is a measure of 
the rate of release of alpha and/ or beta particles. 
Frequencies (rates of decay) arc expressed in uni ts 
(Fig. 6): 
Expressing 
frequency of decay 
37, 000. 000. 000 %ec' I Curie 
37. 000 %ec 'I Micracurie 
22 d/,,,;,, 'I Micramicracurie (!Picocurie) 
Figure 6 . Units of expression of rotes of decay 
Trrn Cunm 
One curie of raclioactiYc material is that quan-
tity (or population) of unstable atoms whose fre-
quency of decay is 37 billion per second. 
A curie may be made up of unstable atoms all 
of one type or of a mixture. In any such sample, 
the resulting frequency of re lca~c of alph a and/or 
beta particles " ·ill be 37 billion per second. 
Since gamma rays do not necessarily accom-
pany alpha and beta particles, the frequcnc:; of 
gamma emission per curie can not be specified 
unless the types and percentages of unstable atoms 
in the sample are known. 
The curie represents a rather large frequency 
of radiation emission. Sin ce personnel engaged in 
water-monitoring activities will generally be deal-
ing \Yith much smaller quantities of radioactive 
material , units for expressing smaller frequencies 
arc required. 
Tim J\Ircnocunrn 
The rnicrocuric (one millionth of a curie) is 
that quantity of radioactive material in \\·hich the 
frequency of decay of unstable atoms is 37 thou-
c;and per second. Within th is amount, the rate of 
release of a lpha and beta radiations combined will 
be 37 thousand per second. 
THE ~11cRO:\rrcnocunm on Prcocunm 
An cnn smaller unit is the micromicro- or pico-
curic (one millionth of a millionth of a curie) 
11·hich is that quantity of radioactive material 
" ·hose frequency of decay of unstable atoms is 
2.22 per minute. 
B. Half-Life 
Obviously, if unstable atoms are decaying to 
stable states, the total number of unstable atoms 
subj ect to decay ,,·ill decrease 11·ith time. The rc-
l ation~hip of this decrease 11·ith time is a second 
important characteristic of unstable atom groups. 
Th e circumstances of this dec rease are Ycry 
much analogous to the behavior of human popula-
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100 
" 
15 ~ 
~ 
ct 
·~ 50 ~ 
!? 
-Si 
I 25 
Holf-lwes 
figure 7. Expressing population decrease in terms of half- l ives 
tions, if births a rc ignored. For example, each 
specific type of unstab le atom has its own fixed 
death rate and populations of this particular atom 
decay or "die off" correspondingly. As with human 
populations, the frequency of atomic deaths is 
directly proportional to the population subject to 
this event and, therefore, the rate or frequency of 
decay will be reduced as the population declines. 
This characteristic property is referred to in 
terms of a unit ca lled the half-life - the time re-
quired for the decay of one-half of the original 
unstable atom population (Fig. 7). As with deaths 
in human populations, the particular individuals 
within a given group which will decay (or die) 
can not be specifi ed. But it can be predicted that, 
after a definite period, a certain fraction of a ginn 
population will have decayed . (In dra,Ying this 
analogy, it shou ld be noted that, a lthough "·ith 
human populations the probability of death varies 
with age, each unstable atom of the same type has 
an equal probability of death, regardless of its age, 
i .e., time of formation.) 
With the passage of one half-life, half of the 
original population of unstable atoms will have 
decayed. With the pas age of a second half-life, 
half of the previou ly remaining half will have, in 
turn, decayed. Thus, percentage-wise, passage of 
a second half-life results in a comparable popula-
tion decrease. Yet, in actual numbers, substantia lly 
fe\\"er unstable atoms \\"ill have decayed during the 
second half-life since, as \\·as pointed out, the ac-
tual frequency of decay a lso decreases with t he 
population decrease. 
Each radionuclide decays \rith a specifi c half-
lif c_ For example, raclium-226 decays \\"ith a 
half-life of 1600 years; iod inc-131-8 da>·s; and 
sodium-24 - 15 hours. Theoretically, raclioactin 
materials never complctc l>· decay. As a rnlc of 
thumb, approximately 99% of the atoms of any ra-
dionuclide " ·i ll decay in a period of seven half-lives. 
SUMMARY 
Radioactive materials consist of unstable atoms, 
and radiation is a process which accompan ies the 
transformation of the unstable atoms to states of 
complete or greater stabi li ty. In genera l, the heavy 
clements a re characterized by emission of a lph a 
particles, this type of radiation being limi ted to 
these elements. The fi;;sion products are charac-
terized by the emiss ion of beta particles. Depend-
ing on the type of atom, the single alpha or beta 
particle emitted in the decay of an unstable atom 
may or may not be accompanied by gamma 
rad iation. 
Important characteri stics of unstable atom pop-
ulations for water-monitoring personnel arc the 
rate or frequency with \Yhi ch the atoms emit radi-
ations and the decrease in this emission rate with 
time. The curie is the basic unit for expressing the 
frequency of decay. The decline in unstab le atom 
population with time (and corresponding decrease 
in frequency of decay) is expressed in terms of 
half-life. 
REFERENCE 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF RADIATION 
JoH r H. RusT1 
This paper " ·ill co\·cr both plant and animal 
physiology. Sanitary engineers ,,·ill undoubted !>· 
be more interested in fission product metabolism 
than in whole or partial body irradiation exposure~ , 
so what I have planned to do is desc ribe a qualita-
t iYc model of the movement of ions of parti cul ar 
interest in man's food chain. The ;:; ubj cct " ·ill be 
divided roughly in to fi vc s tcps: 
A. How the ions behave in man ',; crn·ironmcnt 
from the time they a rc formed un til they enter hi s 
food chain; 
B. The movement of the 10ns in to and \ri thin 
plants from the soil and air ; 
C. The movement of the 10ns into and \rithin 
the food animal; 
D . The movement of the 10ns from the planb 
and animal into man ; and 
E. Th e nature of the haza rd created. 
~I>· statements will be qualitative. Such Yalue,.; 
a I wi 11 give will be reasonable a pproximation,.; . 
For t hose who are interested in detailed researc h 
proced ures and exact results I prefer that you seek 
them in the voluminous literature ,,·hich is arnil-
ab lc. I will borrow libera lly and without credi t 
from many investigators' work but much credit 
must go to Dr. R. Scott Russell at the United 
Kingdom Agricultural R esearch Council Radiobi-
ologica l L aboratory at Lcthcom b R egis, Berkshire, 
England, and Dr. C. L . Coma r at the R adiobiolog-
ical Laboratory, N e,,· York tatc Vctcrin ar>' Col-
lege, Cornell University, Ithaca, ::\'cw York. I 
hereby ackno\\·lcdgc my debt to these able men. 
~Iy part is one large ly confined to assembling, 
assessing and translation. Any failure in the use 
of the data is on my head alone. 
RADIOISOTOPE SOURCES 
There arc three means b~· whi ch radioisotopes 
enter man's environment which \rill se tTc for u ~ to 
focus our attention upon. Th ey will be adeq uate 
1 Pro fessor of Pharmacology, Head , l\uclca r l\ Icdi cine, The l "11i-
, ·ersity o f Chicago, Chicago 37 , Ill inois. 
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as prototy pes for an uncler:>tancling of the general 
problem. Th e first i:> the explosion of high-y ield 
nuclear clcYiccs ,,·hich moYc their radioactiYc prod-
ucts througl1 the tropo,;phcrc, the tropopausc and 
end large ly in the strato:;phcrc. Some raclioactiYc 
substances are scatte red on the ground locally an d 
some a rc le ft at Yariou~ altitudes as the ma terial 
ascends. The bulk of the radioactin ions arc 
thrust into the strato~ph crc. There is a dispersion 
in t he stratosphere \rhi ch slowly takes place \\·ith 
a s light ly biased concentration in the hemisphere 
in \\·hich it is detonated. Th e rclurn of this radio-
actiYc material to the ea rth is rather slo''" mostly 
ca rri ed by ra in, and comes in great part through a 
break in the tropopausc. It fmds its way bccau~c 
of this tropopau~c discontinuity to the northern 
and southern latitudes, mostly from 30 ° to 60 °. 
Thi s affects the most populous a reas of the world 
1\·hen in the north latitudes. It has been e::;t imated 
that i f there a re no further tests the g rcate~t lcw l 
of the accumulation in t he !'Oil s of the earth \rill 
c·ornc by 1965. Becau:o;c of the long residence time 
in the upper atmosphere the radioisotopes from thi :-; 
:-:ourcc arc mostly the long-liYcd ones. 
Th e second type of bio;;;ph crc contamination is 
the medium and low yield detonations which re-
main in the lo\rcr, more turbulent tropopausc. Th e 
rc,; icl ent time of the radioactive fi ssion products i,.; 
mea~urcd in months and it is composed of both 
long-li,·cd and short-liYed ions. Th e pattern of di"-
tribution is no t ,,·o rlcl-''·idc bu t la rgely confined to 
the hcmi;:;phcrc in \rhi ch it originates, follo,ring the 
wind pattcm s passing through to the poin t of 
origin . 
The last type of biosphere contamin ation \\·c 
need to consider is that from accidental release of 
gaseous ,,·as tc from reactors or release of so luble 
wastes from " hot chemistry" laboratories or from 
hospital:; or research laborato ri es and such. Th e 
species of radioacti,·c ions arc varied. From reacto r 
accidents the most prominen t \rill be radioiodinc 
\rith a short ha lf-life. The long-liYCcl isotopes \rill 
be rare . 
Th e long-liYCd isotopes will be most prominent 
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in hot laboratory wastes. H ospi tal and research 
laboratory wastes may be most anything t hat 
an ingenious investigator can use. One thin g t hat 
th ese all have in co mmon is th at th ey create 
local problems. For example, the raclioioclinc from 
the Winclscalc incident in E ngland t \\"o years ago 
was only a problem in E ngland a nd to a lesse r and 
vanishing degree in t he LO\Y Coun tri es, France, and 
Germany . Soluble \\·astcs from laborato ries \rill 
be found in streams and associated waters. 
A few parenthetical \\"Ords should be sa id about 
artifi cial radioactivity in ocean \rntcrs. This comes 
from fallout, runoff , and raclioact iYc wastes. The 
dilution to da te has been such th at there is no real 
biological problem. As a ma tte r of fa ct contami-
nation is so sligh t t hat considerable diffi c u lt~· iR 
encountered when one t ri es to measure the mo,·c-
ment of the ions biologically or occanographica lly . 
That is the reason fo r our scan t kno\Yl cclgc on the 
subj ect. Until we know more I \\·oulcl prefer to 
pass this subj ect wi thout further reference. 
POTENTIAL HAZARDS 
The radioactive ions th at a rc of most biological 
importance so fa r as potentia l hazards to man a rc 
concerned are rela tive ly fe w. M ost people belicn 
that iodine-131 , wi th a ha lf-li fe of 8 days. stron -
t ium 90-yttrium 90 \Yi th a half-li fe of 28 yea rs. 
stron tium 89-yttrium 89 with a half-li fe of 56 clap. 
and cesium 137-barium 137 \\"i th a half-li fe of 33 
years have the mo t significance. You will note 
that I 've included the mother and daughter pa ir in 
each case except fo r iodine. Radioxcnon , an in ert 
gas, is the daughter of radi oiocline. Its half-life is 
12 clays, which is much longe r than the mother, bu t 
it does not remain wi thin t he body an apprec iable 
t ime, so its half-l ife cont ribu tion is ordin aril y ig-
nored for simplification. I should a lso acid that 
there are other isotopes of iodine that ma~· con-
t ribute to the radiation hazard , but we \\"ill ignore 
them in our prototype. Should you have an occa-
sion to evaluate th eir cont ribu tion quant itatively, 
they can not be dismissed as light ly as I have clone. 
Strontium and cesium movement into plants on 
the other hand has important association with soil 
conditions. As a matte r of fact t he two routes of 
entry are so complex that you must be in troclu cccl 
to Russell 's equation whi ch makes t he understand-
ing of the relationship of so il , air, and rainfall to 
plant uptake much simpler. Russell suggested the 
equation originally for strontium, bu t it se rves 
iodine and cesium equ ally well , so I 'm taking the 
liberty to use it there also . 
The equ ation sta tes : 
Where 
C = Con tent of radioactiviLy associalecl \\·ilh 
edible portions of plan t . 
Dv = D eposition upon the plan t during its 
growth phase. 
Dr = Cumulative deposit ion, wi th t ime, in lhc 
soil bed. 
a = The proportionality constan t associated 
with the metabolism, or retention, from 
t he deposit upon Lhe plant. Thi s constan t 
is rela tive ly uniform in time. 
b = The propor tionali ty constant associated 
\Yith t he deposit in the soil bed. This co n-
stan t cha nges posit ively wi th cont inued 
fallou t and negatively wi th radioact ive 
decay and leaching. (Even ear thworm 
activity can cha nge this constant if lhcy 
are very active.) 
Let us consider th e t \\"o terms of t he equation. 
The first te rm describes the behavior of fa llout 
coming directly in contact \r ith the aeri a l parts of 
the plant. The rou te is exclusively confined to 
fa llout carried clo 1,·n by ra in. It is rest ri cted 
mainly to stron tium and cesium, though some io-
din e may be carried clown in t hi s manner. l\Iorc 
often than no t iodine arrives as a gas or in fin e 
pa rticles not associated \\·ith rainfall. We will dis-
cuss the model for radioiodinc later, since it has 
a unique behavior pattern. 
In short exposures such as might occur with 
reactor accidents t he second term of the equat ion, 
i. e. , the cumula tive soil deposition , is small and 
may cnn be insignifi cant in the case of short-lived 
isotopes. In long-term fallout exposures such as 
a re created by many large weapon tests, the second 
te rm becomes much more significant. In no actual 
case, however, has it become the predomin an t te rm 
of the equation. For example, in rye-grass plants 
grown in calcareous soils about 20 % of th e stron-
tium in the plan t comes from the soil bed and 80% 
comes from the fa llout brought down in rain. Jn 
Ycry acid soils the values a rc 40 % and 60 % re-
spectively, but this is the extreme case and not 
of ten en coun terecl. 
Stront ium and cesium enter pl ants by three 
routes other than their root system: flo ral, foli a r, 
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and stem base (or root mat). The floral route is 
fairly conmmon in plants. Cereal grains arc the 
important example. Rains bearing fa llout collect 
in the upturned flower. This is retained by the 
developing fruit. In actual amounts of strontium 
or cesium the levels arc quite low because of the 
short exposure times of the flowers. Special cir-
cumstances, however, have caused us to hear some 
public outcries about the matter. Cereals arc com-
paratively low in calcium and the addition of c\·en 
a small amount of stron tium makes for a high ratio 
of strontium to calcium. This ratio most un for-
tunately has been called a "Strontium Unit" or 
"Sunsh ine Unit," one micrornicrocurie (1 µµc) of 
strontium-90 for each gram of calcium. The 
amount of calcium derived from cereals is small 
so the absolute amoun t of strontium-90 obtained 
by animals or man from cereals is small , though if 
the amount of the strontium-90 ions present in 
cereals is expressed as strontium or sunshine units 
it sounds frighteningly high. A protection is also 
present in a food habit which expresses a prefer-
ence for white bread. Some nations add primordial 
calcium from chalk beds to bread. Such calci um 
has no strontium-90. The hazard from strontiurn-90 
is greater in countries obtaining their calcium from 
cereal, particularly if it has not had the outer coat 
of the fruit removed. Animals of course are almost 
a lways fed the whole grain. 
The second route of entry of stronti um and 
cesium into the plant is by foliar absorption. Once 
the strontium or cesium has been metabolized there 
is very little movement from the leaves of the plant. 
Consequently the oldest leaves of a continuously 
exposed plant have the hcavie t concentration . The 
ratio of strontium to calcium may also be qu ite 
high in edible leafy plants with a low calcium 
content. In the case of cabbage or lettuce, removal 
of the older outer leaves removes most of the con-
tamination from this source. Grazing animals hmr-
cver usually consume these leaves of grass if the 
pasture is used at its optimal capacity. 
In permanent pastures composed of perennial 
plants having a stem base or root mat this serves 
as the th ird route for the metabolism of strontium 
and probably cesium. Pastures having such char-
acteri stics are located in the area from the Missis-
sippi River Valley eastward. ~ot all pastures in 
the United States by any means have a root mat. 
but where they do the amount of strontium reach -
ing the plant may reach 95 % in calcareous soi ls 
instead of the 80% I mentioned before in the case 
of the annual rye grass. 
R cfc uing back to the equation , one can sec 
readily that the first term is of considerable im-
portance in any assessmen t of the ultimate hazard 
to man of fa llout in the food chain . 
Radioiodine has its own uni que model. In graz-
ing cattle the up take of radioiodine is almost en-
tirely from that \rhi ch is as ociated wi th the edible 
plants either as physically associated particles or 
as metabolized iodine - preferably the first in my 
opinion. In dry-lot anim als or those housed i~ 
clai ry barns there is some radioiodinc accumulation 
in the thyroid . This is considered by most investi-
gato rs at this t ime to be through the respiratory 
tract. The graz ing anim al will have as much as 
500 t imes more rad ioiodinc in the t hyroid than the 
dry-lot an imal in the same area. The reason is that 
the rad ioiodinc in the dry feed has decayed to 
background levels. Th ere is a point of further 
interest. Man in the same area will have abou t 
\/,-; t he amoun t of radioiodinc in the thyroid per 
unit weight that the dry-lot cattl e will have. This 
is related to the relative amounts of a ir that man 
and cattle inspi re per uni t of time. Dogs " ·ill have 
about 1;3 t hat of man. This bears a simil a r 
relationship. 
Fallout in rain that escapes the physiological 
act iYc structures of the plants finally reaches t he 
soi l bed. Both strontium and cesium are quite 
t ightly held by the soil. For example, most of the 
fa llout in undisturbed soil released within a two-
ycar period will still be confined to the upper two 
inches . Leaching is in rather modest amount and 
percolation is very slow. For example, less than 
.001 % of applied strontium 90 percolated t hrough 
a 3-foot-deep X 3 feet in diameter pipe of sandy 
loam so il in one year. As mentioned before, only a 
small part of the strontiu m 90 found in the plant 
is dcri,·cd from the soil. Only .3% to 1 % of that 
prc,;cnt in the soi l will become avail able in a year's 
time. Hi gher arnil abili ty is associated with an acid 
soil. Jn other \Yards calcium uptake is relatively 
constant in plants wi thou t respect to th e excess of 
ava il ab le calcium bu t st rontium uptake is inversely 
related to exchangeable calcium in the soil bed. Jn 
this fact lies t he prospect of reducing the plant up-
take of strontium from t he soil by elevating the 
exchangeable calcium with liming t he soil. In prac-
t ice th is reduction is not a substantial amount be-
cause the preferential metabolic route is no t via 
the soil. 
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Studies have indi cated lh at lhcrc is no ph.\·~io­
logical discriminatory mecha nism bctl\·cen ca lcium 
and st rontium ions in pl anL:; grown by \Yater cul-
ture. In soil , howcYcr, the uptake by the pl a nt i,.; 
related to the equilibrium of t he soil so lution a nd 
not to the actua l a moun t of t he clements pre,.;ent 
in the soil bed. Th e strontium presented to the 
rootlets in the so il so lu t ion is contro lled b.\· the ion 
trapping a bili ty of the so il. It is yariously rcd tl('C'd 
to 90 to 60 % acco rding lo the soi l t_\· pe. Thi ,; i,.; 
not an important point sin ce the difference i,.; small 
and can not be varied grea tl y by ordin al'.\' so il 
management practices. 
It is important that pl ants " ·hi ch a re gro1rn in 
wate r, such as ri ce or 11·atcrcrcss, may ha1·c con-
siderably more strontium or cesium than plan b 
gro1rn by more conventional methods. In this ca::;c 
the second term of the equation assumes consider-
ab le importance. This may be t rue a lso in irriga-
t ion type farming. 
ANIMAL SOURCES 
Man deri,·cs hi s food from both plant a nd ani-
mal sou rces so \YC must consider these separate ly . 
The la rgest pa rt of lhc ca lcium for man in the 
Un ited States is dcriYcd from milk but in many 
coun tri es of the world the source for ca lcium i,.; 
cerea ls. Iodine and cesium a rc a lso transported by 
milk. R ad ioiodin c and radioccsium a lmost exc lu-
s ively reach man in t hi s ma nner . 
' Vhcn food, anim a ls, and man con,;umc radio-
, trontium , without respect lo the form or state it 
is in , there is a specia l r elationship between the 
calcium and stron tium. The ions behave in many 
ways that are a like. For example, they both arc 
excreted into t he milk and a rc captured by the 
bones of t he consumer's bod_\'. Fortunately, ho11·-
c,·cr, t he kidneys of ma n an d many a nim a ls pref-
erentially excrete stron tiu m. The bone has some 
preference for calcium ions OYcr strontium . The 
amount of stron tium ori gin a ll y consumed is often 
reduced by these mechanisms 40 to 50% in t he 
case of the bone and as mu ch as 90 % in the case 
of hum an or cow's milk. :i\lan can therefore dcriYc 
some protection by this mea ns. In the case of the 
suckling child there is a double protection if the 
mother derives her calcium from milk. 
There appea r::; to be a di ::;crirnina t ion facto r 
against cesium when compa red with potassium -
a closely related ion - of a bout two-fold. Th ere i~ 
some lack of certainty a bou t the rclat iYc impor-
tancc of direct contamina tion of edible plants ancl 
cumulative contamination from soil sources. Some 
doc::; ge t ingested by drinking 1rntcr. R eferrin g 
back to Russell 's equation, if the mode of cntr.\· of 
radioccsiurn into the food chain is by direct con-
tamination of the plants (aD 1,) then tbc potentia l 
haza rd is about l/ 1 \\'hat it will be if contamination 
i::; v ia the cumulat i1·c contamination (bD'J') of the 
soil. Carefu l study of data no\\' aYailablc suggc::;bs 
t hat the direct contamination of pl ants is the more 
i111portant, i. e., the first term is the most important. 
The possible haza rds to man from th e radio-
i:::otopcs I 've mention ed arc: 
A. Haclioioclin c 
1. Cancer of tlic th_\'roid (evidence from 
man) 
2. Leukem ia (eY idcncc from man ) 
3. Genetic hazard (presumed but not cl em-
on:::tratcd) 
B. R ndiostrontium 
1. Cancer of the bon e (animals only) 
2. Leukemia (anima ls on ly) 
3. Total body irradiation syndrome (ani-
mals only ) 
4. Genetic hazard (presumed but not dem-
onstrated) 
C. R adioccsium 
1. Total body irradi ation syndrome (ani-
mals only) 
2. Genetic hazard (presumed but not dem-
onstrated) 
Only in the case of radioiodinc has cancer or 
leukemia been reported in man or higher animal~. 
l t was in all cases a substantially higher exposure 
t han our ambient levels ha ve been. 
Hadiostrontium has not been associated with 
ranccr of t he bone or leukemi a in man. Our esti-
mates arc based upon rad ium poisoning in rn nn , 
largc l.\", and in mice, rats, and a few clogs. Bone 
r a nccr it; rather common in a ll of th e experimental 
animals. Hadiation lcuk c1nia is common in rodent::; 
and occasionally in dogt;. In a ll cases tlic doscR 
Jiayc been much higher than our ambient lewis. 
Leukemia, clue to bone-seeking rad ionu clidcs in 
man , is Yery \'cry rare (1- 2 cases) and is confined 
to radium poisoning cases as one might expect. Th e 
total body irradiation syndrome due to radiostrnn-
ti urn has been ob;;cn ·ccl in ,;hccp by the author. Th e 
do,.;c required to produce it \\' as \'cry large. 
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R ad iocesium has produced t he total body irra-
diation s~· n clrome in animals in my experience. Th e 
genetic haza rd is pres umed because of gonada l 
concent rat ion bu t has not been demonstrated . Th e 
close required to p rod uce the total body irradiation 
syndrome was severa l thousand t imes aboYc our 
ambient exposure. 
Now to summari ze. In the close proximi ty of 
nuclear detonations damage has been repor ted in 
man. Such exposures have resul ted in immedi ate 
and delayed deaths, delayed carcinogenic (leu-
kem ia) response, and rad iation burns to men. In 
a ll of the radi ation, levels have been high and t he 
exposure has been fo r a relatively shor t t ime. 
T here is no direct evidence t hat t he a r t ifi c i a ll ~· 
created low-level, pro longed ambi ent rad iation to 
\\·hich t he bulk of the \\·orlcl population is nO\\" sub-
jected has caused any damage to man or hi ,;; 
a nima ls. It is my facetious es tim ate that t here is 
more hu man hazard fro m t he heat of t he a rgu-
ments t han from the present ambient lO\\·-l eYCI 
rad iation . The wildest sort of biological extrap-
olations have been indulged in - data Ya lid fo r 
a foot arc extended to a mile. D ata valid fo r one 
species of animal a rc used freely fo r another un-
related one. D ata related to t he biologica l be-
havior of one radioactirn ion a rc unblushingly 
substitu ted - \Yi th guessed-at or poo rly docu-
mented fudge facto rs - for another or eYen wh en 
the mode of decay or half-li fe is radi ca lly different. 
l\Iincl you , I 'm no t pointing my fin ge r a t an yone, 
fo r I 'm as guil ty of these cha rges as the next per-
son. M y apology is t hat \\"C must develop the \\·orst 
possible case for the haza rds to t he publi c health. 
As data arc developed whi ch give an understandin g 
or a bette r es timate of t he haza rd , we must change 
our estimates. M y fea r - and the reason I men-
t ion t hese points - is t hat im·alid , in adequate esti-
mates wi ll become frozen in to our fo lklore. Such 
an unh appy state of a ffairt> can depri\'C us of the 
benefi ts of nuclea r power or dev ices that \\"C must 
develop fo r t he future. Tightly held umrnrrantec! 
assumptions \Yill lead to prolonged and Ull\\"JSC 
publi c poli cy and attitudes. 
Y ou may be in te rested in some general predic-
t ions based upon t he information to el a te, assuming 
that t here arc no furt her ma jor \\"Capons t ri als -
the small single French test \Yill ha rdly be meas-
urable: (l) radioiodinc \\·ill be of li ttle importance; 
(2) rad iostrontium and radiocesium JcycJs should 
be on a downward trend during t his yea r in stead 
of 1965 as origin a lly predicted. 
I will stop by quoting ::\Iark Twain , "The \\"orst 
thin g:,; in my life never happen ." 
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The practice of what \\'C today call public health 
is founded upon two basic services to the public: 
(1) personal heal th crviccs, or those directed 
toward the individual , and (2) environmental 
health services, or those relating to the control of 
the environment. 
Sanitation of our environment encompasses con-
trol measures in seven major fields of activity: 
water, food, air, shelter, wastes, natural hazards, 
and man-made hazards. Obviously, there arc many 
phases of these activi tics that require specialized 
skills outside of the scope of the public health 
sanitarian. It is also recognized that many phases 
of the field of radiation fall into this category of 
requiring specialized skill s. 
Early in its history, the science of sanitation 
passed through a "period of justification or fear" 
where action was primarily justified on the basis of 
an epidemic that had occurred or the fear that one 
would develop. Then came the period of "mcthocli-
zation" where prevention was accelerated and 
accomplished through the development and perfec-
tion of advances in san itary techniques. ViThilc \\·c 
will always be in the period of mcthodization in 
some phase of our environmental control, just prior 
to \Vorld War II a broader concept of environ-
mental sanitation made its appearance. In addi-
tion to the mere absence of disease, the ability to 
enjoy a more comfortable living in clean and safe 
surroundings was becoming a reality - for the 
want of a better name this cycle could be called 
the "period of humanization or socializing" our 
environment. 
MODERN PERIOD OF FEAR 
While I have referred to the early period of 
justification or fear, it is interesting to note that 
today in those phases of our environmental control 
field that embrace the problems of radiation and 
the application of atomic energy, this "period of 
fear" has again made its appearance. The fear for 
one's own well-being and the fear of some unknown 
hazard . Thus, it becomes natural that the publi c 
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today looks to their official public health agcncic,.; , 
"ornctirnes to the loca l, a nd it , in turn, to the state 
health department \\·hich has the basic legal and 
the moral responsibility for protecting their health. 
\Ve know from our O\Yn state experiences, and these 
ha,·c been duplicated the country over, that peopl e 
look to their state health department, rather than 
to some federal agency, for the assurance that their 
environment is and will be ndequately protected 
against any potential hazards resulting from either 
the activity of the atomic energy industry or in 
other fields where radiation hazards are inYolYcd. 
In the minds of the public, ,,·hich includes the 
minds of many intelligent people, "radiation" 
means illness and death. The prc-rnlcnce of this 
general idea docs have some logic, for the atomic 
energy industry itself had its birth in such sur-
roundings. The often exaggerated hazards arc kept 
a]i,·c by current magazine· and newspaper articles. 
It has been aptly said that environment-scientific 
knowledge of human health and life must overcome 
this nuclear science of illness and death. Herc lies 
the legal, and particularly the moral , responsibilit:-· 
of a state health department through its activities 
of education, technical control, and administration. 
STATE RESPONSIBILITY 
The basic legal responsibility for the ]Jrotection 
of the environment rests with the various states. 
This is the author's firm conviction and this state-
ment is made not unmindful of the fact that a 
somewhat different interpretation could be gained 
from the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. I do want to 
add, however, tha~ in view of the obvious coopera-
tive policies as demonstrated by the Atomic 
Energy Commission's administrative activities, I 
do not feel that this is the time, the place, or that 
it is necessary to dwell on this question of the 
federal government pre-empting the state's au-
thority or responsibility in this field. 
On the other hand, the official activities of the 
various state goYernmcnts, I feel, have been in-
spired for the most part by the federal policies 
inaugurated by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 of 
encouraging the public and private interests of the 
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country to participate in a program of developing 
an atomic energy industry for peaceful pmposc:=;. 
Uncertainty concerning the ultimate dimensions of 
the new industry and the relative poRitions of the 
federal and state governments in respect to it::; 
regulation have precluded extensive state lcgisla-
tiYc experimentation in fields other than the con-
trol of the radiation hazards. Some of the other 
fields are insurance and workmen's compensation. 
The main trend of the past two years in state ac-
tion in this atomic energy field has been the in-
crease in the number of statutes which either 
launch a broad study program or institute a com-
prehensive system of radiation hazard control. As 
for other aspects of the problem of controlling the 
uses of atomic energy and the radiation hazards 
in the public interest at the state level, the general 
opinion seems to be that positive action should be 
preceded by further study and additional clarifi-
cation of federal policy. 
Potential mutual activities of the administra-
tors and technicians particularly in both the atomic 
energy field and in the various state health depart-
ments, can be found in all of the seven major 
phases of environmental control. While some of 
the administrative and technical problems in this 
field seem to have revolved around the axis of 
professional ism or of guild consciousness, hO\vcYer, 
"·ithin the several fields of environmental activity, 
the respective technical roles of the radiation sci-
entist and of the state health department sanitar~· 
engineers are well defined. 
The administrative and technical problems in 
the atomic energy industry, so far as a state health 
department is concerned, do and will fall into one 
of the following categories: (1) the Atomic Energy 
Commission installations; (2) off-Commission uses, 
that is reactors in private industrial developments 
such as power plants, reactors in research institu-
tions, uses of isotopes in hospitals, and in industrial 
application and research; (3) shipments of radio-
active material into or through a state. At the 
present time, in Illinois all of these possible sources 
exist and are points of concern. Hazards from an 
environmental public health standpoint \Yould in-
volrn the escape of these materials into (1) water-
courses with the resu lting effect on water supplies, 
recreation, fish and aquatic life, and agricultu re; 
(2) waste water and sewerage systems; (3) the 
soil or the underground waters; ( 4) the atmos-
phere; (5) the potential uptake in biological or 
plant life; and (6) public highways, buildings, and 
other such phases of the environment through 
accidents involving radiation material. Fortunately 
thus far the Atomic Energy Commission has been 
perhaps more aware of the need for environmental 
control than some other industries in the past and 
has :=;ct a "pattern of protection." It has been our 
experience that apparently every effort has been 
made by the Commission to prcven t hazardous 
conditions from developing. Naturally our real 
concern at the present time is \\·hat the attitude of 
private industry is and will continue to be in con-
nection with any radiation phase of its operation. 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 
A state's interest and its aclmini;;;trativc policies 
arc gl'catly influenced by the background of events. 
In this respect, Illinois occupies n rather unique 
po;;;ition among states in the field of ntornic energy 
and its appli cation. Historically, and particularly 
significant, is the simpl e, bronze plaque on the 
west stand of Stagg Field, the old University of 
Chicago football stadium , which reads "On De-
cember 2, 1942, man ach ieved here the first sus-
taining chain reaction and thereby initiated the 
contro lled release of nuclear energy." This was 
fo llO\\·ccl by the establishment of the metallurgical 
laboratories near Chicago during the early part of 
W oriel W nr II nncl later by its successor, t he 
Argonne National Laboratory. This really was our 
initiation into t he problems of cnYironrnental con-
trol so far as the peacetime u;;;cs of atomic energy 
arc concerned. Patterns of activities were set in 
connection with the development and our rela-
tionship with the Atomic Encrg~' Commission that 
haYc laid clown a fi1111 ground\\·ork for our coopera-
tive program with the various federa l agencies that 
"·ere involved. Following the construction of this 
laboratory with its faci lities fo r handling the radio-
actiYC liquid gas and so lid wastes, in 1953 the 
Spoon RiYCr Project in Illinois (part of the AEC 
\\·capons program) \\·as initiated. ·while this project 
was not cornplctccl, it did aga in lay groundwork 
for proper methods and rontrols for radioactive 
\rnstcs entering the \rntcrs, the air, and the soil in 
this state. 
In August, 1955, a fuel clements plnnt was 
proposed in Cook Count~· and again while t hi s 
plant ncYcr did materialize, it further developed 
pattern:; and aclm ini::;tratiYe and techn ica l pro-
cedures and gave Illinoiti add itional experience in 
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the problems of radiation in this field. In March, 
1957, the General Chemicals Division of Allied 
Chemical Corporation constructed a uranium-
hcxaftuoride plant on the Ohio River near Me-
tropoli . H erc again, problems of radioactive 
waste , particularly liquid, were involved. Close 
cooperation i maintained with that industry, and 
in order to secure background information prior to 
the actual operation of the plant, an air monitoring 
station was e tabli bed in that area. 
Recently completed at the headwaters of the 
Illinois River (where the De Plaines and Kankakee 
River join to form the Illinois River) is the 
Dresden Nuclear Power Station, the largest nuclear 
power plant in this country. From the water re-
sources tandpoint, its location is important, for 
the Illinoi River drains one-half of the total area 
of the State of Illinois. Here again, excellent co-
operation has been maintained with the industry. 
The stream , including bottom samples, have been 
monitored for the past two years to obtain back-
ground information. Similar monitoring ha been 
carried on for the air. With the station now in 
operation, continuous monitoring of the air and 
th outlet stream is in progress. 
In addition to the major physical installations 
involving the uses of atomic energy, Illinois has 
nearly 300 active users of isotopes licensed by the 
AEC. Illinois receives copic of all AEC licenses 
i ued to isotope u ers; we are informed of pro-
posed inspection visits by the AEC personnel; and, 
in the majority of cases, joint inspections by our 
staff and tho~c of the Inspection Division of the 
Atomic Energy Commission are made. Any inci-
dents or information of importance to Illinoi con-
cerning radioactive isotopes are promptly reported 
by AEC and special notification is given to our 
state authorities of incidents involving natural oc-
cuning i otopcs (not within AEC jurisdiction). 
Examples of some of these incidents which, inci-
dentally, illustrate some of the real environmental 
problems of sanitation, are given as follows: 
On April 5, 1957, six radium needles, involving 
70 milligrams of radium valued at $1,000, stolen 
from a Dayton, Ohio, hospital were left on the 
counter at the Newark Electric Company in Chi-
cago by an unidentified customer. Radiation at 
package surface was found to be 4 roentgens per 
hour. Argonne National Laboratory was notified 
by the company, took custody, determined it con-
tained radium (which is not li censed by AEC), 
and notified the Illinois State H ealth Department, 
who took custody, located the manufacturer, and 
returned the sources for eventual insurance adjust-
ment. 
In November, 1957, Argonne National Labora-
tory personnel purchased radiation instruments for 
per onal use from the ewark Electric Company, 
Chicago. Calibration source obtained with the 
instruments were found to be leaking and to con-
tain exceptionally large amounts of isotope (ra-
dimn). Argonne National Laboratory immediately 
notified the State Health D epartment; we con-
tacted the suppliers (Nucleonic Corporation of 
America) who replied that instruments were ob-
tained from U. S. Air Force surplus. Other than 
those sold to Argonne per onncl, there had been 
no record kept of purchases and efforts to secure 
this information to date have not been successful. 
On July 17, 1958, a one-curie polonium-
beryllium neutron source (licensed under AEC) 
wa lost in an oil well in southern Illinois at a 
depth of 985 feet. Recovery attempt failed so 
the source was immobilized with concrete at the 
bottom of the well. Our contact with this situation 
was secured through the immediate reporting of 
the incident by the AEC to the State Department 
of Public Health. 
On October 19, 1958, an incident reported by 
the AEC occurred at Galesburg Cottage Hospital. 
A radium needle broken during sterilization did 
not result in a contamination problem due to 
action by ho pital personnel who kept the sterilizer 
containing the needle within a safe until it could 
be properly disposed of. 
On July 28, 1958, another incident occurred 
which indicates the cooperation afforded by Ar-
gonne National Laboratory in radiological health 
matters. An aged female patient at the South 
Chicago Community Hospital removed radium 
needles from her body where they had been placed 
for medical treatment and deposited them in a 
waste basket without the knowledge of hospital 
per onnel. The contents of the waste basket were 
collected and burned in a hospital incinerator. 
When the loss was discovered the incinerator ash 
was monitored by qualified personnel and sent to 
Argonne National Laboratory for disposal. The 
incinerator subsequently was decontaminated. 
CURRENT SITUATION IN ILLINOIS 
Today in Illinois we have over 8,000 x-ray 
machines registered , radium dial painting indus-
tries, oil well logging companies that are at present 
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using a total of 70 curies of polonium in their neu-
tron well logging operations, a pipeline inspection 
crew engaged in radiographing gas and oil pipe-
lines, and an industry in southern Illinois engaged 
in one step of fabricating fuel elements for the 
Dresden Nuclear Power tation. All are examples 
bearing out the fact that Illinois is " in business" 
in this entire fi eld of radiation. 
We a re engaged at present in an extensive sur-
vey and checking on the potential hazards that are 
involved in various types of dental and medical 
x-ray operations. 
The tate Sanitary Water Board has over 250 
stations on Illinois treams from which samples 
are regularly collected a part of the water quality 
control program. Included in the analyses is t he 
determination for the radiation count. We are con-
cerned with the natural background count in our 
streams as it might affect the operation of indus-
tries confronted with the disposal of wastes that 
involve rad ioactive material. It can be visualized 
what t he practical problem would be if , for exam -
ple, t he natural background count in the outlet 
stream reached the maximum permissible, thus 
confronting the indu try with the problem of "no 
place to put its wastes." 
Another environmental problem of the future 
and probably not too far in the future will be the 
need for areas for the disposal or storage of radio-
active wa te material. With the upswing in indus-
trial activities where radioactive wastes are in-
volved, it becomes economically important that 
there be uch an area somewhere in this general 
area, and perhaps in Illinois, where such wastes can 
be stored or disposed of under the jurisdiction of 
some governmental agency. 
Yet another future environmental problem i 
that of the wastes involved in the nuclear propelled 
ships t hat use the aint Lawrence Seaway and 
enter the Great Lakes. 
In Illinois we feel confident that as these prob-
lems arise they will be faced with the same atti-
tude that has been uccessful in the past. Our 
relation hip with the Atomic Energy Commission, 
the United States Public H ealth ervice, and other 
federal agencies involved in this entire program 
has been excellent. The ame applied to the vari-
ous private industri es in th is state and by far the 
majority of persons using various radiation ma-
chines. The following, I feel, are some of the 
reasons (not necessarily in the order of their pri-
ori ty) for this succe ful relationship: 
A. The state administration has not avoided 
assuming a direct responsibility in this fi eld. It i 
felt that any abdication of such a state's respon-
sibility could not be made without jeopardizing 
the health and well-being of the citizens of Illinois. 
B. There has been no reluctance on the part of 
the State Department of Public Health or the 
Sanitary Water Board to accept its administrative 
and technical responsibilities for the protection of 
the environment. This was accomplished in spite 
of the early obstacles of the security aspects, the 
esoteric nature of the phenomena, and the semantic 
problem. 
C. The responsible agencies of Illinois govern-
ment have made a deliberate attempt to foster 
good relations (without compromi ing on responsi-
bilities) so that subsequently other parties and 
firm s have not been and will not be reluctant to 
contact such agencies. 
D. We have followed a policy calling for early 
·establishment and the maintaining of contact with 
the AEC and its contractors or designing engineer , 
as well as a free exchange of information regarding 
local environmental requirements in addition to 
information concerning the problems of the facil-
ities. 
E. There exists a mutual appreciation, both 
technically and administratively, of the obj ectives, 
problem , and responsibilities of private industry 
and federal agencies. 
F. All concerned have accepted the mutual 
realization that there must be a practical and 
realistic approach and a common-sense attitude to 
problems of waste disposal in order to prevent thi s 
vital atomic energy industry from reaching the 
brink of being economically "purified" out of 
business. 
G. Since 1955 there has been a Legislative Com-
mission which has continued studies including the 
legislative needs of the problems of the atomic 
energy industry's development in Illinois. 
I hope that my part of the discussion has em-
phasized and illustrated that we are already 
involved in the environmental aspects of the whole 
field of radiation and that a state can discharge its 
legal and moral obligations in this field and pursue 
a sound economical and practical approach to 
these problems of this new and vitally important 
indu try and activity. 
NUCLEAR ENERGY INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
JOSEPH A. LIEBERMAN 1 A D DAVID C. 
COSTELLO, JR.2 
The management of radioactive wastes, which 
includes their handling, treatment and disposal, is 
a general problem whose thread runs through the 
complete fabric of nuclear energy operations. In 
this regard, the infant nuclear industry is no di f-
fe rent from other industrial activit ies in that 
wastes are evolved in one form or another. Indeed, 
one index of the progress of industry is the effec-
tiveness with which it manages its wastes to mini-
mize their deleterious effects on man and his 
environment. 
In the peaceful day-to-day appli cation of 
the benefits of nuclear t echnology , the disposal of 
radioactive wastes potentially represents perhaps 
the major "non-beneficial" effect on the public and 
its resources. Accordingly, this aspect of nuclear 
energy operations is of direc t interest and con cern 
to the public and a wide variety of scientific and 
technical disciplines, including the water supply 
pecialist. 
Radioactive wastes in gaseous, liquid, or solid 
forms are evolved in essentially all operations 
a sociated with nuclear energy facilities, beginning 
with mining of ore, through feed material produc-
tion reactor opera tion, chemical reprocessing of 
reac
1
tor fuels and a wide variety of uses of radia-
tion in medicine, agriculture and industry. 
Because of the nature and characteristics of t he 
radioactivity involved, including, in specific in-
tances, long effective li fe, its ability to damage 
human tissues, and its potential danger as an en-
vironmental contaminant, the safe handling and 
final disposal of radioactive wastes are integral and 
important aspects of nuclear operations. This im-
portance is attest ed to by the efforts expended in 
the atomic energy program to date on this subj ect. 
More money probably has been spent, and more 
1 Chie f, E nvironmental & Sanitary E ngineering Branch , D iv. of 
R eactor D evelopment, U. S. Atomic E nergy Comm1ss10n, Washington , 
D . Ci Sanitary Engineer, Environmental & Sa~itary Engineeri_ng 
Branch , Di v. of Reactor D evelopment, U. S. Atomic Energy Comnus-
sion, Washington , D . C. 
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scient ific and technological effort concentrated on 
facilities, operations and research with regard to 
this industrial waste th an on any other industrial 
contaminant we have known. At the present t ime 
a t Atomic Energy Commission installations, there 
is an investment of approximately $200,000,000 in 
facilities for the handling, treatment and disposal 
of the wastes, while the estimated annual operating 
cost for these facilities is approximately $6,000,000 . 
It has been said a number of times th at t he 
widespread peacefu l and beneficial application of 
nuclear technology will depend to a considerable 
degree on our ability to find practical solutions to 
problems of waste handling and disposal associated 
with nuclear operations. While it reasonably can 
be argued that no industry can be considered a 
mature segment of our economy unless and until 
it handles and disposes of its wastes in an accept-
able manner, there is sufficient basis for the belief 
that the nuclear energy industry can develop in a 
rational way without being "bottlenecked" by its 
own wastes. This conviction should not, however, 
carry the implication t hat specific answers are 
immediately available for all problems in this fi eld. 
Much research , development, pilot plant testing 
and field evaluation have yet to be done before 
firm engineering conclusions will be possible for all 
situations. 
RESULTS OF PUBLIC HEARINGS 
In order to keep the public and others having 
special interest in the treatment and disposal of 
radioactive wastes informed, public hearings were 
held last year before the Special Subcommitt ee on 
Radiation of the Joint Committee on Atomi c 
Energy. The record of this hearing has been pub-
lished in five volumes which cover more than 3,000 
pages and represents the most comprehensive co~­
lection of technical information available on t his 
subj ect. 
The summary of the results of t hese hearings 
concluded that: 
A. The management or disposal of radioactive 
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wastes is not a single problem with a single solu-
tion. It varies widely, depending on the specific 
nature, concentration and quantity of radioactive 
materials involved, and on the specific environ-
ment in which it must be considered. 
The wastes can be considered in two classes 
which, if not sharply delineated, at least do have 
major differences in their nature, volume, hazard , 
and control: they are "low-level" and " high -level" 
wastes. "Low-level wastes" have a radioactivity 
concentration in the range of one microcurie per 
gallon. By way of contrast, some "high-level 
waste " have concentrations of hundreds or thou-
sands of curies per gallon - and thus can be more 
than a million times more concentrated than "low-
level wastes." In terms of volumes of wastes 
generated, billions of gallons of low-level wastes 
are produced each year (which are treated and 
dispersed as described below) , whereas the volume 
of high-level wastes produced is much more limited. 
Since the beginning of the atomic program, 65 
million gallons of high-level wastes have accumu-
lated, all contained in underground storage tanks. 
B. According to scientific experts who testified 
during the hearings, radioactive waste management 
and disposal practices have not resulted in any 
harmful effect on the public, its environment or 
its re ources. Extensive monitoring programs have 
shown that concentrations of radioactivity released 
to the environment are well within established 
permissible limits. D etailed monitoring and con-
t rol mu t be maintained in connection with waste 
management operations on a continuing basis for 
generations. 
C. Low-level wastes are being dispersed into the 
air, ground and water under careful control and 
management with or without treatment as required. 
The problem may be expected to increase as the 
nuclear-power industry increases in size or i f 
acceptable limits of radioactivity in t he environ-
ment are further reduced. 
D . The final dispo al of high-level wastes asso-
ciated with the chemical reprocessing of irradiated 
nuclear fuels represents an aspect of the problem 
that, while safely contained for the present and 
immediate future, has not yet been solved in a 
practical, long-term engineering sense at the pres-
ent time. The practice today is to reduce high-
level wastes in volume, if possible, and to contain 
or hold them in tanks. It was the consensus that 
tank storage is not an ultimate solution in itself 
but that temporary (2-10 years) tank storage wi ll 
be an integral part of any ultimate system. Al-
though apparently feasible solutions to the prob-
lem of ultimate disposal of high-level waste arc in 
various stages of development, at least several 
years of pilot plant, prototype, and fi eld-scale 
testing will be required before engineering prac-
t icality can be demonstrated. 
E. It will always be necessary to use the dilut-
ing power of the environment to some extent in 
handling low-level waste. Present dispersal meth-
ods have been demonstrated to result in concen-
trations well below established permissible limits. 
The cost of "absolutely" processing or containing 
all these large volumes would be prohibitive. Since 
the release of even small amounts of high-level 
waste would use up large amounts of environment 
dilution capacity, the reservation of this capacity 
for the low-level waste where it is needed becomes 
another reason (in addition to protection of man 
and other biota) for containing the high-level 
waste. 
F. Suggestions for final disposal of high-level 
wastes include : (1) Conversion to solids by one 
of several methods, (2) Storage of solids in selected 
geological strata with major emphasis on salt beds, 
(3) Disposal of liquids into geological strata -
either deep wells or salt beds, and (4) Disposal of 
liquids or solids into the sea. 
Although a number of possibilities were de-
scribed during the hearings, the conversion to solids 
and storage of these wastes in alt formations 
seemed to be the most favored at this time. The 
least favored was disposal of high-level wastes in 
the sea. 
G. Some radioactive wastes have been disposed 
into t he sea, but it should be emphasized that these 
were of a low-level, solid, packaged variety. Dis-
posal of high-level chemical reprocessing wastes at 
sea is not contemplated by the Commission at this 
time. 
H . It was generally agreed that separation of 
specific fi ssion products (in strontium-90 and 
cesium-137) only for their industrial utilization 
would not affect appreciably the waste disposal 
problem. 
I. The long-term responsibilities, particularly 
those associated with the protection of public 
health , safety and natural resources, must be borne 
by agencies of the public at various levels of gov-
ernment, but primarily the federal. However, 
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industry, under proper regulations, can and must 
ultim ately assume greater responsibili ties and 
initiative in connection with actual physical han-
dling and disposal operations. 
J. Internation al aspects of the problem arc 
important considerations, particularly in connec-
tion with disposal into the seas and operation of 
nuclear-propelled vessel and aircraft. It is essen -
tial t hat competent in ternational agencies attack 
these problems at an early date and on a continu-
ing basis. 
K Initial waste disposal costs, though large in 
ab olu te numbers, appear to be a relatively small 
fraction of unit nuclear-power costs and within the 
realm of economic practicali ty. It must be emph a-
sized that these economic conclusions are, at the 
pre ent time, based on calculation rather than on 
demonstration . There does not appear to be any-
th ing inherent in the general waste problem that 
need retard the development of the nuclear-energy 
industry with full protection of the public health 
and safety if a bold and imaginative, yet rea listic, 
research and development program is carried out. 
L. From an environmental health and safety 
standpoint, the types of potential waste-manage-
ment problem which wi ll require continued efforts 
and supervision in the future are as follows: 
1. Controlled releases of low-level wastes under 
careful supervi ion to protect the environs 
from various nuclear energy operations, 
2. Possible leaching of small fractions of high-
level wastes from underground storage sites, 
and 
3. Accidental , irregul ar releases from nuclear 
energy operations. 
Based on projection of nuclear power gro\\"th 
in the United States, it has been estimated during 
the hearings that it would be 20 to 25 years before 
the national waste torage demand for high-level 
wa tes from nuclear power would equal the present 
volume of about 50 mi llion gallons in storage at 
H anford. With new chemical processing and waste 
treatment systems, there are reasonable prospects 
for reduction of these volumes. Vigorous efforts 
hould be continued in the research program to 
find a "foolproof" method fo r fixation of high-lcYcl 
waste in to solids in less than 20 to 25 years. 
The technology for control of low-level wastes 
appears to be suffi ciently traigh tforward so that 
t he contribution of radiation exposure from waste-
dispersal operations can continue to be a small 
percentage of the tota l exposure of man from a ll 
radiation sources. Nonetheless, care should be 
taken to control build-up of contaminants in indi-
vidual links of the food chain from pa rticular 
environmental concentration factors that might 
prevail. 
The Internation al Commission on Radiological 
Protection has recommended t hat maximum per-
missible radiation exposure for the popul ation at 
la rge from environmental contamin ation of a ll 
sources should be about one-third of the average 
radiation exposure from medica l sources. Test i-
mony during the Congress ional hearings indi cated 
that it is not expected that waste-disposal activi-
ties alone will use up all of th is in the foreseeable 
future. 
It is importan t to emphasize that the manage-
ment of radioactive wastes, from an environmental 
and engineering standpoin t particu larly , canno t be 
considered as a single prob lem with a single, opti-
mum solu tion. The great vari ation in the char-
acteri stics of the waste from various proccssc,-, 
including half-li fe, chemi cal state and concentra-
tion, physical nature, quantities and location of the 
nuclear faci lity are a ll important in assessing the 
significance of the hazard and in establishing 
design and operating criteria for waste handling. 
The major objective of \rnste management is 
control over the radiation hazards. Obviou;;: ly, t his 
involves control over the mobili ty in the environ-
ment of the waste products themselves. This intro-
duces the two basic waste disposal concepts that 
are appli cable to the waste problem in its broadest 
sense. The radioactive materials may be perm a-
nently confined or isolated within restri cted areas, 
away from people and their resources. This is the 
concept of "concentrate and contain. " On the other 
hand, the radioactivity may be itTcversibly re-
duced to safe levels by dilution in nature. This is 
the concept of "dilute a nd disperse." For exam ple, 
with suitable environmental cond itions, certain 
types of laboratory liquid wastes at rad iation levels 
of only a few times grea ter th an drinking water 
standards may be disposed of under the latte r 
concept. On the other hand , highly active liquid 
wastes from the chemical processing plants must 
be handled under the former philosophy . For all 
practical purposes, the wastes from chemical proc-
essing contain , by far, the greatest concent rations 
and total quantities of radioactivity and constitute 
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t he bulk of the long-te rm technological problem of 
waste disposal. It should be emph asized, however , 
that t he fact that waste con taining smaller quan-
t it ies of radioactivity may be amenable to direct 
dispersal in the environment makes it inherently 
important to carefully cont rol uch operations to 
assure t hat the safe capacity of t he environmen t is 
not exceeded. 
GASEOUS AND AIRBORNE WASTES 
Characteristics of gaseous and/ or airborne 
particulate wastes vary wide ly depending upon the 
nature of the opera tion from whi ch they originate . 
In gaseous form they may range from ra re 
gases, difficult to remove, such as Argon (A 4 1 ) from 
a ir- cooled reactors, to highly corrosin gases such 
as hydrogen fluoride (H F) from chemical and 
metallurgical processes. P a r ticulate mate ria ls 
(aerosol ) may be organic or inorgani c and range 
in size from less t han 0.05 micron to 20 microns. 
The mailer par ticles origina te from metallurgical 
fu mes caused by oxidation or vaporization . The 
la rger particles may be acid mist droplets whi ch 
a re low in specific gravity and may remain sus-
pended in air or gas streams fo r longer periods. An 
ou tstanding fea ture of a ir cleaning requirements 
fo r many nuclear energy operations results from 
the extremely small permissible concentrations of 
va rious nuclides in the atmosphere. Often rcmoYal 
effi ciencies of t he order of 99.9 % or greater fo r 
particles less th an 1 mi cron in di ameter are neces-
sary. These criteria a re mu ch more stringent t han 
heretofore encountered in industri a l hygiene engi-
neering. Atmospheric diffu ion and dispersion must 
be quantitatively evaluated so these factors can 
be ut ilized in establishing t he des ign cri te ri a fo r 
air cleaning systems. 
SOLID WASTES 
Solid radioactive wa tes such as non-usable 
con taminated equipmen t, non-recoverable sc rap, 
and contaminated tra h whi ch a rc prod uced in a ll 
operations do not constitute a se rious techni cal 
problem. However , if inadequate provisions a rc 
made for t heir proper handling and disposal, they 
could be a distinct nuisance and , under certa in 
circumstances, even a hazard. The levels of radio-
activi ty here vary from a fe w times background to 
quantities requiring ubstant ia l shielding or remote 
handling. The engineering of systems fo r handling 
and dispo a l of so lid wastes has been relat iYcly 
simple. Buri a l of such wastes un de r knmrn con-
troll ed condi tions and , in specific in stan ce~, di ~ ­
posal a t sea ha \·c success fully and safe ly handled 
t he problem. 
In the Uni ted Sta tes, es tablished buri a l grounds 
fo r so lid radioact iYc wastes exist only at la rge 
a tom ic energy production and dcYclopmcnt sites 
such as Oak Ridge, I daho, H anfo rd , SaYatrnah 
RiYcr Pl ant and Los Alamos. Th ese fac ili t ies a rr 
in iso lated a reas \\·ith detail ed gco l og~· and h ~· ­
d ro logy genera lly fayorablc to buri a l ground loca-
t ion. Within the AEC, t he operating establish-
ments other t han those noted above, c.f. Argonne 
Na tiona l Laboratory and Knoll s Atomi c Poirer 
Pl an t, a re in relatiYcly sma ll a reas near clcmely 
populated sec tions \ri th perh a ps less faYora ble 
geology and hydrology. In t hese cases, the genera l 
procedure is no t to dispose of wastes on site bu t to 
ship to one of t he established buri a l ground s fo r 
fin a l di sposit ion. 
The rad ioac tive mate ria l in rnlvcd in AEC sea 
disposal operations off both the Atlan tic and 
P acific Coas ts is of a relatively low or in tcrmedi at c 
level. The was tes originate in va rious AEC re-
search and development operations and in research 
laboratories of hospi ta ls, uni\·crsit ics, etc .. and a rc 
packaged wi thin concrete in 55-ga llon drum ;; or in 
preformed, reinforced-concrete boxes before di ;; -
po a l. 
Sin ce 1951 the AEC has di sposed of lc:-s than 
8,000 curies (at the t ime of di sposa l) in to the 
Atlantic Ocean. Thi s mate ri a l has been con ta ined 
in approximately 23 ,000 fif ty -fi ve-gallon drum,;. 
In the Pacific Ocean , di spo~a l operations bega n 
in 1946 and since t hen approxim ate ly 14,000 cmi es 
(at the time of di sposal) contained in abou t 21 ,000 
drums and 329 concrete boxes ha \'C been di sposed 
off San F rancisco in one a rea. Also sin ce 1953 
about 60 curies con tained in about 2,950 fi fty-fivc-
ga llon drums have been disposed in a second P acific 
Ocean a rea. 
All of t hese disposals a rc in depths of \Y a ter of 
a t housand fathom s or greater. The radioactiv ity 
con tent ranges from about one-h a lf a milli curic to 
1.5 curies per drum fo r th e so lid was tes - 11·i th 
most a round one-ha lf curie or less - and from 
one-h alf milli curie to 1.5 curies per clrnm fo r t he 
solidifi ed liquid wastes at t he t ime of di sposa l. It 
is our belief t hat these sea disposal operations arc 
being carried out in a manner that is safe and ade-
quate. This belief is based upon: (1) Yie\1·s of 
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experts in the marine science and other pertinent 
fields, (2) the actual operating experience of the 
British in disposing of greater quantities of radio-
active material in a more mobile (liquid) state, 
and (3) the preliminary but direct information 
obtained in both the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean 
di posal areas in actual field studies. 
To further delineate the basis for our belief 
in the safety of the AEC's sea disposal operations, 
we would cite the recent report of the National 
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council 
(Publication 655, "Radioactive Waste Disposal 
into Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Waters"). The 
group of marine scientists th at prepared this re-
port indicated, after careful and conservative con-
sideration of the various factors involved, that it 
would be feasible to dispose safely solid, packaged 
wastes of the type previously described at severa l 
inshore, shallower water locations along the At-
lantic and Gulf Coasts. This, however, was only 
a feasibility study and actual disposal operations 
at these sites are not currently planned. 
LIQUID WASTES 
Liquid radioactive wastes are evolved in all 
nuclear energy operations from laboratory research 
to full- scale production. As previously indicated, 
it is important to differentiate between what we 
call a "high-volume, low-level" waste; for example, 
the contaminated laundry waste which may con-
tain ay a few microcuries of radioactivity per 
gallon and a "low-volume, high-level" waste 
resulting from chemical processing of nuclear re-
actor fuels which may contain up to 1,800 or more 
curies per gallon. Although both of these cate-
gories are radioactive wastes and both arc liquid, 
the similarity ends right there. The engineering 
problems of handling and disposing of these two 
categories are entirely different. 
During the milling operations of the nuclear 
fuel cycle, liquid effluents are evolved that present 
potential stream pollution problems clue to the dis-
solved radium in the effluents. Present indications 
are that the major portion of the radium found in 
the streams is associated with the suspended solids 
discharge and is amenable to control by available 
waste treatment methods. At the present time the 
AEC in cooperation with the U. S. Public H ealth 
ervice is engaged in fi eld studies that will resul t 
in an industrial waste guide for the uranium 
milling industry. 
Liquid wastes with low concentrations of radio-
activity originate in laboratory operations where 
relatively small quantities of radioactive material,.; 
arc involved, ore and feed material processing, 
the normal operation of essentially all reactor,.; , 
and also chemical processing plan ts. These lO\\"-
activity \Yastes, under proper environmental con-
ditions, are susceptible to either direct di~posa l 
to nature or to disposal follo\Ying minimum treat-
ment as co-precipitation, ion-exchange, biologiral 
systems and others. Because of their rel a ti vcly 
high volume, total costs for treatment may be 
substantial. Therefore, to the extent that it is 
absolutely safe, use is made of dilution factors 
that may be available in the environment and 
that can be assessed quantitatively. This points 
up the importance of proper site selection and 
quantitative environmental data for nuclear energy 
facilities. 
The routine operation of po,,·cr reactors pro-
duces relatively small quantities of low-level 
wastes. The Shippingport Reactor (PWR), as an 
example, uses recirculated pressurized water as 
reactor coolant. Activity builds up in the coolant 
due to activation of corrosion products, formation 
of tritium from lithium hydroxide used to raise the 
pH for corrosion contro l, and from possible fission 
products introduced by fuel ruptures. To limit t he 
build-up of these contaminants, the coolant is con -
tinuously purified by circulating a portion of it 
through a bypass demincra lizcr. 
It is significant to note that in the first year 
of plant operation, the total quantity of radio-
activity discharged (into the Ohio River) was 
about 0.04 curie of mixed isotopes and about 50 
curies of tritium. Both of these quantities arc 
much less than the permissible discharge for a 
single month. 
High-activity liquid wastes associated with the 
chemical processing of reactor fuels constitute the 
bulk of the technological problem of \Yastc dis-
posal. It should be pointed out clearly that these 
wastes do not come directly from the reactors 
themselves, although under the improbable condi-
tions of reactor malfunction some high-activity 
waste material may result. In the future, such 
wastes also may be associated with certain types 
of homogeneous reactors to the extent that con-
tinuous fuel processing right at the reactor is 
envisioned. At present (and for the immediate 
future), chemical proces ing plants arc essential!~· 
the sole source of the wastes. 
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Chemical processing of reactor fuels is done to 
separate and recover unfissioned or unburned fuel 
from the desired product and the wastes. At the 
present time, this means, for the most part, sepa-
rating uranium, plutonium and fission products. 
.The quantity of high- level wastes generated 
depends largely upon the chemical and metal-
lurgical characteristics of the fuel being processed 
and the specific nature of the chemical process 
involved. It may range from 0.1 gallon to perhaps 
1.5 gallons per gram of uranium processed. On a 
total volume basis it is estimated that we have to 
consider waste production rates on the order of 
tens of millions of gallons per year. 
From the viewpoint of the environmentalist, it 
is perhaps misleading to apply the term "disposal" 
to current methods of handling highly radioactive 
liquid wastes. With only minor exceptions, these 
wastes are not "disposed of" but are stored in 
specially designed tanks. Since the effective !if e 
of the fission products constituting the wastes may 
be measured in terms of hundreds of years, it is 
apparent that tank storage is not a permanent, 
long-term answer to the disposal problem. The 
capital cost of tank storage varies from about 
$0.30 to roughly $2.00 per gallon capacity. 
Based on various estimates on growth of our 
nuclear energy, one can calculate the total cumu-
lative quantity of radioactivity to be disposed of 
in the future. Depending upon whose nuclear-
energy-growth estimates are used, the radioactivity 
accumulations range from about 3 X 109 to 2 X 
10'0 curies in 1965 to about 4 X 1011 to 1 X 1012 in 
the year 2000. Now, when one considers the gen-
erally extremely low maximum permissible con-
centrations of radioactivity in air and water, it 
becomes apparent that there is not enough dilution 
available in nature to enable any practical, con-
tinuing dispersal of these wastes into the environ-
ment. The application of the dilute and disperse 
philosophy does not appear to be a very good pos-
sibility. 
A possible exception, but somewhat academic 
at the present time, is disposal at sea. Most pro-
posals for this approach envision the utilization 
of the vast dilution volumes in the oceans as the 
primary basis of the operation. However, from an 
oceanographic viewpoint, the quantitative asse:o;s-
ment of dilution, diffusion or transport in large 
water masses of the ocean is rather difficult. Also, 
the degree of reconcentration of radioactivity in 
marine life and its long-term ecological implica-
tions is surrounded by considerable uncertainty at 
present. This existing lack of quantitative ocean-
ographic information, when added to the substan -
tial problems of handling and transporting highly 
radioactive materials to possible suitable disposal 
sites and the actua l placing of these materials in 
specific ocean depths, lead one to rather negative 
conclusions regarding the disposal of significant 
quantities of high-level wastes at sea. 
The AEC is carrying out an extensive research 
and development program in the field of waste 
management. In general, the projects may be 
categorized in terms of the types of wastes in -
volved. 
A substantial part of present development ef-
forts in low-level waste management relate to 
geophysical and environmental aspects of dispersal 
operations. These features deserve emphasis on two 
counts. First, from the standpoint of direct waste 
dispersal operations, a quantitative evaluation of 
the specific behavior of the atmosphere, hydro-
sphere and lithosphere at the location involved is 
imperative if rational engineering criteria for waste 
facilities and their performance are to be estab-
lished. Second, the environmental aspects of the 
site of the nuclear plant as they relate to effluent 
control, potential hazards and plant design should 
be considered early in site selection. 
The use of surface waterways for dispersal of 
certain low-level liquid wastes is actively practiced 
at a number of AEC-operated install ations in the 
United States. The utilization of available dilution 
factors in these waterways is predicated upon a 
quantitative determination of specific dilution 
and/ or concentration phenomena. Although certain 
principles of environmental behavior may be gen-
erally applicable, it is important to recognize the 
variability of the environment and its effect on 
actual quantities of radioactivity that may be dis -
persed. In addition, it is equally important that 
active programs of control be continuously main-
tained to assure that the safe capacity of specific 
environments is not exceeded. 
In general, the operating philosophy that pre-
vails is that such environmental di lution factors 
may be utilized in waste dispersal if it can be 
demonstrated (by studies as indicated above) that 
these practices can be carried out without de leteri-
ous effect on man or his resources. 
A similar approach applies to the dispersal of 
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low- and intermediate-level radioactive \\·astcs to 
the ground. Some factors that must be evalu ated 
include the chemical (and radionuclide) composi-
tion of the waste, the adsorption and ion exchange 
capacities of the receiving earth materials, the 
ground-water hydrology of the a rea involved, and 
utilization of these ground-water resources. There 
are a number of specific questions which k1,·c not 
yet been answered as prcci ely as one 1rnuld like 
in an engineering sen c. Such phenomena as dilu-
tion or diffusion of waste trcams in moving ground 
water have not been completely described. At AEC 
installations, the criteria established for disposal 
into the ground are generally based upon empirical 
data obtained from laboratory and field experi-
ments carried out with actual wastes and earth 
materials involved. In the laboratory column, ex-
periments are clone with column materials charac-
teristic of the soil profile. Liquid wastes arc added 
to determine break through of specific nuclidcs. 
This information is then extrapolated to field 
operations. 
Development activities directed toward estab-
lishment of systems for ultimate disposal of high-
level wastes are being pursued along the fol lowing 
lines : 
With regard to treatment and processing, t here 
has been a substantial investigative effort on t he 
fixation of radioactive material in chemically inert 
solid media . The objective is to so convert t he 
wastes into a solid, nonleachable material that they 
may be permanently tared, that is, disposed in 
specific environments with negligible long-term 
hazard. Two general schemes for accomplishing 
this objective have been under development at 
several AEC and university laboratories. 
One involves the conversion of the highly rad io-
active liquid wa tes to a solid oxide form by heat-
ing in some kind of liquid-solid contactor. Work 
on this approach is being done at the Idaho Chem-
ical Processing Plant and the AEC National 
Laboratories. 
The other general scheme involves in corporat-
ing the radioactive material either physically or 
chemically in clays, glasses, or synthesized crystal 
minerals such as fe ldspars or micas. These two 
general ideas can fit together in that the solid oxide 
may be used as a starting material in a further 
fixation system, or the oxide material may be put 
through a leaching step to remove the soluble 
radioactivity, and t he leach solu tion can then be 
fixed in another solid material. 
Enough laboratory work has been done to indi-
cate the technical feasibili ty of several such sys-
tems. Engineering development is farthest ad -
vanced at the Idaho Chemical Processing Pl ant 
where a fluidized bed technique is being utilized to 
convert the liquid wastes to a solid oxide. At 
Idaho the construction of a 60-gallon per hour 
prototype development unit is well along and the 
uni t will go into "cold" operation in t he near fu-
ture. Generally in all of t hese systems practical 
solu tions to a number of important as;::ociatcd 
problems have yet to be demonstrated on an engi-
neering scale. These problems include control of 
radioactive aerosols and gases, volatilization of 
specific fi ssion products, and corrosion. 
The possibility of direct disposal of high-level 
wastes -the wastes as ociated primarily "·ith t he 
chemical processing plants - into selected geologie 
formations has been under actiYe consideration fo r 
about the past two and a half years. The fca:-: ibi 1-
ity, practicality and safety of such systems 11·ill be 
demonstrated only after extensive laboratory and 
field experiments which arc just now being ini-
tiated. Engineering and economic analyses a rc in 
their early stages, but suffi cient work has been 
done to justify pursuit of such approaches at least 
on a limited scale. Of t he geologic formations pro-
posed for this purpose in the United States, \Yhich 
include salt structures, deep synclinal bas in ~, im-
permeable shales and certain deep porous fo rm a-
t ions, disposal into prepared cavities in salt a rc 
the most advanced in programming. Field investi -
gations with synth etic wastes arc presently under 
way in an unused portion of the Carey Salt Com-
pany mine in Hutchinson, Kansas. 
At the present time it wou ld appear that one 
optimum solu t ion to the problem of fina l disposal 
of highly radioactive liquid wastes ,,·ould in clude 
the conversion of the waste in to a solid , prcferab l~· 
iner t, form and the lon g-te rm , essentially perma-
nent, storage of these solids in a spcci a ll~r selected 
geologic formation such as a salt bed. As the de-
gree of inertness of the solid material is in creased , 
the requirements for the geologic formation become 
less restrictive. Interim tank sto rage would be an 
integral part of such a system. 
Intimately related to progre~s in waste manage-
ment are substantial improvements in chemi cal re-
processing that have led to reduced waste Yolume.·. 
reduction of non- rad ioactive dis~olved solids in t he 
\Yastes and other improvements in certain existing 
processes. The attack on the problem at its source 
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represents an important contribution in the waste 
field. 
Although one has to be very careful to distin-
guish between aspiration, reality and speculation 
in this field, it is our own strong feeling that the 
deYelopment program has thus far found solutions 
to some of the waste problems and at least incli-
cated solutions to others. While much research, 
development, pilot-plant testing and field experi-
ment and evaluation have yet to be clone before 
firm engineering conclusions will be possible for 
all situations, with proper attention to this phase 
of the nuclear industry, including the research and 
development program, we believe the industry can 
develop in a rational way without being "ham-
strung" by its own wastes. 
RADIOACTIVITY IN TEXAS STREAMS 
w. R. DRYNAN,1 E. F. GLOY A, 2 
A D D. F. 8MALLHORST3 
urface waters may contain varying amounts 
of radioactivity, originating from natural radioac-
tive deposits, nuclear weapons tests, industric , 
hospitals, and research institutions. Because the 
man-made radioactive fractions arc becoming in-
creasingly more prevalent, progressive water pollu-
tion control agencies are seeking basic data regard-
ing radioactivity and its relationship to surface 
waters. 
In this atomic age the historical facts regarding 
stream sanitation must be collected and evaluated 
before any radioactive pollution occurs. The bio-
logical degradation of a stream is at most a 
short-term problem as compared to ; nuclear i~ci­
dent involving long-lived radioactivity. 
Realizing the need for these data, the Texas 
State Department of Health initiated a three-year 
program with the University of Texas to collect 
base-line data on the radioactivity present in 
Texas' waters. 
The program for determining background 
amounts of radioactivity in Texas consists of col-
lecting and analyzing samples from about 120 
sampling points. Because of the large area in-
volved, the number of collection stations is nec-
essarily large. After several schemes of locating 
collection points were studied, it was decided to 
locate the sampling points near gaging stations 
which are currently maintained by the United 
States Department of Interior, Geological Survey, 
Surface Water Branch. Approximately 110 such 
stations are sampled each month. In addition to 
the U.S.G.S. stations about 10 samples per month 
are obtained from other river locations, and 10 
samples per month from miscellaneous places. 
Several organizations are participating in the 
actual collection of samples. The bulk of the river 
samples are being collected by game wardens of 
1 ~esea~ch Engineer, Sanitary Engineering Research Laboratory , 
the Umvers1ty of Texas, Austin, Texas . 
• 
2 Professor of Civil Engineering , and Director of Sa nitary Engi-
neering .Research Laboratory, the Uni \·ersity of Texas, Austin , Texas. 
3 Director , Water P ollution Control Division, Texas State Depa rt-
ment of Health, Austin, Texas. 
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the Texas Fish and Game Commission. Other par-
ticipating groups are from the local health depart-
ments and municipal water treatment plants. In 
most cases duplicate samples arc collected in onc-
quart polyethylene containers. One sample is 
mailed to the University of Texas for radioactivity 
analyses and the other is sent to the laboratories 
of the Texas State Department of Health for typ-
ical sanitary-chemical analyses. 
RADIOACTIVITY ANALYSES 
Radioactivity analyses consist of determining 
the gross alpha and beta activity, gamma activity, 
and in some cases a radiochemical separation of 
specific isotopes. All samples are screened for gross 
alpha and beta activity associated with the sus-
pended and dissolved fraction of the water. If 
these preliminary tests indicate the presence of 
significant quantities of either beta or alpha emit-
ters, a gamma spectrum and a radiochemical sep-
aration of strontium and radium may be made. 
The processing and preparation of these water 
samples for gross radioactivity is relatively simple. 
A specific volume of water, depending upon the 
suspended solid content, is filtered through HA 
Millipore Filters. The filter paper and collected 
solids are placed in a tared 2-inch diameter alu-
minum counting dish whereupon the filter paper is 
burned with the aid of alcohol. Since the filters 
are ashlcss, weighing of the residue and planchct 
establishes the amount of suspended solids. An 
aliquot of the filtrate , depending on the dissol\'Cd 
solid concentration, is transferred to a beaker and 
evaporated almost to dryness on a steam bath. 
The residue is then carefully transferred into a 
tared planchet, dried under infrared lamps and in 
a 103° C. oven, cooled in a dessicator, and weighed. 
If counting is not done immediately, planchets and 
contents are temporarily stored in dessicators. 
Preceding the actual counting of samples con-
taining unknmYn amounts and types of radioactive 
isotopes, it was necessary to calibrate the counting 
instruments against standardized radioactive mate-
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rials. Since it is impractical to calibrate against 
all possible radioactive isotopes which may be en-
countered, a compromise has to be made. Alpha 
determinations are related to alpha energies which 
are comparable to those emitted by natural ura-
nium; beta activity is compared to the beta energy 
of thallium-204. Such comparisons necessarily 
limit the accuracy of the gross counts; however 
such a comparison is necessary since the energy of 
the various ionizing particles varies. The choice of 
the alpha and beta standards which are most likely 
to represent the source of activity in the water 
assures the best possible results. Thallium is being 
used rather widely because the energy of its beta 
particle is fairly close to the average energy of the 
betas emitted by fission products produced during 
nuclear weapons testing. 
The efficiency of counting varies considerably 
from one counting instrument to another and also 
with the total solids in a planchct. The counting 
efficiency as related to instrumental factors is 
determined by counting the emissions from a cali-
brated standard. The counting losses due to the 
absorption of the weaker particles within non-
radioactive solids creates a more difficult problem. 
However, once again it is assumed that the un-
known radioactivity in river water can be measured 
in terms of uranium and thallium. By the use of 
tap water, varying amounts of calcium carbonate, 
and a fixed amount of the standard calibrated iso-
tope, a combined efficiency curve can be developed 
for each instrument. Such a curve is shown in 
Fig. 1. As a general rule, samples processed for 
counting are limited to no more than 200 milli-
grams of solids per 2-inch diameter planchet. 
The data arc generally reported in terms of a 
95% confidence level or counting error. The net 
alpha (A) counting rate in counts per minute is 
equal to the observed counting rate (OA) less the 
background (BA). Likcwi c the net counting rate 
for beta (B) is equal to the observed beta counting 
rate (OB) minus the beta background (BB). If an 
internal counting system is u eel, the net alpha 
counting rate must also be subtracted from the 
observed beta counting rate. The activity in the 
water and the counting error arc usuall y reported 
in terms of micromicrocuries per liter (µ,µ,c / l). 
One µ,µ,c / l is equal to 2.2 disintegrations per min-
ute per liter. The efficiency of either alpha or beta 
(EA or En) is determined by dividing the counts 
per minute (cpm) by the disintegration rate (dpm) 
of the calibrated standard. Thus the alpha and 
beta activities per liter (L) arc calculated: 
A µµc / 1 (alpha) = ---2.2 EAL 
µµc / l (beta) B 
The counting errors (CE) arc computed as fol!O\n;: 
CE (alpha) = -1-·-96~ 2.2 LEA 
CE (beta) = 1.96 /On+ Bn +~+~ 
2.2LEu "J Tn tu TA IA 
In the above equations T is the sample counting 
time, and t is the background counting time. 
COUNTING EQUIPMENT 
A variety of instruments has been used, em-
ploying the Geiger, proportional, and ionization 
principles. However, the instruments most fre-
quently used in counting these river samples arc 
the automatic proportional gas flow counters and 
internal proportional gas flow counters. Examples 
of these two instruments arc given in Figs. 2 and 3. 
The automatic proportional counter in this case has 
a window detector and consequently is not used 
for alpha counting since the window is an effectiyc 
alpha screen. This device is useful for beta count-
ing since it automatically counts up to 25 planchets 
and records the information. The internal propor-
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Figure 2. Automotic gas flow proportional counter 
tional counter is manually operated and is used to 
count either alpha or alpha plus beta activity. 
Other types of radiation detection instruments 
are being used for either developmental purposes 
or specialized techniques. One such device is an 
ion chamber which uti li zes a 4-inch diameter 
planchet. This instrument (Fig. 4) , records indi-
vidual alpha pulses as well as the total ionizing 
current from beta and alpha emissions. The count-
ing system used to count and differentiate bet,,·een 
gamma emitters is a 256-channel gamma spec-
trometer. This device (Fig. 5), is used in conjunc-
tion with a three- by three-inch, copper-coated, 
well-type, thallium activated sodium iodide crystal. 
In this instrument a gamma ray causes a flash of 
light upon interaction with the crystal, a photomul-
tiplier tube amplifies the pulse, and the electronic 
system of the instrument channelizes the pulse 
according to the ray's initial energy. 
Figure 3. Internal gas flow proport ional counter 
Fi gure 4 . Electrometer 
Figure 5 . 256-channel gamma spectrometer 
RADIOACTIVITY 
The results obtained thus far vary a great deal 
,,·ith respect to location and time. Fallout and 
\\"ashout of radioactivity is expected to fluctuate a 
great deal depending upon the Yarious nuclear 
testing programs, wind , precipitation, and general 
atmospheric conditions. Exposed natural radioac-
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Tobie 1 
Variat ion in Radioact ivity in Texa s' Stream s 
collected on the membrane filters. The alpha con-
centration is generally low, and most of the samples 
for both suspended and fi ltered fractions are below 
10 ,u,uc/ L Of the 315 samples of river water tested 
for alpha, only 16 of the suspended and dissolved 
fractions contained more than 10 ,u,uc/ l. Of these 
16, only 2 were in the dissolved portions. 
Concentration 
Less Than 
µµc / l 
10 
50 
100 
200 
Beta Ac ti vi ty 
Suspended Dissolved 
% % 
63 22 
89 84 
93 93 
96 97 
Alpha Activity 
Suspended Dissolved 
% % 
90 > 99 
98 > 99 
99 > 99 
> 99 100 
tive deposits also undoubted ly influence the actiY-
ity content in surface waters in more ways than 
one. Consequently radioactivity found in a grab 
sample only describes the conditions of a river at 
a specific time and place. Since it is impossible to 
maintain and operate a large number of contin -
uous sampling and monitoring stations, it is neces-
sary to analyze a number of samples from the same 
station over a period of time. This procedure " ·ill 
help define a trend if one exists. 
As examples of the type of data being collected, 
Tables 2 and 3 contain the results of analyses car-
ried out \\·ith samples from brn of the 116 collec-
tion stations. Table 2 contains data for one of the 
nine stations in the ~cchcs River Basin . This 
station is located on the Neches Ri\·cr near Diboll , 
Texas. Table 3 presents data for one of the t\\·o 
stations in the Canadian RiYer Basin. This station 
is located on the Canadian River at Canadian , 
Texas. 
Most of the sample collected throughout the 
entire state of Texas had less than 50 ,u,uc/ l of beta 
activity and 10 ,u,uc/ l of alpha activity. As shown 
in Table 1 there is con iderable variation between 
the beta activity in the suspended and dissolved 
fractions of the river waters . In cases \\·here the 
beta concentration is low, less than 10 ,u,uc/ l, about 
66 % is in the suspended fraction. However, as the 
concentration of total beta activity increases, the 
filterable liquids contain as much activity as that 
It is generally believed that the Neches RiYer 
Basin docs not contain significant, if any, natural 
uranium or thorium deposits, and such is brought 
out by the fact that there was virtually no a lpha 
activity in the samples collected. It is to be noted 
that a lpha activity would ordinarily be associated 
with natural radioactive deposits and not fa llout 
resulting from nuclear test programs. 
Date 
Collected 
7- 7-58 
8- 7- 58 
9- 9- 58 
11- 18-58 
1- 19-59 
2-17- 59 
3- 16-59 
4-13-59 
5-13- 59 
6-24-59 
8- 11-59 
9- 1- 59 
10-26-59 
Date 
Collected 
6- 4-58 
6-30-58 
8- 2- 58 
9- 3-58 
11-17-58 
1- 13- 59 
2-15-59 
3-12-59 
4- 6-59 
4-21-59 
5-21- 59 
6-28-59 
7- 30-59 
8-10- 59 
9- 11- 59 
10-17-59 
The beta activity, on the other hand, is pre:::cnt 
in significant amounts. Roughly, the beta activity 
Tobie 2 
Results of Gross Rad ioact ivity Analyses of Samples from th e Nec hes Rive r ne ar Diboll , Texa s 
Alpha Activity Beta Activity Solids 
µµ c/l. ± µµc/l. µµc / l. ± µµc / l. mg/ l. 
S.S. D.S. S.S. D.S. S.S. 
1. 8 ± 1 . 8 0 ± 0 . 8 134 . 7 ± 13 . 8 60 . 5 ± 9 . 1 109 
0.8 ± 2.2 0.8 ± 1.2 196 .7 ± 13 .4 218.5 ± 10.8 156 
2.8 ± 1 .9 
0 .9 ± 1 .3 
10.9 ± 2 .8 
a:a ·±o i 
0 ± 1 .4 
0 ± 1 .0 
10 .6 ± 6 . 1 15 .6 ± 6.5 84 
21. 1 ± 6. 7 30 . 7 ± 7 . 6 62 
23 . 5 ± 6 . 7 7 . 8 ± 5 . 8 52 
48 .4 ± 8 .5 45 .9 ± 8.0 123 
64 .4 ± 9 .7 26.3 ± 7.6 55 
96. 2 ± 11 . 7 80 . 2 ± 10 .4 127 
35. 1 ± 7 . 9 44 . 9 ± 8. 6 54 
9 .4 ± 6 .3 19 .4 ± 7.0 122 
3.3 ± 5.5 10 .9 ± 6.0 69 
3.2 ± 5.7 2.9 ± 5.5 109 
0.2 ± 6.7 0 . 1 ± 5.7 288 
Tobi e 3 
D.S. 
160 
178 
208 
236 
166 
129 
224 
128 
83 
290 
137 
120 
203 
Re su lt s of Gross Rad ioactivity Analyses of Sampl es from th e Conod io n River nea r Canad ian , Texa s 
Alpha Activity Beta Activity Solids 
µµc/l. ± µµc / I. µµc / l. ± µµc / l. mg/l. 
S.S. D.S. S.S. D .S. S.S. D.S. 
84.1 ± 22 .4 3.6 ± 5.4 679 .0 ± 60.2 58.4 ± 33.7 8,193 846 
52 .0 ± 26 .0 7 .5 ± 7 .5 8.J4 .4 ± 102 .8 18 . 1 ± 25 . 2 9,268 1,802 
12 .6 ± 9 .4 0 ± 2 .9 380 .2 ± 52.0 120 .6 ± 29 . 2 1,889 551 
59 .5 ± 26 .5 7 .2 ± 4.8 628 .3 ± 79 .0 08.4 ± 16 .6 5 ,440 812 
6.1 ± 6 . 1 4 .4 ± 5.9 651 .7 ± 54 .5 309 . 6 ± 32 .3 853 ] ,552 
6.8 ± 9 .1 64.1 ± 11.9 284 .5 ± 33.9 46 .5 ± 16 .7 1,729 ] ,588 
2.3 ± 1 . 7 0 ± 1. 9 20 .3 ± 7 .0 65 . 1 ± 11 . 1 190 1,415 
0.2 ± 0 .9 0 ± 2 .0 9 .5 ± 6.6 19 .8 ± 7 .8 22 549 
3:3± 33 4 .4 ± 6.1 0 ± 11 .7 45 409 0 ± 0 .9 19 .9 ± 7 .1 107 .6 ± 14 . 1 44 1,057 
0 ± 4 .8 0 ± 2 .7 245 .6 ± 25 .9 40.4 ± 10.4 1,329 1,225 
0 .3 ± 1.2 1 . 1 ± 2 .2 0 ± 5 .7 1 .8 ± 6.4 49 350 
29.l ± 19 .4 9.9 ± 9 . 9 401.9 ± 62 .3 23 .8 ± 27 .6 4,590 1,786 
39.2 ± 22.4 0 ± 5 .0 386 .6 ± GO . I 48 . 7 ± 27 .6 4,746 1,810 
0 .3 ± 1 .3 0 ± 0 .9 3 .2 ± 5 .5 12 6 ± 7 .4 57 709 
0 .6 ± 2 .3 0 .9 ± 3 .6 11 .4 ± 6 .7 16 .5 ± 8 . 2 199 1,257 
Flow 
cfs 
760 
150 
88 
358 
518 
3 ,210 
1,560 
4,020 
10,200 
1,230 
763 
323 
Flow 
cfs 
365 
158 
834 
218 
4 
350 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Nonnal 
High 
Normal 
High 
High 
Low 
Low 
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Figure 6. Relationship between suspended solids and suspended 
gross beta radioactivity in the Canadian River at Canadian, Texas 
is divided equally between the suspended and dis-
solved fractions. With the exception of one sample 
the highest beta counts occurred during periods of 
high flows. This relationship between counts and 
flow would appear to substantiate the hypothesis 
that the activity in the Neches results from fallout. 
About 0.3 curie of beta radioactivity passed by the 
sampling station near Evadale on Ju ly 9, 1958, as 
based upon the grab sample collected that day. 
Since the beta activity shows a material drop dur-
ing low flows and since at least half of the beta 
activity is in the suspended fraction , the levels of 
activity are not particularly significant. Water 
treatment processes and detention provided by 
reservoirs wi ll undoubtedly remove a great deal of 
the suspended rad ioactivity. Also, at this time, it 
is not known whether the radioactive half-life is 
short or long. 
The Canadian River Basin, unlike the Neches, 
does contain deposits of naturally occurring radio-
isotopes. Consequently, it would be expected that 
significant amounts of alpha radioactivity would 
be found in samples taken from the Canadian 
River. 
Most of the gross radioactivity, alpha and beta, 
in the Canadian River is as ociated with the sus-
pended solids. The relationship between suspended 
solids and suspended gross beta radioactivity is 
shown in Fig. 6. It is apparent, even with the 
limited number of samples taken, that there is 
some correlation between suspended solids and 
radioactivity. 
A more detailed study of the relationships be-
tween streamflow, solids content and radioactivity 
levels is being made with data from the Trinity 
River. D aily samples have been collected for about 
a year from the West Fork of the Trinity River 
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Figure 7 . Daily variat ions of streamllow, suspended solids, an d 
beta radioactivity in Trinity River 
in D allas. Streamflow, suspended solids, dissolved 
solids, and gross beta radioactivity in the sus-
pended and dissolved so lids ''"ere determined for 
each sample. The variations in strcamflow, sus-
pended solids, and gross beta radioactivity in the 
suspended solids over a 25-day period arc ;:;hown 
in Fig. 7. These data show that there is some rela-
tionship between streamflow, suspended solids, and 
gross beta radioactivity in the suspended solids. 
For every significant increase in streamflow there 
is a corresponding increa c in suspended solids and 
associated beta radioactivity; howeYer, the rela-
tionship is not propor tional. Other factors, such as 
the time between ri ses in strcamflow, history of 
nuclear weapons tests, and radioactive waste dis-
charges into the stream above the sampling station 
also contribute to the total count. 
A preliminary approach to es tabli shing general 
relationships between strcamflow , solids, and radio-
activity has been developed using data from the 
first 222 samples collected. The initial step was to 
divide the streamflow data into eight ranges. The 
data from the 222 samples ·were then arranged in 
eight groups according to the streamflow at the 
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Fig ure 8 . Suspe nded or d issolved so lids an d gross beta ra d ioact iv ity a s fu nction s of stre a mflow 
time of collection. The mean suspended solids, 
gross beta radioactivity in the suspended solids, 
dissolved solids and gross beta radioactivity in the 
dissok ed solids were determined for each range of 
strcamflow. These means were then plotted aga inst 
the mean of their respective flow ranges as shO\rn 
in Fig. 8. 
Although a specific samp le may not conform to 
the curves, this method of presentation docs gin 
a good generalization of the interrelationships be-
tween st reamflow, solids, and radioactivity. 
It can be seen from Fig. 8a, that on the aYcragc 
the suspended solids content of the stream is di-
rectly proportional to streamflo,,·. The beta radio-
activity associated with the suspended solids docs 
not show such a direct relation. Up to about 
1000 cfs the activity concentration docs in crease 
"·ith streamflow. Wi th flow above 1000 cfs the 
radioactivity concentration remains a lmost con-
tant or decreases slightly although the suspended 
solids content increases. This apparent decrease 
in radioactivity during very high flow stages is to 
be expected since the initia l rise in flow during a 
period of high flow probably removes the solids 
\Yhich have adso rbed or otherwise become associ-
atcd with the radioactivity during the periods of 
low fl ow. 
The relationships between cli ::::::o ln d :::olids and 
radioactivity , and strcamflo\\· is shom1 in Fig. 8b. 
The effect of increased strcarnflow is to reduce the 
di:;soh·ed solids concentration by dilution. Since the 
ra infall producing higher strcamflow contains ra-
dioactivity from nuclear weapons tcF<ts, the radio-
activity content of the :::t rearn may increase to 
omc extent \Yith strcamflow. This pattern is ob-
scn ·cd with flO\Y ::i up to about 500 cfs. With flO\\"S 
greater than 500 cfs the radioactivity concentration 
appear;;; to dec rease at about the same rate as the 
dis olvcd solids. 
It has been possible in a paper of this nature 
to present only typical examp les of the data being 
co llected in this study. By the end of J unc approx-
imately 2500 samples of Texas' \rntcrs \rill haYc 
been ana lyzed for gross radioactivity. One method 
of radioacfo·ity data analyses has been presented. 
There arc many other ,,·ays of reducing the data, 
but it is important to note that hi,;torica l data a rc 
nccc,.;sar~· if future stream CYaluations arc to be 
meaningful. 
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CONRAD P. STRAUB 1 
Radioactive materials found in surface waters 
genera lly a rise from four sources: fallout, natu-
rally occurring rad ionuclides, man-made radionu-
clides released to water dming norma l and rou t ine 
operations of nu clear energy facilities, a nd t he 
spent residues from t he use of specific radionuclidcs 
fo r beneficial purposes. At t he presen t time, " ·it h 
few exceptions, the bulk of the radioacti\'ity found 
in surface waters has its origin in fa llout and na t-
ural radioactive materials. The amount of acti,· it~· 
contributed from fa llout vari e,; and is dependent 
upon geographical posit ion , climatologica l con di-
tions , and frequency of " ·capons tests. 
GROSS ACTIVITY LEVELS FROM FALLOUT 
traub, et al.(1> estimated t he cont ribu t ion of 
fa llou t in t he form of gross beta actiY it>· oYcr th e 
entire U. S. area and compared t hi s \\·ith gro;;:s beta 
actiYi ty contained in runoff . Th e contribution from 
fa llou t \Yas ca lcu lated from rainfall data relea:;ecl 
by t he National R adiation Survei I lance Nctworl·« "> 
and t he runoff from da ta avai la ble from the Na-
tional W ater Quality NctworkY> Th c:;c estimates 
showed that over t he en tire United States, with a n 
average gross activity leve l in rainfa ll of 1470 
µ.µ.c / liter ,< 2 > the daily contribution of fallout 
amounted to 23 ,900 curies of gross beta activity. 
Runoff amounted to 408 curi e daily. Certa in areas, 
as fo r example the Ohio River basin , shmYcd somc-
\\·hat higher deposition rate., 45,300 curies/ day, but 
th is " ·oulcl be expected because of greater rainfall 
rates and other climatological factors. Ana lyses of 
the data<•> covering operations of the first year of 
the National W ater Quality Network by Setter, 
R egnier, a nd Dieph aus<'-> showed quite marked 
variations in surface water activity lc,·cls for t he 
different stream drainage basins. 
. 
1 
_Chief, Radiologica l H ealt h Research Activities, Division of Hn-
d1olog1cal Health , R obert A. Taft ~anilary En~incPring 0-ntC'r . l '.:-:. 
Public Hea lth Service, D epartment of H ea lt h , Education , and \\.c lfan• 
Cincinnati, Ohio. ' 
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GROSS ACTIVITY FROM OTHER SOURCES 
In T a ble 1 a rc summarized the est imated quan-
tities of \rntcr and gross activity cli,.;chargcd from 
other sources.<"> It mu:;t be remembered that the~c 
arc gross data and the haza rd a,;soci::1tecl \\·ith each 
is dependent on the nuclid e composition . 
Table 1 
Estimated Quantities of Water and Activity Discharged 
(United States Practice) 
Volum e Discharged Activity Discha rged Reference 
;\l'/day cu ries/day 
Source 
Mills 
F eed i\Taterials 
P lants 
R eac tor Coolant 
Isotope U scrs 
6 . 8 X l0 1 -100 
O. l X 10• 
8 .0 x 10 1 • 
1 . 1- 1.9 x 10• b 
- 410• 
1- 2 
il Average s ince 1944 at J !"a n ford. 
(G) 
(6) 
((j) 
(6) 
b Based on assu mption that isotopes used have an l\f PC value of JQ - 4 
µc/ml a nd that they arc reduced to t he M PC level before release. 
STRONTIUM-90 FROM FALLOUT 
Straub, et al.<•> abo e:-<t irna ted strontium-90 
deposition and runoff o,·cr the U . S. These c:;t i-
mate,; \\·ere based on s trontium activi ty lcYels in 
precipi ta tion reported by the U . S. Atomic Energy 
Comrni"sion «· s> and th e strontiurn-90 lcYcls found 
in f'urface waters. Th ey found that the stron-
tium-90 contributed by precipitation anragcd 236 
curies/ day and that in runoff amounted to 6.4 
curies/ day during the first quarter of 1959. Similar 
calcul ations for the Ohio Ri\'cr Valley based on 
acti,·ity Yalucs at Cairo, Illinois, yielded Yalu es of 
15.6 and 1.0 curic:;/ cl ay fo r strontiurn-90 deposi-
tion a nd runoff, r c;;; pcctivel» , during the first quar-
ter of 1959. From these data it is posf' ibl c to esti-
mate the degree of holdup of strontium-90 and 
gross actiYity by na tural agents. This ::1ctivity ma>· 
find its \rny into the water course at some la te r 
time during periods of high runoff when so il ern-
sion is quite marked or during reso lution from :;oil 
or organic matter. 
Generally speaking, act i,·ity Jeni,; should be 
somc\\·hat lo\\·cr in streams than in rc;;;en·oir~. 
la kes, or impoundments. Jn the fo rmer ca:-c, \\·ith 
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a dynamic sys tem such as the river, the acti\·ity 
added today will have moved to a new location 
tomorrow, the distance of movement being a func-
t ion of the hydraulics of the stream s.vstcm and the 
removal and temporary holdup of the radioactive 
materials in the associated biota and bottom muds. 
In the case of lakes, reservoirs, and impoundments, 
hO\vcver, a ll of the activity entering the system is 
retained within the confines of the system, and 
the ratio of the longe r-lived radionuclidcs to the 
total activity increases with time. 
STRONTIUM-90 LEVELS IN CISTERNS 
A third source of water that must be considered 
is cistern water. Notwith standing their primitive 
design, cisterns are used as sources of 1Yatcr suppl.\· 
in many fringe suburban areas as \\'Cll as in rural 
loca tions, particularly where other sources of water 
a rc not available. An alyses have been made of 
cistern waters in a single facility in the Cincinnati 
area for some time and the st rontium-90 lC\·els 
fo und arc summarized in T able 2. 
Tobi e 2 
Stront ium -90 Activi ty l eve ls in Ci stern Waters 
Type 
Coas t Guard 
Local-Civilian 
c:i 
0) 
5 
0 
0 
• 
• 
" 
Date No. Obs. Activity - µµc / I 
4th Quar. 1958 
1st Quar. 1959 
2nd Quar. 1959 
3rd Quar. 1959 
J a nuary 1959 
February 1959 
Apr.-June 1959 
July-Sept. 1959 
October 1959 
• 
• 
• I 
• 
2 
12 
10 
9 
7 
8 
Mean M edian Range 
4 .0 4. 0 2. 76- 5 . 17 
3.7 3.7 0 .9 - 7 .3 
3 . 2 3.0 0 .2 - 8.5 
1.1 0 .4 0 .2 - 3.5 
4 .9 4 .9 3.4 - 6.0 
6.4 5.5 3.5 -14.6 
ll .3 
1.0 
5.9 
• 
• 
• • 
. 
. 
• '·--· • • • • 
• • • • 
• 
•• 
• 0 •• ., • • 
• • 0 • •• • ... ~•--O- e 
• • • • • .., .
•• • . 
.r . 
• 0 0 • • Oe • . • • • • 
" 
• • • 
. ·1· () . • (; • • • • • • 
• ". r 
25 50 75 100 
• 
SIGNIFICANCE OF RADIOACTIVITY LEVELS 
Now tha t \YC have some data on leHls of radio-
activity found, \\·hat is th e "ignificancc of the,.;e 
lcYcls? There \\·ill be a wide Yariation in lcwb 
due to local condition s of rainfall. runoff, geology, 
hydrology , and other factors. Furthermore, before 
the significance of any gi\·en lcvcb of acfo·it.\' can 
be cl ctcrmincd , th e make-up of the activit,\· ob-
served must be kno\\'n. This is particul arly trne, 
~ince there seems to be no direct ratio bct\\·een t he 
gross beta activity levels and the strontium-90 
levels as indi ca ted by the scatte r diagram sh01rn 
in Fig. 1. 
Radionuclide analyses must be mndc to iclenti f,\' 
the more lrnzardous radionucl ides. Because of its 
long biologi cal half-life and deposition in bone, the 
most hazardous man-made radionuclide is ~tron­
t ium-90. Of the naturally occurring radionuclicl eR , 
radium is the most hazardou::; and is cncounlrrecl 
in some ground water ::;upplies at significant leve l,;. 
The maximum pcrmi::;,.;ible occupational bod.'· bur-
den established by the ICRP (0 l and NCRP (io) for 
strontium-90 and rad ium-226 arc 2 µ.c and 0.1 µ.c, 
respectively. From these Yalues maximum pennis-
siblc concentrations (l\lPC Yalue~) in 'rntcr and 
nir have been cstabli~hed. The 168-hom \\·eek 
l\1PC for these nuclidcs in drinking \\·ater is 1000 
and 100 µ.µ.c / l, respectively. Both the KCRP 
and ICRP suggest reducing the:-ic maximum lc\·e ls 
by a factor of 10 for the so-called controlled area. 
I 
I 
LaAe waters 0 
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The ICRP<9 > has also suggested an avcmge per-
missible concentration for the general population 
at a factor of 3 below the maximum controlled area 
concentration. Applying both factors to stron-
tium-90 would reduce the average pcrmi:::~ible con-
centration to the general public to 33 µ,µ,c / l for 
drinking water. 
This level of 33 µ,µ,c / l represents ~trontium-90 
from all sources, i.e., \\·atcr , air, diet, etc., ,,·here 
this is the only radionuclide contributing to the 
exposure of the population. Wh ere populations 
arc receiving radiation exposure from other sources, 
this average level of 33 µ,µ,c / l would have to be 
reduced to be consistent with the system of calcu-
lations used in the recommendation~. Perhaps the 
significance of current strontium-90 lc\·cls could 
be best illustrated by considering several examples. 
ENVIRONMENTAL LEVELS OF STRONTIUM-90 
Total strontium level in rains at Cincinnati 
have been as high as 1045 µ,µ,c / l for an individ-
ual rain. The strontium-90 content at th is lc\'Cl 
would be estimated at about 50 µ,µ,c / l. The rainfa ll 
strontium-90 level across the country amounted to 
about 5.3 µ,µ,c / I during 1958. The cistern !eve]:.; 
found in Cincinnati range from 1.0 to 14.6 µ,µ,c / L 
The levels in the streams across the country ha\'C 
shown median concentration levels of 0.9, 1.4, and 
0.7 during the first three quarters of 1959. Thu:::, 
it can be seen that there is an appreciable rcmornl 
of strontium-90 between its arri\'al on earth as 
fa llout and its presence in the st ream as runoff. 
Using the intake value of 2.2 liters of \rntcr per 
day, this means that the average permissible intake 
of strontium-90 as the sole source of irradiation 
amounts to 2.2 X 33 = 72.6 µ,µ,c / day. A cistern 
level of 14.6 µ,µ,c / l represents an intake of 32.1 
µ,µ,c / day or approximately 44 % of the average 
permissible intake. In the case of surface \rntcr 
with intakes based on the median concentration 
values given above, the daily intake amounts to 
2.0, 3.1, and 1.5 µ,µ,c or approximately 6.0 %, 9.4 %, 
and 4.5%, respectively, of the average permissible 
intake of 72.6 µ,µ,c / day. 
The strontium-90 level reported in the streams 
will be lowered somewhat by water treatment facil-
ities. The degree of removal will be a function of 
the type of process employed as will be indicated 
later. 
In Table 3 the sources contributing stron-
tium-90 to man are shown along " ·ith the amounts 
Table 3 
Strontium-90 Contamination - Environmental Sources -
Cincinnati, Ohio, Da to 
Source 
Air 
Water 
Cistern 
Surface 
Milk 
Food 
Level of Sr-90 
µµc/I, µµc/ ~ [ 3 
µµc/kg 
0 . 04 µµc /i\ f3 
0 . 3- 20 µµc / 1 
0 .6- 0 .9 µµc / I 
8 . 5 µµc/l 
0. 2- 60 µµc/kµ; 
Totals 
Daily Intake Intake of Sr-90 
m I or gm µµ c/ day 
2Xl07 ml 0 .8 
2200 ml 0 . 7- 44 
2200 ml 1 .3- 2 .0 
1000 ml 8 .5 
1200 µ;m 7 
i\ Iin. 17 .0- 17 . 6 µµe / day 
i\lax. 18 .3- 60 .3 µµ e/clay 
of st rontiurn-90 ingested claily. Similar calculations 
for other radionuclides of intere;;t ,,·ill permit de-
termination of radiation exposure le,·els from al l 
sources and \\'ill indicate the se riousness of such 
exposure. From Table 3, it is seen that the bulk 
of the st rontium-90 ingested is through the dictar~· 
route, "·ith the contribution from air being insig-
nificant and that from \rntcr being intermediate. 
In the case of untreated surface \rntcrs \\·ith a high 
st rontium-90 content of 4.8 µ,µ,c / l and other intake 
lc\'Cls as shown in Table 3, the \rnter intake \\'Ould 
amount to 39 % of the total intake of :::trontium-90. 
In the case of cistern water supplies, the \rntcr 
contribution may exceed this percentage. 
Taken a lone, strontiurn -90 levels in smface 
water arc not considered a. adding any significant 
radiation cxpo;;;urc to humans. Hm\'C\'cr, as pointed 
out abo,·c, the effect of strontium-90 in \rnter must 
be CYaluatcd in terms of the contribution of stron-
tium-90, other radionuclides, and other radiation 
sources. This subject ,,·as di scussed some\\'hat more 
extcnsi\'ely in a recent paper by the author and 
his associatcs.< 11 > 
With this background information, Jct us re-
"icw the data on t he rcmoya] of strontium-90 and 
other radionuclidcs from surface \\'aters by con-
Yentional and modified \\'ater treatment method,; . 
The bulk of this information is taken from paper;.; 
previously published by the author.< 12 • 13 • 1 •> 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS RELATING 
TO WATER DECONTAMINATION 
The removal of radioactive materials by \rater 
treatment process must be considered in term~ of 
several recognized facts. These incl ucl c: an:v treat-
ment process transfers the radioacti\'c rnateriab 
from one phase to another - in this instance from 
the liquid to the so lid phase ; in this transfer of 
radioactiYe materials, there is no Joss in the ac-
ti ,·ity initially present except through deca~· ; in 
terms of mas:0 , the quantities of raclioacti\'c matr-
rials \\'ith \\'hich we arc concerned are \'Cry small 
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Table 4 
Quantitative Comparison of Chemical Characteris tics U. S. Publi c 
Health Service Dri nk ing Water Standard s and Maximum 
Permissi b le Concen tration al Rad ioisotopes in Water 
Chemical Drinking Water ~1Iaximum Permissible Radio-
Constituent Standards Concentration active 
Form 
ppm µg /cc µf!, /cc µc/cc 
(mg/I) 
Grounds for 
Rejection (D WS) 
Lead (Pb) 0 . 1 1 x 10- 1 
Fluoride (I") 1 .5 1.5 x 1()0 
Arsenic (As) 0.05 5 x 10- 2 
Selenium (Se) 0 .05 5 x 10- 2 
Crli l Chromium (C r+•) 0 .05 5 x 10- 2 5.2 x 10- 6 0 .5 
R ecommended 
Values (DWS) 
Copper (Cu) 3.0 3 x 100 2 1 X 10-• 8 x 10- 2 Cu&..i 
Iron and 1.8 x 10- • 4 x 10- 3 Fl·Mi 
l\1anganese 2.1 x 10- 0 1 x 10- 4 FC'ri9 
(Fe+ Mn) 0.3 3 x 10- 1 9.3 x 10- 9 0 .2 l\ Jn56 
Magnesium (Mg) 125 l .25X 102 
Zinc (Zn) 15 1.5 x 101 
Cl" Chloride (Cl) 250 2 .5 x 102 8.9 x 10- 2 2 x 10- 3 
Sulfate (SO,) 250 0 .83X !02 I .2 X 10- 1 5 x 10- 3 S" 
(as su lfur) 
Phenolic 
Compou nds• 
(Col-I.01-1) 0.001 I . 5 x 10-·· 6.7 x 10 4 3 x 10- 3 C" 
a Assuming that only one of the carbon atoms is radioacti\·e C11 • 
as indicated in Table 4 where pcrmi;:siblc stable 
chemical compositions in the Public Health Scn·icc 
Drinking ' Yater Standard,;< 10 > arc compared \\·ith 
recommended permissible levels of corrc:;poncling 
radionuclicles; and, since radioacti vc materials arc 
chemical ubstanccs, processes that arc effective 
for the removal of specific chemical substances arc 
equally effective for the removal of their radioac-
tive counterparts. 
Furthermore, the degree of treatment to be pro-
vided mu ·t be geared to the maximum permissible 
concentration values recommended by the National 
Committee on Radiation Protection. <16 > Since these 
define, in the case of water or a ir, the currently 
recommended permissible levels of contamination, 
they may be used to calculate the degree of re-
moval required to meet these levels when the na-
ture and the amount of activity initially present 
in the water to be treated are kno\n1. ConYcrscl~-, 
if the efficiency of a particular process and the 
maximum permissible concentration for a given 
nuclide arc kno\Yn, the highest concentration of 
that component in waters used for public water 
supplies must be stipulated. Assume a "·atcr, for 
example, containing 10 µ.c / ml of promcthiurn-147. 
The maximum permissible concentration for this 
radionuclide is 1 µ.c / ml. This means that a decon-
tamination factor of 10, equivalent to a 90% re-
moval, must be provided to reduce the level of this 
radionuclide to the recommended permissible con-
centration. In the ca c of strontium-89, with an 
l\IPC of 7 X 10-5 µ.c/ml, and a process that pro-
vides a 90% removal of strontium, the highest 
conccn tration that may be prcsen t in the water 
prior to treatment is 7 X 10-• µ.c / ml , if the recom-
mended maximum pcrmif'sible concentration i:; not 
to be exceeded. The difference in the initia l con-
centrations of these two radionuc liclcs - promc-
th ium-147 and strontium-89 - varies by a factor 
of approximately 14,000. This is due entirely to the 
difference in physiological characteristics of these 
t\rn nuclidcs. 
EFFICIENCY OF CONVENTIONAL 
WATER TREATMENT PROCESSES 
Conventional \\·atcr treatment processes in clude 
coagulation, settl ing, filtration, and disinfection. 
In addition auxiliary treatment, such as aeration , 
softening, and iron and manganese removal, may 
be cmplo»ccl. 
COAGULATION 
Coagulation involves the formation of chemical 
floes that adso rb , entrap, or otherwise bring to-
gether su~pendcd matter, particularly suspended 
matter that is co lloidal. The add ition of these 
coagulating chemicals results in the precipi tation 
of some of the soluble constituents in the waste as 
metal hydroxides, generally hydroxides of alumi-
num or iron, since a lum and iron salts a re the mo,;;t 
common coagulants. 
' Vith the exception of most cations of valence 
3, 4, or 5, including the rare earths group, coagula-
tion \Yith settling has not been particularly effective 
for the removal of specific soluble radionuclidcs 
from water as shO\rn in Table 5. Removals in ex-
Table 5 
Removal of Radioactive Material s by Convent ional 
Wat er Treatm e nt Processes :l 
TsotopC' 
Cs13'-Ba137 (CI) 
Sr" (Cl) 
Ba"' - La' '° (Cl) 
Cd"' (NO,) 
Sc46 (Cl ) 
Y91 (Cl) 
ZrW>- Nb911 
(oxalate co mplrx) 
P32 (p hosphate) 
Cr51 (CI) 
?-lo90 (?-fo03) W'" (tu nµ;state) 
R e"' (metal) 
J m (iodide) 
Ru 103 (Cl) 
Pr142 ( PrzO,) 
Cc144- Pr144 (Cl) 
Pm 147 (CI) 
Sm 1"' (S1n,O,) 
Chemi-
cal 
Coagu-
lation 
Sand 
Filtra-
tion 
Soda-
Ash 
Soften-
ing 
Ion Exchange R esins 
Cation Anion niixcd 
Bed 
and 
Settling 
Ranges in Rcmo\·al in Per Cent 
0-37 10- 70 <50 99 + 9 
0- 15 1- 13 50- 95 99+ 5- 7 
1- 84 39 99 50- 95 96- 99 36- 42 
G0- 99 50- 99 98 0 
62- 99 + 9-1- 99 50- 95 96- 97 99 
1- 99 + 84.- 89 50- 95 7 5- 93 94- 98 
99+ 
99+ 
99+ 
99+ 
99 
98- 99 
2- 99 91 9G 50- 99+ 58- 75 
68- 99+ 
0- 60 
0- 60 
96- 99+ 91- 99+ 
99+ 
1- 96 ~- 18 <50 9- 16 
0- 29 
0- 96 
43-96 
83-99+ 
28- 99 + 
4- 99+ 
44- 99+ 
97-99+ 99 
99+ 99+ 
99+ 
a Variable chemical dose, coagulants, pH conditions, activity concen-
trations, and waters. 
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ccss of 98% have been repartee! for phosphorus-32 
as t he orthophosph ate. The mos t cxtcnsiYcly usccl 
radionu clide in medi ca l th erapy and rc:-ca rch -
iodin e - being in t he anion form (as the iodide) 
is not removed by coagula tion with a lum or iron. 
H owever , addi tion o f sma ll a mounts of ac tiYa tcd 
carbon , copper sulfate, or sil n r nitra te<"· 1 "l will 
ma rkedl y increase rcmoYa ls. R cmoYa ls up to 96 % 
liaYc been rcportcc! .< 18 l 
Coagul a ti on \ril l be help ful in the rcmornl of 
radioac tive mate ri a l attached to, ad~orbcd on , or 
exchanged on t he na tura l turbidi ty found in surface 
wa ters . Sin ce coagula tion will remove much of the 
turbidity , the activ it~' associ a ted with the part icu-
late matter will a lso be removed. 
SAND FILTRATION 
Excep t for rcmo,·al by simpl e st raining or so rb-
t ion by biological life contained in th e "Schmu tz-
dcckc," sand fi lters a rc not effective fo r the 
removal of radioac tive m a teri a ls. Their major fun c-
t ion is to remove t he radioactivity iwcviou~ l ~· in-
corpora ted in floe particles th a t is not rcmo,·cd 
during se ttl ing. For exa mpl e, scand ium , yttrium , 
and zirconium-niobium, probably present in th e 
coll oida l state, were removed by mechani ca l :< train-
ing, whereas other ma teri a ls such as strontium , 
ces ium , and possibly t ungsten presen t in t rue so lu-
tion , were no t a ffected by passage through th e sand 
fi lter. 
SOFTENING 
Softening wi th lime and soda ash , under proper 
conditions, produ ced effec tive rcmoYa ls of stron-
t ium, barium , cadmium , yttrium , scandium , and 
zirconium-niobium. As shom1 in T a ble 5, rcn1 0,·a ls 
of 95 % t o 99% or bette r a rc possible. F or mo;;t 
satisfactory rcmO\·a l of strontium , in creased 
amoun ts of both lime a nd soda ash ,,·ere rc-
q uircd . <19> The mechani sm of r cmoYal , in t he case 
of strontium , is coprcc ipi tation \Yith ca lcium ca r-
bonate by t he mecha nism of crysta l form at ion . 
Lime soda ash softening is fair ly cffcc ti, ·c in 
removing cer tain radionucliclcs from :<olu tion , if 
rc l ativc l ~r high chemical dosages arc empl oyed . 
From the standpoin t of emergency \rntcr t reatment , 
and wi t h t he use of high chemical dosages (T a ble 
6) ,< 10> the softening procc s could be ada pted read-
ily to t he t reatmen t o f a waste con taining radio-
stron tium. Other \Ya ter t reatmen t processes, " ·ith 
t he excep t ion of ion excha nge, a rc rclati,·c ly incf-
Tobi e 6 
Results of l i me-Soda A sh Treatm ent for Removal of St ront ium 
Treatment 
Stoichiometri c amounts 
20 pp m excess lime-soda ash 
50 ppm excess l ime-soda ash 
100 ppm excess lime-soda ash 
1.50 ppm excess lime-soda ash 
200 ppm excess lime-soda ash 
300 ppm excess lirn c-socla as h 
P er Cent Rcmo\·al of Acti \· ity 
75. 0 
77 .0 
80 . l 
85. 3 
97 .3 
99 .4 
99. 7 
fcctin in rcmO\·ing t hi s pa r ti cu lar radionurlidr. 
,,·hcrcas under optimum condition ~, so ftening ean 
rc ~ul t in rcrno\·a ls in excess of 99% . 
ION EXCHANGE 
Another method o f softeni ng that has been 
practiced for som e time in muni cipa l and industri a l 
11·atc r treatmen t is ion exchange. Rcrnon tl of 
radioactive ma teria ls in so lu t ion is feasible by t hi s 
process, and fo r most cffcc ti Yc rcrno\·al s, mixed bed 
or ca tion and ani on exchan ge beds in seri es a rc 
recommended . R c:;ults 11·it h Yarious types of ex-
ch a nge materials a rc shown in T a ble 5. F oll o1,·ing 
ion exchange, i t may be necessary to adju ;; t the pH 
of t he treated water. Data similar to tha t incli-
cntcd under the ca tion exch ange co lumn ,,·e re ob-
ta ined ,,·ith grccnsandR, whi ch arc used cxtcn~in'l y 
in mun icipa l softening insta ll a tion s. 
F or adequ a te rcmontls and economi c operat ion, 
the ,,·a ters being treated should be low in cli~~o h·cd 
Ro lids. Experi ence in the la boratory has sho\rn thnt 
cert ain radioactiYc mate ria ls \Yill continue to be 
rcrno,·cd (abou t 50% rcmornl) cnn though the 
co lum n has been sa tura ted \l"ith ca lcium and t he 
hardness is no lon ge r reduced. 
Although the ion exchange procc:<s offers on e of 
t he most promi sing methods fo r the rcmornl of 
radioac t ive conta min a nt:::, the initi a l and operating 
cos ts m ay prohibit widespread usage unl c:<s sui t -
ab le regenera tion techniques arc dcYclopccl. 
MODIFIED PROCESSES FOR WATER 
DECONTAMINATION 
ScYcral oth er method ha ,·c been stud ied for the 
remova l of rad ioactiYC constituen ts from wa ter. 
T he most prom ising a nd perhaps most rcacli l ~· a p-
p licabl e to com·cntiona l ,,·a tcr treatment plant 
fac ilities, phosph ate coagul a tion , <20 l has effected 
removals up to 99.9 % as shO\\·n in T able 7. Also, 
rela tin ly high rcmoYa ls of s trontium arc po~~ibl c 
by t hi s method , bu t these can be secured only 
under ca re fu ll y controlled cond it ions of pH and of 
calcium hydrox ide to t ri-sodium phosph ate ra t io. 
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Tob ie 7 
Removal of Rad ioactive Material s by Mod i fi ed Processes' 
Isotope Phosphate 
Coagu lation 
Metallic C lay 
Dusts Additionsb 
Ranges in Removal in Pe r Cent 
Cs137-Ba'" (Cl) 9 98 
Sr" (Cl) 81- 98 49- 52 
Ba""-La140 (Cl) 66- 95 85- 98 
Zn" (Cl) 99+ 98 99+ 
Cd"' (N03) 6-1 
Sc" (Cl) 97 
Y 91 (CI) 99+ 98 94 
zrtL NbtS 
(oxalate complex) 99+ 98 
P 32 (phosphate) 8-1- 99+ 78- 82 
Sb 124 (C l) 66 
W 1" (tungstate) IL 49 
1131 (iodide) 23--46 9- 20 
Ru 106-Rh!Oe 93- 99+ 
Co60 (Cl) 30- 92 85- 99+ 
Cc1" - Pr1" (Cl) 99+ 99+ 99+ 
a Variable chemical quanti ties, levels of activity, and p l-I 
conditions. 
b 5,000 mg/I of clay added, 
Studies utilizing an clectrodialytic cell " ·ith 
pcrmselectivc membrancs( 2 1J indicated the neces-
sity of removing a ll colloid al radioclcmcnts prior 
to concentration of t he soluble rad ioirntopes in 
the ce ll. Other methods of treatment include the 
add ition of metal powders or clay materials. The 
re ul ts of t hese studies arc reported in T able 5. In 
genera l the highest removals wi th dusts \\·ere ob-
tained with iron powder and exceeded 90%, except 
fo r iodine, cesium, and a fission products mixture. 
C lay materials have been added to " ·astc so lu-
tions to permit the adsorption or exchange of so l-
uble rad ioactive constituents in t he \Y ate r to the 
clays. The clays a re then rcmoYccl b~' coagula t ion 
or precipitation and settling. Although this method 
is feasib le, la rge volumes of clay rnu ,:;t be ha ndled 
both initially and fin a lly as a contaminated s ludge 
fo r disposal. 
REMOVAL OF MIXTURES OF RADIONUCLIDES 
Up to this point, removal of specifi c raclionu-
clides from water has been discu~sed. In the caf'c 
of a fi sion product mixture or a ny mixture of 
Table 8 
Removal of M ixed Fissio n Pro ducts Isotopes 
l\1ixture• 
FPM - 1 
FPM - 2 
FPM - 3 
FPM - 4 
FPM - 5 
Treatment Process 
Coagulation and settl ing plus clay 
Coagu lation and settli ng 
Coagu lation and settling plus clay 
Coagu lation and settl ing plus clay 
Coagu lation and settling plus 
filtration plus clay 
Coagu lation and settling 
Coagulation and settling 
Mixed cation-an ion exchange slurry 
Coagulation and se ttling 
1\llixed cation-anion excha nge slu rry 
Metallic dus t slurry 
FPM - 6 Metallic dust slurry 
• FPl\1 - 1 Iodine dissolver solution. 
FPi\I - 2 Synthetic mixture. 
Per Cent Rcmo\·al 
6 1- 8-1 
9- 71 
12- 73 
46 
70- 73 
4G 
89 
83- 99 
5 1- 59 
38 
8- 56 
77- 92 
F Pl\1 - 3 Three-year-old fi ssion products mixture. 
FPM - 4 Iodine dissolver solution aged 30 days. 
FPl\1 - 5 1\1ixed fission product waste containing Cs13;_ 
Bal37 and Ru1oe- R1i100. 
FPM - 6 Iodine dissolver solution aged 20 days. 
rad ionuclidcs , the efficiency of removal is a func-
t ion of t he incli,·iclu al radionucliclcs comprisin g t he 
mixture. R cmoYals vary as incliC'atecl in Tabl e 8. 
REMOVAL OF FALLOUT MATERIALS 
R a infa ll is the major cont ribution of radio-
active materials to the enYiron ment and some of 
t hi s material finds its \\'fl>' in to the :-trearn a~ 
rnnoff a~ ,,·as indi cated in one of t he ea rlier sec -
t ions of thi s paper. Since the materia l reaching the 
stream has been in contact \\'i th the natural en-
Yironment for Yariablc periods of time, the effi-
ciencies obtained in treating \\'atc rs containing 
t hese raclionuclidcs arc some1Yhat lo\\'cr than those 
fo und ,,·ith added raclioactiYit~·. Th e natural cn-
Yironmcnt has been rcspon" ible fo r the remoYa l of 
the casier-to-rcmoYc const ituents from rnnoff. For 
example, at Albany, N e,,· Y ork , it ,,·as reportccl( 22 J 
that abo ut 35% of the gross actiYi ty due to fa llout 
\\·a rcrn O\-ccl in paf'sing t hrough the Albany \\'ater 
uppl y system a nd t reatment plant, \Yhich included 
coagul ation , settling, and fi I tration. Similar studi es 
reported by Thomas and co-workers(n, 2 ·•J for the 
La \\'rencc, l\Iassachusctts, \rntcr supp ly sho,,·cd an 
over-a ll rcrnornl of 80% fo ll o\\'ing coagulation, 
settling a nd filtration. Bel 1 et al . <24 J reported 10\Yer 
rcrno\·als at Cambridge and La,n ence , ::\Iassachu-
setts, than t hose found by Straub<" · 2 -•J fo r a simu-
lated \\'astc mix ture containing increased concen-
trations of radioactiYe ruthenium , "trontium , and 
iodine. Setter and Russc lJ< 2 n reported re;;;ults of 
la boratory jar tests of rain , ci,.;tcrn , and surface 
,,·atcrs \\'ith chemi cals and dosages used in c01wcn-
t iona l \\' atc r treatment practice and concluded that 
all of t he suspended gro"s beta acfo·ity a nd par t 
of the so lubl e gro8s beta acti,·ity is removed. Th e 
longe r the radioacti,·c materials haYC been sub-
jected to natural purification (ad~o rption on "ur-
faccs, sedimentation, or percolation) , t he more 
difficult it is to rcmoYc t he remaining so lubl e 
act ivity by coagulation . 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Unlc"s related to th e initial concentrations of 
t he radioactive ma te ri a ls prcsen t, t he pcrccn taµ:e 
remo,·a l va lues cited in t he Yarious tables han 
little practical s ignifi cance. It is only \\'hen the~c 
arc considered in terms of t he initial con centration~ 
of activ ity and the maximum permis;::ible concen-
tration, that one can be sure that the \\'fi le r i,; safe 
fo r hum an consumption. The max imum permi,;;siblc 
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concentration in \\"ater mu;;;t be corrected for the 
presence of other radi a tion sources in the non-
water environment, specifica lly in the diet and 
other internal and externa l exposure . 
Generally speaking, water treatment processes 
will be ineffective for redu cing the activity in \\"ate r 
to acceptable safe limits, unless the acti\·ity lenls 
are very low, that is, in the 10- 1 to 10-• µ.c / ml range 
depending on the nuclicles present. 
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NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY IN ILLINOIS WATER RESOURCES 
T. E. LARSON1 A DR. L . \VEA'l'HERFORD2 
The t itle of th is paper is quite clea r. It 1" not 
the purpose of th is di scussion to consider the ph~·s i­
ologica l significance of gro"s actiYi ty or of specific 
rad ioactive iso topes. Nor is it t he purpose to defi ne 
optimum or standard procedures for the dctcnnin a -
t ion of gross or specific activities. It mu~t be 
recognized, however, t hat t he various isotopes ha \'C 
different levels of signifi cance or limit ing param-
eters of health ha za rd. It must a lso be recogni zed 
t hat methods of measurement Yary, freci uently 
from one laboratory to another, C\'Cn to the extent 
that the results a rc often only roughly comparab le. 
All measurements at the Illinois State W ate r 
Survey have been made since l\Iay 1957 on samples 
of well water a nd streams and ri \·c rs. These meas-
urements have been limited to gross a lph a and 
beta activity by proportional coun t ing of nonvo la-
tile residue remaining a fte r crnporation of the 
water earn er. Such residues do not con ta in 
t ri t ium. 3 
For low levels of activi ty, a ± 50 % er ror 1rn 
estimated with t he fo llowing lcYcls of confi dence. 
Tab le 1 
Leve ls of Co nfid ence o t Low Levels o f A ctivity 
µµ c/l 
15 
9 
6 
3 
Conf. Level 
95 
83 
62 
30 
Therefore any appreciab le confidence m result;; 
docs not extend below abo ut 3 µ.µ.c / l (fo r 20 
minute coun t ing in duplicate, fo r 250 ml samples). 
For 50 % confidence at t he 3 µ.µ.c / I actiYity, a two-
hour counting period would be required. 
These optimistic limi tations of the counting 
procedures a rc furth er degraded by the absence of 
specific information on the self-abso rption that 
1 Head, Chemistry Section, State \\'afcr Run·cy Division, lllinois 
Department of R egistration and Edueatiu n, l ·rha na , l llinoi::i . 
2 R esea rch Assistant and Assistant Chc111i:st, ~tate \\.at('r S11n·ry, 
Urbana. Ill inois. 
3 \\"e may dismiss tritium at th is point, since it has a very low 
Je,·cl energy with a half life of 12 years. Jt is of interest, howC'\'C'r. 
that from data by Libby. thC' tritium acti\·ity for the l\Ii:.-sissippi 
River ranged from 5 to 20 µµc/1 beta nct i\·it y; for l.akr ::\lirhigan , 
5 µµr/1, and with rainfall in t he ::\ Iidwcst IHH·ing ahout 20 µµl'/I. 
42 
resul ts from the deposition of neutral minera l sa lts 
from t he samples with the nuclides re,.:pon,.:iblc fo r 
the raclioactiYity. 
Thi s di scuss ion \Yill first consider the actiYity 
of grnund 11·ate r~ , \\'hieh fo r all practi ca l purpo:;e,; 
contain only those i:;otopes of long half-Ji,·e ~ and 
11·hich ha\·e been u~ccl as public supplic t:i for more 
tha n four generation ,;. 
Brief excerp ts and in te rpretations from data on 
R ad ium 226 by Lucas and Ilcc\\' icz(ll of Argonne 
National Laboratori es 11·i ll a lso be presen ted. 
F inally, data \1·i ll be presented on the gro,.:;: 
acti ,·ity of smface \Yatcrs, \1·ith particular em -
ph asis on gross cli :;solncl beta measurement:-; 11·i th 
reference to the "natural" act iYity of this port ion 
of Illinois wate r resource:::; . 
GROUND WATER 
Since June 1, 1957, about 300 \1·cll \1·ater ;:;am-
pies have been examined fo r grof;s a lph a an d beta 
acti,· it~" In a:::scmbling the data , \1·aters kn o11·n to 
be from the St. P eter or Galcs,·ille sandstones and 
three sam ples from Galcna-PlatteYille dolomite , a ll 
in the Cambrian-OrdO\·ician periods, \1·ere grouped 
together. Then the \\'atc rs from the Silmian and 
D evoni an limes tones \\'ere grnuped , and the wate r,; 
from the unconsolida ted formations in the glac ia l 
cl eposi ts and ou t \\'a;;h or a ll uyium deposi h \1·cre 
grouped . The remaining c]e,·cn sampl e::; r C' pre-
sented \\'atcrs from t he sa ncl::; tonc" and dol0111itl'::l 
of the l\Ii ssissippi an and P cnnsyh ·ani an periods. 
In each group of \\'aters the ac tiYitie:::; were 
ranked in order of the magnitude of beta act iYi t~·, 
a nd t hen the frequency of occurrence at concen -
trations above a ny pa rt icular ]eye[ \1·as calculated. 
Th e beta act ivi ty \\' as u:;ed becau ~c its m agnitll(k 
11·as grea ter in a lmo:-;t cwry ea:;e and, with rela-
tively fc 11· exception s, the a lpha act i,·ity \1·as negli-
gibl e. The freq uency of occurrence of various 
Je,·cls of actiYi ty is ,; ho\\'n in Fig. 1. 
B eginning 1ri th the top or un con:;olid nted fo r-
mations a bo,·c the bedrock , it \rill be noted that 
the lenl of actiY it~· for 49 ,;arnples \Yas 1 µ.µ.c / I or 
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Figure I . Gross act ivity of well waters 
lc:::s fo r 50% of the sample;-; , and none of t he 
samples showed an activi ty in excess of 30 00c/ I. 
About 25 % of t he sampl es exceeded 10 00c/I. The 
a lpha activ ity did no t exceed 8 00c/ I in any sam-
ple and exceeded 5 00c/ l in only one. 
These data t herefo re represent t he normal 
range of ac ti vity fo r t he ' rntc rs from t he glac ia l 
de posits and a lluvium and out ll"ash a long fl O\Ying 
f;treams. Although t he fo ur highest ]cyc]s were 
from Illinoisan or K ansan glac ia l dcposi ts, fiyc 
other samples from t he same source had essentia lly 
no activity. 
The number of samples from t he Mi ssissippi an 
and P ennsylvanian period were too fe w to be 
statistica lly significant but t he range of ac tivi t ies 
lay wi thin t he range of the levels in the dolomi tes. 
T hese forma tions exist between t he un consolidated 
deposits and t he Siluri an or D evonian fo rmations 
oYcr the greater par t of t he State, bu t t hey a rc not 
a particul arl y signi fican t source of public wate r 
supplies. The D evonian and Siluri an dolomites and 
li mestones are presen t below t he coal measures 
and a re important sources of public wa ter suppli es 
in the northern part of t he State in t he Rock I sland 
area a nd in a strip extending from Iroquois County 
to the Wisconsin border. 
For 73 samples, 20 % were fo und to have essen-
tially no activity . Forty percent showed 10 00c/ I 
or more and none exceeded 45 00c/ I. The ten 
highest levels of activity \YCrc fro m t he Silurian 
do lomite, but because a ll except brn of t he t hir teen 
Jo,,·cst lc\"Cls \\" ere a lso from the Siluri an, there 
appears to be no distingui;;hing fea ture bct\Ycen 
the Siluri an and the D evoni an \\·atcri' . The six 
kn own D evonian samples ranged from zero to 
eighteen 00c/ l. Th e alph a activiti es exceeded 10 
00c/ I only three t imes, once to a level of 48 0µc/ l. 
For the greater pa rt of t he sample" , these forma-
t ions li e direc tl y below the un consolidated deposits. 
Therefo re, it is reasonabl e to expect a hydrologic 
in te rrelation bct\\·cen t he b rn, t hu,; accounting for 
t he genera l simi la ri ty in t he lo\\·e r range of lc\"C b 
of ac ti,·ity. 
Coming to t he data for " ·a tcrs of the Camb rian-
Ordovician age from t he St. P eter and Ga lesvil le 
sand,;toncs, 126 samples sho\\·cd a medi an beta 
activity of 28 µµc/ l, fo r \\·hi ch on ly brn sholl"cd 
a n activity of zero and one an act i Y i t~· of more 
than 86 µµc / I. There is slight difference bctll"een 
t he actiYi t ics of \Yaters fro m the St. P ete r sand-
stone and t he GalcsYillc "andstone, :-: in cc bo t h 
\rntcrs a rc represented among the ten hi ghe,.; t le\"C b 
and t he ten lo\\·cst levels. 
At locations \Yest of t he Illinois R i,·er, t here 
appears to be a high proportion of these \rntc r~ 
whi ch have the higher levels of ac tivi t~· - Th c"c 
St. P eter and Galesvill e " ·atcrs arc also characte r-
ized b» the usual presence of signifi cant a lph a 
act ivity. The eighteen samples \\·it h greate r than 
20 0µc / l a lph a acti v i t~· a rc indi cated. Only 33 of 
t he 126 samples :-: ho"·cd less than 5 µ0c / l. 
Sc\·cra l samples from one pa rt icul a r \\"C l) gaYC 
considerabl e diffi cu lty in dup licatin g resul ts, per-
haps to some extent due to a to ta l di ssoh-ccl min-
era l con tent of 1266 ppm. It did appear, holl"c\"Cr, 
that considerable a lph a activity ll"as present and , 
on recoun ts, sho\\·ed an increase in thi s actiYit>· 
bctll"ccn success i,·e intcrYa ls of ;;cvcral mon ths' 
storage. 
F rom t hese data it appears that at least 90 % 
of the samples showed a beta acti,· i t~· in the range 
of 10 to 90 µµc / l. 
RADIUM 226 
Lu cas and Ilccwicz (' l have reported on radium 
226 present in samples collected from a ll communi-
ties in 51 randomly se lected coun ties of the 102 
co un ties in t he Sta te. Identifi ca tion of sources of 
t he \\"Cl! \\' a tcr supplies \\"ere made b~· th e State 
\Yate r Sun·cy from a n a J ~:scs of :::c paratc sa mples 
co llected at each location. These data haYe been 
t reated in a simil a r manner to those for gro"s beta 
acti,·ity in ground \rntc r,,; (F ig. 2). 
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Figure 2. Radium-226 in municipal well waters 
It was noted t hat the anragc R a22 " content was 
0.04 /Lf.tg/ l for 28 urfacc water supplies \\·it h a 
range of 0.00 to 0.15 /Lf.tg/ l whi ch agrees \Yi th an 
a ,·erage of 0.03 /L/Lg/ 1 fo und by Hirsh <2 l fo r 35 
major cit ies in t he U ni ted ta lcs. 
The waters from the un consolid ated fo rm ations 
had a median concen tra tion of 0.25 /Lf.tg/ l. Scnral 
of the very low values were from \Yells in t he a llu-
vium or outwash deposit and t he presence of 
ni trates indicated t hese waters to be of recent re-
charge origin. 
vVaters from t he D evonian and Silurian lime-
stones showed a median concentration of 0.6 /Lf.tg/ l. 
The highest value represen ts water from a well 
located very near a St. P eter sandstone 11·cll whi ch 
does not have t he upper limestone fo rm ation cased 
off. Therefore, free movemen t of wate r bctl,·ccn 
t he two wells is known to occur. 
For limestone wells located in areas of sink 
holes, very low values were recorded and probabl y 
represent waters of recent recharge origin . 
The P ennsylvanian sandstone \rn tcrs \\·e re too 
few to be statistica lly important. H owcnr, fo·c 
of the six values fo r wells south of Al ton and 
Lawrenceville arc relatively high. 
For t he deep andstone or t he St. P eter and 
Galesville waters, some values \Ycrc obtained from 
State 
Illinois 
Table 2 
Summary of Populations Consuming Water at 
Va rious Rad ium -226 l evels 
J\ faxirnurn Conce ntrati on 
Co nsum ed 
(µµg/ I Ra"') 
0 - 0 99° 
1 .0- 3.9 
·1. 0-- 9 .9 
I O - 37 
N umbPr o f 
Cities 
13-1 
42 
3-l 
19 
R 1950 ('C' llS llS . 
Popula tionn 
1,0G8,G IO 
2 13,532 
3 10,!)88 
30,2G I 
L> lnrludes data on all types of water source in addi tion to deep 
sandstone . 
,,·ell s ente ring t he l\r t. Simon sandstone of the 
Precambri an age. The six highest Yalues, hmre,·e r. 
rcpre:o;ent \\·aters from t he Rt. P ete r i'ancb tone. Thi ,; 
fac t is significant, but it i::; a J,.;o noted tha t six of 
t he thirteen lowe~t ya Ju e,; arc also frnm the Rt . 
P ete r sandstone. Xo ::\ It. Simon \\·ater sample 
cxceccl ccl 5 /Lf.tg/ l. 
The median lcYC l fo r a ll \Yell s \\·hi ch deri,·c a ll 
or part of t heir wate r from th e Cambri an-
OrdO\·ici an and Preca mbri an age \ms 3 f.tµ.g / l. 
Al though there is a simil a ri t~- in t he relat i,·c 
range of R a 2 2 G acfo·ity as compared \\·ith the g ro~ ~ 
beta acti,·i ty of th e previous slide, deta il ed exami-
na tion indi ca ted no d irect co rrelation behl·ecn th e 
R a 2 26 and the gro;:;s alph a or beta ac ti,·it~· sh01rn 
on the previous slide. 
Lucas< 0 l has recently summ arized t he popula-
tions in Illinois using ' rnte rs at va rious lcYCls of 
radium 226 content as publi c \rntcr ~ uppli e;:; 
(T able 2). 
SURFACE WATERS 
F or the past t1rn and a half y ears, th e U . R. 
Geologi cal Surny has cooperated \\·ith the Sta te 
Wa ter SurYcy in th e collection of samples once per 
month from eighteen rivers in Illinois at j oint!~· 
operated gaging stations. Th e number and fre-
quency of samples is not suffi cient s ta ti s ti cal!~· as 
yet to provide more tha n a general indi ca tion of 
t he range of acfo·itics and t he data will no t be 
prescn tccl in detail. 
Addi tional samples arc obta ined from t wo 
sa mpling poin ts at Crab Orchard Lake and from 
t he Ohio River a t Cairo and the l\Iiss issippi Rin r 
at E ast St. Louis. D a ta a rc a lso avail abl e from 
bi- 1,·cckly sampl es taken sin ce F ebruary , 1958, 
from t he Illinois RiYcr at the in take to the re-
cha rge pits at P eori a. These a rc the most frequent 
and provide t he greatest number of samples at a 
single location . 
Each of the surface \rater samples is examined 
fo r gross alpha and beta actiYity in t he soluble 
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Figure 3 . Data on Illinois River at Peoria 
form and al o by separate dete rminations in the 
suspended matter. 
B ecause of the more adequate sampling pro-
gram, the data for the Illinoi RiYcr at P eoria arc 
discussed first (Fig. 3 ). In ranked order to magni-
tude of total activity, t he median lcnl " ·as 40 
µ.µ.c / l " ·ith 90% of the levels ranging bcb\·ccn 13 
and 250 µ.µ.c / l and 20% of the samples containing 
more than 100 µ.µ.c / L It is of interest to note that 
the total activity is in no way related to the 
turbidity, for which corresponding ,-alucs arc 
plotted on the same fi gure. It is perhaps also 
sign ificant that the turbidity at this sampling poin t 
i rarely above 100 ppm. Direct treatment of su::; -
pendcd activity and suspended so lids shO\\·cd no 
consistent relation with each other. 
In general, high total activity is assoc iated with 
high ra infall and stream flO\\' (Fig. 4 ). Also, \rith 
notable exceptions, higher suspended activity is a,;-
ociatcd with higher turbidities . 
There were two periods of di ssolved actiYity 
(over 100 µ.µ.c / l) when the high di sso lved actiYity 
constituted the major portion of the total: in 
August 1958 for a period of abou t f1Yc "·eeks, a nd 
in l\farch 1959 for a period of t wo \\·eeks. FollO\\'-
ing the first period , the high lc \·c ls continued cnn 
fo r lo\\·er flows for about t wo month;;; a nd fo llo\Y-
ing the second, the high levels continued for abo \1t 
six weeks. 
Bccau~c rcserrnirs a rc designed to fill and hold 
runoff during periods of hi gh st ream flow , these 
prolonged hi gh flow period~ of hi gh cJi,,solvcd ac-
ti\·ity could represent a la rmin g conditions. The 
::;u,,;pcnclccl act ivity \\'Ould be less alarming, since 
norm a l clarification practices at trcntmcnt plan t;; 
arc des igned to rcmo\·c su,;pcndccl matter. 
In cidental to the collection of sa mpl e::: from the 
Illinoi s River, data on the cli ;;solnd ncliYit.\· \\·ere 
a l o obtained in sn mplc ;:; co llcetcd from a " ·ell 
located about 90 feet from the rcchnrgc pits. Th e 
dissolved nctivity for thcRc f'a mplcs normally 
ranged from zero to 25 µ.µ.c / 1 prior to June, 1958. 
Little change was noted during th e ;:;umrner of 
1958 \\'h en recha rging \\·as no t attempted, but in 
Fcbrunry, 1959 this acfo·it,\' in crea:::ed to 30 to 60 
µ.µ.c / I dming the period through April and then 
returned to its prc,·ious lc\'C l. Thc"e genera lized 
data indiratc incompl ete removnl of this activity 
b~- the soil during thi::: recha rge period \\·hen high 
di:-so lYed actiYity occurred in the ri\'Cr \\·atcr. 
This di scussion , hO\\'e \·er, is designed to consider 
" natural" actiYit~· , nnd \\'ill therefore consider low 
leve ls of dissolved acti\·ity, in an attempt to evalu-
ate the data for an indi cation of the " natural " 
act ivit,\' of the \rntcr. 
Since the high actiYitics a rc a;:;f'ociatccl \\·ith 
high stream flO\\' and rninfnll , ;:; uch exce:-s actiYit,\' 
m a.\' be recognized as the result of direct scrubbing 
of the atrno;;:phere (rainout ) nnd n;; the re f' ul t of 
\\·a:;hing of man-ma de strncturcs, lop soil, nnd foli-
age by r a infall. Under current conditions, any dilu-
tion effect that rainfall ma_\' haYc is fa r oub\·eighed 
by its pickup of activ ity before entering the ;:;trcam. 
If this relationship continues through medium flcrn· 
periods to minimum f101\· peri ods, the natmal nctiY-
it.\· should be represented n:- that reco rded at min-
imum flO\\' periods after a prolonged absence of 
rainfall. Accordingly , minimum nctiYi tics ha \ 'C 
been obscn ·ccl through the September and October 
month s wh en the stream fl ow is at its natural 
ll11111111Um. 
By calcu lating the a\'Crngc daily di;:;so!Ycd ac-
t ivity passing the sampling point at the time of 
co llect ion of each sample , it \1·a;:; noted thnt the 
minimum daily di scharge of acti\·it,\· occurred at 
period ::; of lo\\' flO\\'. The fou r lo\\'c:<t dail,\' \'alue$ 
\\·e re 91 ,000 /J.C, 49,000 µ.c , 104,000 µ.c, and 64,000 µ.c. 
rn the \\'Utershed a rea, 58 million ga llons of 
ground \\'ater \\·ere pumped dail» for municipal and 
indu~tri a l use from the deep snncl,;tones {Ca mbrian-
Onlo\·ician and Precambrian periods). Assuming 
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Figure 4 . Re lation ship b e twee n b e ta activity and stre amflow 
that percentages of this pumpagc ha\'C beta acti\·-
ity in licated by the probability data in Figure 1, 
the total dissolved beta activit~· contributed daily 
from this source to the stream flow of the Illinoi s 
River at Peoria is about 6830 µc. Likewise, the 
limestone pumpagc of 64 mgd contributes 1400 µe 
per day, and the pumpagc of 21 mgcl from uncon-
solidated formations contributes 530 µc per clay. 
Thu , the ground water pumpagc of 143 rngcl Im,:,; 
an average activity of 16.3 µµ c/ l and contributes 
8760 µ.c per clay with a contribution to the stream 
flow of 218 cubic feet per second. It is probable 
that about 2 cfs arc also being contributed by 
exposure of St. Peter sandstone to the river bottom 
from Ottawa to La Salle or about 140 µ.c per clay 
from this source. 
Thus, there is a total ground \\'atcr contribution 
of about 8900 µ.c per day. 
There arc, of course, other ground \\'atcr con-
tributions from alluvial deposits along the streams 
of the watershed, but it is difficult to assume an 
activity for such waters. These \rntcrs in a large 
part enter these formations during high stream 
flow (and high activity) by infiltration, but it is 
rcported< 3 • •. 5 > that the soi ls absorb some of th e 
radioactive nuclidcs and serve a scavenger:;. This 
will be variable to the extent to \Yhich they remain 
fixed or subject to ion exchange equilibria con-
ditions. 
The natural activity of Lake Michigan water 
has been reported to be about 2 µ.µ.c / J. <n> There-
fore, assuming that 1700 cfs arc used by Chicago 
for it::; water supply and 1500 cfs cli\'Crted , the 
total contribution of acti\·ity , inelucling the knO\rn 
grou ncl \\·a tcr con tri bu ti on in the wa tcrshed from 
sources other than rainfall and runoff, \\'ould be 
24,500 µ.c per day corresponding to a concentration 
of 3 µµ.c / l in the combined \\·atcrs totaling 3420 er~. 
Therefore, the activity of the runoff could be 
estimated by the fo l1 01Ying equation: 
A = B X cfs X 2.44 - 2-±,500 
2.-±4 (c fs - C + D) 
where A =dissolved be ta activity of runoff (in 
µµc / I) 
B =beta activity of sample (in µµc / 1) 
C = Ch icago waler supply (in cfs) 
D =diversion (in cfs) 
For the samples representing the four loll'cst cli ,,; -
chargcs of activity in the Illinois River at Peoria 
the activity of the runoff would be estimated as in 
Table 3. 
For the t\\'O periods of low load in September, 
1959, indicated by the asterisks, data on Chicago 
purnpagc and Lake ::\Iichigan diversion 11·crc ob-
tained to calcu late more rea listic data on the rnnof-f 
activity. Prior to the sample of 10 µ.µ.c / l on Sep-
Date 
i\larch 23, 1958 
March 26, 1958 
Oct. 26, I 958 
Sept. 10, 1959 
•sept. 10, 1959 
•sept. 2·1, 1959 
Beta 
Activity 
·I µµc / l 
2 " 
8 .. 
6 " 
G .. 
10 .. 
Table 3 
Stream 
Flow 
9,300 cfs 
10.100 " 
5,300 " 
·I 400 " 
.1:400 .. 
5,900 .. 
Beta 
Discharge 
91,000 µc/d 
49,000 .. 
104 000 .. 
r,.1'000 " 
(;.1:.500 .. 
H ·l,000 " 
Runoff 
Activity 
4 .. 5 µµc / l 
1.5 .. 
15.3 .. 
1:l.6 .. 
l'i . .0 " 
15.9 .. 
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Fig ure 4 . (Co ntinue d! 
tcm bcr 24 at 5900 cfs, the C hicago fi I te rcel \rntcr 
pumpagc was a bout 400 mgd wi th a n aYcrage 
activ ity of 3.76 flf!C/ l a nd unfil te red pumpage of 
900 mgd wi th an activity of abou t 4.4 fl flC / l. The 
lak e di version was reported to be 1000 cfs \rith 
4.4 flflC / I. This load was ca lculated to be 31 ,400 
flC per day, a nd added to 8900 flC per clay from 
ground \Yater con t ribu ted 40,300 flC per clay \\·it h a 
total fl ow o f 3220 cfs or 5.15 flflC/ I a· a basic load . 
The activity of the runoff was there fore ca lcu lated 
to be 15.9 fl flC/ I for 2680 cfs runoff. 
Simila rl y for the sample of 6 flf!C/ l on Septem-
ber 10 at 4400 cfs, t he same pumpage and dinr~ i on 
condit ions existed , bu t the average fil tered ac tiYi t ~' 
was 3.96 flflC / I and raw Jak e water activi ty 5.8 
flflC / l. In t his case t he runoff actiYi ty was 6.5 
flflC / l fo r 1180 cfs. 
This general approach to the eYaluation of data 
to estimate t he natural activity of st reams ha" 
considered the activ ity load of t he st ream a nd 
assume dilu tion or mixing of t he sources of actiY-
ity wit h rainfa ll and runoff of zero or low act iv ity. 
This approach show t hat a low reco rded acti ,-i t)· 
per uni t vo lume may not be the natural activ it)· 
under condit ions of no contamin ation , sin ce a high 
vo lume of flow wi th low activity can con,.;t itu te a 
m uch greater load t han a more signi fica nt acfo· ity 
per uni t vo lu me at a lower volum e of fl o1r . 
There arc a number of reasons wh~- thi s method 
of expression may be open to cri t ici"rn , bu t i t rnu::;t 
be recognized t hat the minimum recorded acti1·it)· 
does not necessarily indicate the min imum acti1·ity 
that ma)· occur. Diluti on by actiYit.1·-frce \1·a tcr 
a lone would a lter thi ::; pa ramete r. A more se ri ou,; 
limi tation to t his a pproach lies in the in adcq ua c· )· 
of t he dete rmina tion of cli ssolw cl beta ac ti1·i t)·, 
both in "en::; it iYity a nd accuracy . 
X evert helcss, "in re this represents the best data 
we ha Ye a,·a il a blc. thi s "a me a pproach ha:=; been 
extended to the data fo r other streams in Ill inoi;.; , 
and fo r the purpose of compa ri ::;on , the stream flo1\· 
is cxpres:;cd in te rm s o f cub ic feet per second per 
squa re mile. Thus, for a pa rti cul a r dete rmined 
acfo·ity fo r a sample co ll ected fo r a reco rd ed 
"trea rn fl o11-, the load m a)· be ca lcul ated in f!C per 
day per squa re mi le of 11·atcrshed a nd an:; dil ut ion 
by non ac ti ve 11·ate r 11·ill decrease the measured 
ac tiv ity in acco rdance wi th the in crea e in st ream 
fl o11-, bu t wi thout change in t he load . A lso an)· 
increase in load a bo1·e t he minimum recorded load 
can be related to a ca lcul ated actiYity of t he addi-
tion a l st ream flow or rnn off . 
F or samp les rcpre::;c nt ing t he rnini111u111 ca lcu-
lated load at each of t he :-amp ling poin b t he 
recorded actiYity and corresponding stream fl o11· 
have been indi cated on .F ig. 5. I n the ca::;e o f the 
Big l\ l udd)• R ive r t he 111ini 111um load 1n1s repre-
sented b» a sample o f 24 flflC / 1 a lthough other 
samp le::; sho11·ed 10 flf!C/ l or le::;s bu t at greate r 
stream f1 011· a nd c ol'l'e~ponding load::; . 
E leYen of ::;ome 550 samp le::; 1rcre recorded as 
containing zero di ssolved beta act i vi t>·. Thc~e oc-
curred in only one or tlrn samp les from each of 
n ine of the t11·cnty - three ::;a rnpling poin ts . In Yic11· 
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Figure 5. Beto activity and streomflow at various sampling points 
of the limitations in sensitivity and preci~ion of 
the determina tions, these might be assumed to 
have an activity of one or slightly more , and the 
minimum loads in these cases arc indicated by 
check marks at the 1.0 µ.µ.c / l level. 
From 16 samples each from the Ohio Ri\·c r nnd 
the Mississippi River , the la rgest \rntersheds. the 
minimum loads were 11.4 ancl 2.56 µ.c per clay per 
square mile, with the activity levels at 14 and 13 
µ.µ.c / l respectively. 
The range of data indi cate that the minimum 
load in Illinois streams is certainly less than JO µ.c 
per day per square mile, and in sixteen of nin eteen 
streams other than the Illinois RiYcr, or about 84% 
have recorded a minimum load of less than 1.0 vc 
per day per square mile. Twenty-five percent haYc 
had less than 0.1 µ.c per clay per square mi le and 
10% have had a load less than 0.01 µ.c per clay 
per square mile. 
As a general observation, the minimum recordrd 
load increases with in creasing ,,·atc r;; hcd area due 
to sustained flow contributed by runoff. Th e 
Jo,,·cr lcYcls of sustain ed load u sual!~· appear to be 
associated with periods of low flm,· for t he sma ller 
watersheds \\·here the su. taincd flow is prim a ril:-· 
ground \rntcr contribution from unconsolid ated 
materia ls. 
As a final ob;;;crvation, it should be recognized 
that t he minimum recorded ac tiYitics for Illinois 
streams and in many cases the co rrespondin g min-
imum load as natural acti\·ity is bclo\\' the scn:::i-
fo·ity and accuracy \\·ith significant confidence of 
the current methods of mca"urcrncnt of gro~s alph a 
and beta activi ty by proportional counterC<. 
The authors \Yi h to express appreciation for 
the carcf ul and efficient ass istance of :\Ir. D a\'i(l 
Gray \\·ho assisted in recordin g and assembling t he 
data for this repo rt. 
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THE PROBLEMS OF MONITORING 
G. HOYT WHIPPLE1 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper considers the problems one en-
counters in attempting to monitor the radioactive 
content in the environment. The material is ar-
ranged under six main headings: 
The purposes for which environmental surveys 
are made. 
The agencies and groups responsible for con-
ducting such surveys. 
The environmental media to be measured and 
the materials to be sought. 
Where and when environmental surveys arc 
conducted. 
How the surveys are carried out. 
An example of an environmental survc:<. 
PURPOSES 
In a quite general sense surveys of enY1ron-
mental radioactivity may be carried out for five 
purposes: 
A. To determine whether levels dangerous to 
human health are being approached, so that 
1. if they are, remedial action may be taken 
before health is actually endangered, or 
2. if they are not, an apprehensive populace 
may be reassured. 
B. To determine whether the operator of a 
nuclear facility is conforming to the legal limita-
tions on the release of radioactivity to the environ-
ment established by regulatory agencies. 
C. To provide legal evidence for the adjudica-
tion of claims of injury and damage against the 
operator of a nuclear facility. 
D. To determine whether levels dangerous to 
economically important biological species arc being 
approached. 
E. To determine whether levels injurious to 
certain manufactured products, such as photo-
1 School o f Public Health , University o f l\1ichigan , Ann Arhor, 
l\1ichigan. 
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graphic film and radiation instrument;;:, arc being 
approached so that if the~· are, 
1. protective measures, such as intake air fil-
ters, may be taken, or 
2. the contaminated products may be cliscarclcd 
before use. 
lt may seem superfluous to list five purposes. 
If the levels of radioactivity in the environment 
are kept below the legal limits, docs this not insure 
the public health , freedom from law suits, damage 
to crops and "·ildlifc, and interference "·ith manu-
facturing? The quite natural implicit assumption 
is that levels of radioactivity safe for humans must 
be safe for everything else. This egotism is, in our 
present state of knowledge, unjustified, and further 
is probably incorrect at several important points. 
Thus, one of the major problems of monitoring 
cm·ironmental radioacti\·ity is that a number of 
purposes must be served and that it is not clear 
that a single set of standards can scJTc them all. 
PARTIES RESPONSIBLE FOR MONITORING 
It is easy enough to list those \Yho might han' 
some interest and responsibility for monitoring the 
levels of radioactivity in the environment. Such a 
li st would include at least the fo]]o,,·ing: 
All agencies concerned with the public health al 
the federal, state and local level. 
The agencies responsible for promoting, licens-
ing and regulating atomic energy activities. 
The operator of a nuclear facility. 
The independent "third party" under contract 
to any of the foregoing. 
Today, the optimum apportionment of respon-
sibility among these several interested parti es is 
by no means clear. The present situation can be 
described fairly, I think, by saying that all of the 
interested parties are feeling their respective \rny 
\\"ith amiable cooperation. Ho\\" long before this 
cheery pioneering spirit may giYe \rny to juic~· 
jurisdictional squabbles is not for a technical per-
son to guess. 
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MEDIA AND MATERIALS TO BE ANALYZED 
The environment is all things to all people. To 
the man who wishes to characterize the levels of 
radioactivity in the environment, however, certain 
::: implifications arc not only possible, but also 
downright essential. Certain environmental media 
are of primary importance because they arc con-
sumed directly by humans. These arc air, water, 
and food materials. Other environmental media of 
secondary importance to humans include so il and 
sedi ment, and biological organisms not u;:;cd for 
human food. 
It is well to note here that legal limits for max-
imum permissible concentrations for public use 
ha\·c been formulated only for air and water. Cor-
rc:::ponding limits for food materi als can be derived 
on the basis of a few assumptions. Thu:-, if one 
regards oil and biological organisms of importance 
to a monitoring program (and many do), he has 
no standards or legal limits to guide him . He \\'ill 
collect data, but he will find it difficult to interpret 
them in terms of significance to health. 
Within each of these five main categories of 
environmental media, air, water, food, biological 
organisms and soil , there arc many opportuni tics 
to exerci e common sense and good judgment. What 
kind of food and what food sources should be 
sampled? At what points in the food web should 
biological samples be taken? Should water be 
taken from deep wells and shallow wells as well as 
from the surface? These questions and many like 
them are being asked and di scussed by the people 
engaged in monitoring. In clue course these discus-
sions and the experience behind them will cvolYc 
ome general standards of good practice. 
The next problem in this sequence is that of 
:::e lecting the radioactive materials for which the 
enYironmental samples will be analyzed. This is 
not a problem to be taken lightly. l\Iost of our 
different sets of radiation regulations list maximum 
permissible concentrations for some seventy radio-
i otopes. Furthermore, thank to the diligence of 
the computers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 
the next generation of regulations will conr some 
270 radioactive isotopes. Some reel-hot simplifying 
assumption are obviously necessary. 
The procedure most widely used is that of ana-
lyzing environmental samples for the total beta 
activity without regard for which radioisotopes 
produce this activity. This procedure has much to 
recommend it: no chemical analysis is i1woh·cd 
and the only treatment required is that of volume 
reduction by evaporation or a hing. Rclatinl~· 
simpl e and inexpensive beta counting equipment 
can be used , a lthough it may dc\•clop that the 
added expense of a low-background counter will 
be juf'tified by saYings in the smaller samples that 
can be used. 
The gross beta analysis, as it is called, with 
suitable calculations gins data on radioactivity 
concentration in, say, water in units of rnicrocurics 
per milliliter. If one takes these data and goes to 
one or another set of radiation regulations, he fincls 
a figure for maximum concent ration of unkno\\'n 
beta activity in water (1 X 10-1µc / ml) , but he is 
admonished in footnotes that this fi gure is intcndrcl 
only for provisional use , and that if there is an~· 
chance that strontium 90 may be present, the :.IPC' 
for strontium 90 (8 X 10 8µc/ ml) should be used. 
Every schoolboy has kn01rn for the last fc1\· ~·ears 
that strontium 90 may be present , so one refers the 
measured concentrations of gro"s beta actiYity to 
the maximum permiss ib le concentration for stron-
tium 90. 
This conservative simplifying assumption saved 
many people considerable time and expense and 
worked quite \Yell unti l late 1958. By this time, 
you will recall , so many arro\\'s had been shot into 
the air without kno1Ying where they \\·ould come to 
earth that the environment was cluttered with fall-
ing arro\\'S. One result of the concerted nuclear 
tests in 1958 \ms that if one rega rded all the gross 
beta activity in environmental samples as stron-
tium 90, things looked pretty grim. 
Please understand that all fal lout activity is 
not strontium 90 and that when the gross beta 
activity was analyzed by chemical and physical 
means into its constituent rad ioisotopes and com-
pared to the maximum permissible concentrations 
of these radioisotopes, things looked less than onc-
tcnth as bad as they did \Yhen all beta activity 
was called strontium 90. Conditions had changed 
and the gross beta analysis was no longer a usefu l 
simplifying assumption. 
There is neither opportunity nor necessity to 
rc\'icw here the various alternatives to gross beta 
analysis that ha\'e been suggested and investigated. 
An important fact is that fallout levels have de-
clined to the point where gross beta analysis is a 
reasonable simplification for most of the purposes 
li sted at the start of this paper. One additional 
ob:::crvation is appropriate: the cost of carr~·mg 
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out a monitoring program at a gi\·cn lc\·cl of as-
surance rises sharply as fallout levels increase. 
WHEN AND WHERE ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING IS NECESSARY 
The high and widely fluctuating levels of en-
vironmental radioactivity that nuclear detonations 
have produced in the last t'rn or three years haYc 
brought home forcefully the importance of a back-
ground or pre-operational survey in the environ-
ment of a nuclear plant before it goes into opera-
tion: the pre-operational survey is usually carried 
out for at least twelve months prior to start-up in 
order to encompass any annual cycles that may be 
characteristic of that environment. 
The frequency with which samples arc taken 
and the period of time over which samples may be 
averaged or composited arc not matters that can 
be disposed of with a few general principles. Fir t, 
it is proper to recall that present radiation regula-
tions permit the concentrations of radioactive ma-
terials to which the public is exposed to be aver-
aged over periods of 13 weeks or longer. Thus, for 
purely regulatory purposes it is sufficient to obtain 
a single composite sample over a period of 13 
\veeks or longer. For many reasons (practical 
operational and instrumental) composite samples 
over such long periods are unusual. 
In periods of high-level fallout, environmental 
radioactivity fluctuates violently in periods as short 
as a few days and during such periods one will wi h 
to take samples frequently in order to keep in 
touch . Daily and weekly samples, at least in air 
and water, will be common during such trying 
times. Conversely, during periods of sufficiently 
low fallout, the natural, indigenous radioactivity 
will once more predominate. Natural radioactivity 
typically varies little with time and less frequent 
samples will give an adequate picture. 
Each environmental medium has a characteris-
tic time constant with regard to radioactivity. Air 
in the troposphere, for example, has little storage 
capacity and rapid clean-out. As a consequence it 
has a short time constant that manifests itself in 
the rapid fluctuations characteristic of radioac-
tivity concentrations in air. At the other extreme 
there is a ground water which responds very slowly 
to man-made contributions. Sampling schedules 
will take into account these natural time constants 
in order to achieve optimum efficiency. 
The question of where a monitoring program 
for environmental radioactivity should be carried 
out, like all the other questions in this field, leads 
us into an area of conflicting opinion and widely 
differing practice. For example, among operators 
of large nuclear faci li ties the distance out from the 
facility encompassed by the environmental surTc>· 
ranges from less than 5 miles to greater than 100 
miles. 
Public health agencies will attend first to the 
greatest concentrations of taxpayers, which makes 
things fairly simple if only air and drinking 'rnter 
arc considered. One or two air sampling stations 
arc adequate to characterize the air over a large 
city and most cities haYc a single drinking water 
supply. But a monitoring program that includes 
food calls for either judicious selection or a vast 
number of sampling points. This is true even when 
the only food to be sampled is milk. 
MONITORING METHODS 
It is scarcely proper for a biophysicist to dis-
cuss before an audience such as this the importance 
and the difficulty of obtaining samples truly repre-
sentative of an environment. The problems arc the 
ones you are familiar with; the solutions, only 
partial in most cases, arc also familiar. In addi-
tion, radioactive monitoring brings some new prob-
lems of its 01rn. Relatively large samples arc re-
quired; with air samples this means clogged filters 
and burned-out pumps, with water samples it 
means large shipping containers or ion exchange 
columns as samplers, and with biological samples 
it means patient trapping and seining. 
The analysis of samples involves some rather 
expensive equipment that may include such things 
as gas-flow windowless proportional counters, low 
background anti-coincidence counters and gamma 
ray spectrometers. At least it can be said of this 
equipment that today reliable commercial models 
are available. The choice and proper use of radio-
active standards to calibrate the counters arc not 
al\rnys given due consideration. The radiochemical 
techniques that may have to be used in special 
situations present problems not so much of equip-
ment, but of the ski ll of the chemist who mu:;t 
carry them out. Controls, cross-checks, blanks and 
spiked samples arc the means by which the analyt-
ical problems can be beaten down. 
AN EXAMPLE OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 
It is probably evident from what has been said 
that no environmental survey can be offered as 
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being typical or even representative; variations arc 
too great to permit this. It is well to note in pass-
ing that these variations ari se not only from dif-
ferences of opinion, but also from differences in 
purpo e and need. The environmental survey that 
is described briefly here is offered as an example of 
a survey being carried out for t he operator of a 
nuclear power plant. A more detailed description of 
this survey will appear in the American Industrial 
H ygiene A sociation Journal. To prevent anyone 
from being too impressed by the excellence of this 
particul ar survey, it can be said that it is even 
now undergoing considerable modification. 
The National Sanitation Foundation of Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, is carrying out a pre-operational 
environmental survey for the Enrico Fermi Atomic 
Power Plant near Monroe, Michigan. This suffcy 
has now been in operation fo r two years and t he 
method used during this period may be summa-
rized as follows: 
amplcs were collected at an average rate of 
one hundred per month. Samples were collected 
from eighteen locations, six within a radius of ten 
miles of the site, seven at distances between ten 
and twenty-five miles, and five beyond a twcnty-
five mile radius. The sample media in cluded air-
borne dust, rain, surface water, underground water, 
several food materials including milk, apples, fish, 
and cabbage, and a number of biological materials 
including mammals, bcnthos, surface sediment , 
earth, aquatic plants, plankton, juniper and gra~s . 
All samples were analyzed for gross beta activity. 
The sample size \rhcrevcr possible had been se-
lected to be large enough to permit the detection 
of 1.2 X 10-1 3 microcurics per milliliter of beta ac-
tivity in air and 5 X 10-10 microcurics per gram of 
beta activi ty in water and other media. About 
10% of the samples \\·ere analyzed for one or more 
of the racl ioelcments, barium, cesium, iodine, potas-
sium and strontium, in addition to gross beta anal-
ysis. No alpha data are given in t he results be-
cause, although all samples \\·ere checked for alpha 
activity, none has been found. 
The results of the gross beta analysis for the 
year 1958 arc summarized as annual averages in 
the accompanying t able. Data for 1959 are being 
summarized at present. 
It is to be emphasized that this survey is being 
carried out for a large po\\'cr reactor located in a 
populous area. As a consequence it is some\\·hat 
more cxtcnsiye than a survey sui table, say, for a 
small research reactor. 
Ta ble 
Representat ive Grass Bela Activity in Environme ntal 
Samples fa r 1958 in the Un ited States 
1\Ccclium 
Grass 
Average Concentration 
25 X 10- 6µc / gm 
Juniper 
P lankton 
Aquatic Pla nts 
Cabbage 
Soil 
Surface Sediment 
Benthos 
i\Iammals (fi eld mice) 
Apples 
Fresh Water Fish 
Rain 
Surface \Va tcr 
Underground Water 
Airborne Dust 
22 " 
16 
15 
9.2 
6 . 7 
6 .0 
4 .8 
3 .6 
2 .6 
2 .5 
10 X 10-•µc/em'-<lay 
2 . 7 X 10-•µc / 1111 
0 .87 X 10-s " 
8 .8 x 10- 13 " 
95% Co nfid ence Interval 
5. 4 X 10- 6µc / gm 
'L7 " 
8 .4 
3 .8 
3 . 1 
l.9 
l. 4 
1.6 
0 .73 
1.1 
0 .41 
3.0 X 10-•µc/cm'-day 
0 .91 X 10-•µc / ml 
0 .24 X 10-s " 
4 .9 x 10- 13 
Laboratory Session 
RADIATION SURVEY INSTRUMENTS 
R. W. CouRTNEY1 
Nuclear radiation given off by radioactive ma-
terials consist of alpha particles, beta par ticles and 
gamma rays. Neither of these radiations can be 
detected by the senses of man and, therefore, 
detection instruments must be used to measure 
exposure to ionizing radiations. Th e alpha par-
ticle is identical to the helium nucleus wi th two 
protons and two neutrons, giving it mass, and 
these four particles ejected as a uni t from uranium , 
plu tonium, polonium, etc., have greater energy than 
either beta or gamma radiation. Because of their 
mass, however, they a re so large that they cannot 
penetrate even a few sheets of paper or more t han 
one to three in ches in air without being stopped. 
The great clanger in dealing with alph a particles 
is the possibility of inhaling or ingesting them in 
which cases they may get into the blood stream 
and be carried to the bone marrow where they ca n 
lodge and destroy the blood forming organs. This 
damage can continue t hroughout the li fetime of 
the individual. Radiation causes ionization of air 
and other gases with which it interacts. Upon 
being ionized, the air or gases will conduct elec-
tricity. This fact is employed in designing inst ru-
ments to measure ionizing radiations. These 
instruments employ the u e of a chamber or tube 
containing two electrodes, with a voltage imposed 
by batteries. When the gas or air between the elec-
trodes becomes ionized, an electric current fto\\· s 
and is measured on a microammeter. 
R adiation-detection field instruments arc in t\rn 
groups: rate instruments, usually used in radiation 
surveys; and integrating or cumulative close types, 
suitable for personnel monitoring. 
RATE INSTRUMENTS FOR SURVEYS 
The rate instruments are those which indicate 
the exposure received per uni t time. They arc 
1 Bureau o f Radiological Health, Di vis ion of Sanitary Engineering, 
Illinois Department of Public Health, Springfield, Ill inois. 
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direct reading type in struments. The Gciger-
l\Iucllcr (G::\I) and the ioni zation type survey in-
o;t ruments are examples of this group. Th e usual 
radiation detection range of GM survey instru-
ments is from a fraction of a millirocntgcn per 
hour to 20 mr/ hr . Most G::-1 survey meters can be 
fitted with earphones which will give aural response 
to the presence of radiation. Ionization type sur-
Ycy instruments arc available with ranges from 
approximately one mr/ hr. to many roentgens (r ) 
per hour. Generally speaking the G::-1 or alpha 
survey meter is used for detecting and evalu ating 
lm1·-level contamination due to radioactive sub-
stances, and the ionization ty pe is generally u~ed 
for hi gh-level contamination and environmenta l 
gamma and x-ray surveys. 
ACCUMULATIVE DOSE INSTRUMENTS 
FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING 
Integrating instruments indicate the total radi -
ation dose received over any given time intcrYal. 
Pocket chambers and pocket dosimeters are ex-
amples of this group. Any person who may be 
exposed to radioactivity should have on his person 
a personnel monitoring dosimeter at all times when 
exposure is possible. These instruments may be 
any one of three types : (1) non self-reading pocket 
ionization chamber, (2) self-reading pocket dose 
meter, or (3) photographic film meter. The fi rst 
t wo of the type described are approximate ly the 
size of a fountain pen and the film badge do ;;: imcter 
is approximately the size of a packet of book 
matches. 
The ionization pocket chambers operate essen-
tially in the same manner as the direct readinµ; 
ionization meter , except that an electrode located 
coaxially along t he cente r of the chamber i~ 
cha rged by a battery-operated charger with ap-
proximately 190 volts. When exposed to a field of 
radiation ionization of the air inside of the cham-
ber, the electrode causes the voltage to di~charge 
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at a rate proportional to the radiation dose re-
ceived. The reduction in charge on the electrode 
i measured by an external measuring device. 
The self-reading (electroscope type) pocket 
dosimeter consists of a chamber having t'rn elec-
trodes, one of which is a quartz fiber free to move 
"·ithin its mounting. An electrical charge of 150-
200 volts is placed on the fiber, forcing it a1rny 
from its mounting. When ionization occurs in the 
chamber the charge on the fiber is reduced , allow-
ing the fiber to return to its normal rest position. 
The degree of deflection of the fiber is a measure 
of the amount of radiation to which the chamber 
was expo ed. The distance which the fiber moves 
is proportional to the dose received in the chamber 
and can be accurately read through an optical 
ystem built into the chamber. 
Most dosimeters commonly worn by \\·orkcrs in 
radiation installations are made to read doses up 
to 200 milliroentgens, although they arc also made 
"·ith sensitivities of lr, lOr, lOOr, etc. The higher 
reading instruments are used in research to deter-
rnmc shielding requirement:; and in ciYil clefcn~c 
work "·here large closes of radiations arc contem-
plated in the event of enemy attack. 
The fi lm badge dosimeter consists of two dental 
type fi lms of varying sensitivities to detect both 
hard and soft radiations. When exposed to radia-
tion this film darkens. The degree of darkening is 
measured by a densitometer and the dcnsit~· read-
ings can then be interpreted in terms of radiat ion 
dosage. The film badge is used for recording the 
tota l exposure recciYcd over a period of a \\·eek or 
more, while the pocket dosimeter will al low the 
wearer to determine his exposure at any given time. 
In most field survey procedures involving unknown 
radioactive isotopes, especially gamma emi ttcrs, 
both types of instruments arc worn by the survc~· 
personnel. The pocket dosimeter is read at inter-
vals to obtain radiation do~c information immedi-
ately upon exposure, \\·hilc the film badge readingti 
determine the total radiation dosage accumulated 
during the entire survey. 
Laboratory Session 
PREPARATION OF SAMPLES FOR RADIOACTIVITY COUNTING 
R. L. WEATHERFORD1 
Evaporation of ground water samples is made 
without filtration, since any turbidity present usu-
ally consists only of iron in the sample. 
For surface water samples, it is desirable to 
separate the activity present in the suspended ma-
terial from the activity of the dissolved form. 
Since usual treatment methods by coagulation will 
remove most of the suspended matter, it is impor-
tant to know how the activity of a particular 
sample is distributed between the dissolnd and 
suspended solids. 
Considerable difficulty was experienced "·i tl1 
drying and storage of su pended solids prepara-
tions for counting. This demonstration suggests an 
effective and simple procedure for this preparation. 
SUSPENDED SOLIDS PREPARATION 
Apparatus and Materials required: 
Millipore filter apparatus,2 (with source of 
vacuum) 
2 liter vacuum filter flask 
50 ml. beaker 
Absorbent blotter 
Stainless steel planchet 
Acetone 
75 ml. watch glass 
Procedure 
The method demonstrated relics on the use of 
the Millipore membrane filter as a binder bct11·ccn 
sample and planchet. 
The volume of sample for filtration is prede-
termined by the turbidity so that a thickness of 
less than 5 mg/cm2 will be obtained. After filtra-
tion, the wet filter is removed and placed on an ab-
sorbent blotter and set aside to air-dry completely. 
A small beaker is inverted over the filter to aYoid 
curling. The filter with the suspended matter is 
then placed in the center of a steel planchct "·hich 
1 R esearch Assistant and Assistant Chemist, State Water Sun·cy 
Urbana, Illinois. ' 
2 Available from l\1illipore Filter Corp., Bedford , :\fnssac lrnsclts. 
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has been cleaned and wetted with about 1.0 ml. of 
acetone. Another 0.5 ml. of acetone is spread 
even ly o,·cr the surface of the dissolved membrane 
fil tcr. The steel planchct is then placed on a blotter 
under a \Yater glass for at least 2 hours. 
A stable adherent deposit of the suspended 
matter in a specific area develops on the surface 
of the filter paper, which is tightly adhered to the 
plan ch et. 
This method has been found to prm·ide easier 
handling and storage of samples , especially those 
of low suspended so lids. All suspended matter is 
retained for counting. 
It " ·as determined that the backscatter factor 
for stainless steel planchcts should be 1.27 instead 
of 1.36 when this method of preparation is used . 
Further information concerning this method 
appeared in Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 31 , page 
1931 , November, 1959. Reprints arc available by 
11Titing the State Water Survey, Box 232, Urbana, 
Illinois. 
DISSOLVED SOLIDS PREPARATION 
Apparatus and l\Iatcri als required: 
250 ml. unstoppcrcd Yo! umctric fla sk 
Round jaw extension clamp 
Clamp holder 
Ring stand 
Masonite sh ield 
Infrared lamps (250 W) 
Aluminum planchcts 18 mm. 
Silicone grease 
Rubber policeman 
0.1~ HNO" 
Laboratory hood 
Self-leveling burctte 
.02N H2SO, 
Indicator - mcth:vl orange or mixed indicato r 
for alkalinity determination 
125 ml. Erlenmeyer flask 
25 ml. pipette and suc t ion bulb 
Analytical balance 
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Procedure 
Thi method is cmployccl because it requires a 
minimum of attention to the samples during evapo-
ration, and once the equipment has been set up and 
adjusted, requires a very short preparation time. 
Alkalinity is determined by titration with 
.02N H 2SO. . The sample to be crnporatcd is 
measured directly into a 250 ml. un toppcrecl Yol-
umctric flask. The alkalinity is neutralized with 
O.lN HNO" to avoid lime dcpo its in the flask and 
to aid thorough draining. 
The aluminum planchets arc weighed before 
and after the evaporation so that sample thick-
nc s may be determined by weight differential. 
Before the initial weighing, the planchct walls arc 
coated with silicone grease by using a rnbbcr 
policeman. This confines the solid material to the 
bottom of the planchet during evaporation. 
The flask containing the sample is then im·crtcd 
in a planchet and clamped into this po~ition on a 
ring stand. The assembly is placed under the 
infrared lamps in the hood, and the distance be-
tween flask and planchct is adj ustcd so that sclf-
fccd in g will occur as the samp le evaporates. 
These samples are usually prepared in the af-
ternoon rn that the evaporation may be started by 
the encl of the work day. Temperature may be 
controlled by means of the hood fan. Samples arc 
adjusted so that evaporation takes place at about 
20 ml. per hour. Since cYapora tions arc clone at 
night, samples a re usually near dryness by 8 a.m. 
or shortly after. Ordinarily, the Aasks rccei\·c a 
final rinse \\·ith distilled \rntcr; O.lN HNO:i is u:;;cd 
if the flask has not drained t horough !:-·. 
The samples a rc then rcmoYcd a nd placed in an 
onn at 160° C. for at least 2 hours. (LO\Yer tem -
peratures arc recommended, but it has been found 
that sample \Ycights Yaricd considerably from rou-
tine residue analyses depending on mineral qualit>· 
of the sample.) The prepared planchcts arc dried 
to constant weight and counted. 
Laboratory Session 
PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS AND GEIGER-MULLER COUNTERS 
BEN B. EWING 1 
Determination of the gross alpha and beta ac -
t ivity requires specia l in::itrumcnts ,,·hich arc of 
greate r sensitivity and precision than the Rmny 
meters. The analytical grade inst ruments ,,·hich 
a re used for the quantitative dctcnnination of the 
radioactivity from a prepa red Ra mplc consist of a 
sensing clement and a Rea le r. The sensin g clement 
cmi ts a small pulse of e lectri ca l currcn t each time 
rad iation from the sample or background radiation 
. t rikes it with sufficient cncrg>·· Th e sca ler co unts 
these electrical pulses OYc r a measured t ime in te r-
va l, so that the amount of radioactiYc matter in 
the sample can be dete rmined from the number of 
counts per minute. 
The sensing clement for both the Gcigcr-:\f ull cr 
counter and the proportional counter con::; i::it of a 
Yolumc of gas ,,·hi ch becomes ionized ,,·hen irra-
diated, permitting a fl ow of electricity bct\\'ccn brn 
electrodes. This e lectri ca l pul se i::; amplified and 
reco rded by the sca ler. The Gcigcr--:\Iullcr tube i,:; 
a cylinder \Yi t h the ga sca led in b>· a thin mica or 
lVIylar windo\\' at one end. A center \Yirc clo\\'n 
the length of the tube se rves as a cathode and the 
cy linder shell is th e anode. Radiation entering t he 
tube ionizes the helium ga::; and causes a flo,,· of 
electrons to the center wire. The electrica l pubc 
regi:-tcrs on the scaler. B ecause the sam pl e i::i be-
low the ,,·indo\\' of t he tube only part of t he radia-
t ion emitted from the sample strikes the ,,·indo''" 
Because even a thin window absorbs :-omc of the 
a lph a and beta particles of \rcak energy, onl» pa rt 
of the rays which strike the \\'indo\\' get thrnugh 
into the tube and cauo:;c a count to be registe red. 
The counting efficiency of a Gcigcr-::\Iullcr counter 
m ay therefore be about 10% or Jes;; . Tn other 
words, of all the a tomic cli sintegra tions occurring 
\\'ithin a sample, only 10% or le::;;; arc coun ted. 
But if the effi ciency of t he coun ter is kn O\rn from 
coun ting of a ca librated standard source, the ac -
1 Associat e Pro fesso r o f Rnnitary Engineeri ng, l'nin•r:'.i it y o f Illi-
nois, l"rhana, Ill inois. 
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ti,·it» of the :-a mpl e can be ca lcul ated from the 
counting rate ho\\'cvcr. 
A proportional counter can be con"trnctcd in 
much t he same \rn:; but operated at a IO\rer Yo lt-
agc than a G eiger counter. l\Iost proportional 
counters , particularly those used for rndiom:sny of 
\\' atc r sample", a rc of the internal , gas-flo1\· type 
hO\YCYcr. In this case . rathe r than hiwin g lhe gn~ 
sca led \Yithin the tube by a thin mica or -:\Iylar 
,,·indo,,· and the "ampl e mounted bc] o,,· it. t he 
sample is actually placed ,,·ithin the ioni zatio n 
cha mber. Figure l illu~tratcs the construction of 
the chamber. Air admitted to the chamber ,,·hen 
chan ging samples must be purged from the cha111-
ber befo re counting comm ences by maintainin g a 
flo\\' of a mixtmc of argon a nd methane through the 
chamber. A small fl ow is a l;;oo mainta ined during 
the countin g to prcYcn t air fro m being admitted 
through a leak. Since the sa mple i;;: actually rr:-; ti ng 
on the bottom of t he cha mber , half of all the ray~ 
emi tted from the sampl e tra,·cl tq1,,·arcl through ti1e 
chamber. This produces ,,·hat is ca lled 27r gco rn-
ctr>" The other half of the rays original!>· "tart 
clow111Yarcl from the Ra mple , theoretically c~capin g 
from th e chamber \\'ithout pass ing through an>· of 
the gas. Actually some of these arc reflerled or 
back-scatte red by the bottom of the chamber :;o 
that t hey also tranr"c t hrough the ga,; in lhc 
chamber and cause "omc of it to be ioni zed. Thu ,.; 
a proport ion al coun te r of this type ma.'· hfl\·c an 
effici ency s lightly greate r t han 50%. 
B ecause of the higher effi ciency and berau~c it 
has no t CYcn a thin \\'inclo,,· bct\Yccn the ~ample 
and the ioniza tion chamber to absorb part of the 
radiation, the intcmal proportional counter i ~ pre-
fe rred for monitoring the Jo,,· actiYity in natura l 
,,·atc rs . It is important that t he chamber be large 
enough to recei\·c a ample at least t\\'o in ches in 
diameter, so that the sample can be :<prcad out in 
a thin layer. This \Yill minimize the sc lf- a b~orp­
tion of radiation by the sample itself. 
Th e prepared sample is pl aced in the chamber 
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Gas inlet 
Mylar window 
(approx zm%mzJ 
fJ: 27T 
Internal proportional counter 
Figure I . Construct ion of sensing eleme nt in Geiger tube and 
internal pro p ort ional counter 
rn the p lanchet. The chamber is purged of a ir by 
a t ream of t he propor t iona l- coun te r ga::< . The 
counting is then conducted OYe r a rn ea::<ured in te r-
va l of t ime. The tota l coun t, cliYided by the in-
ten ·a l of t ime over whi ch i t \\" as obtained , y ields 
the counting r a te, whi ch must then be correc ted by 
subtracting the background counting ra te. The net 
coun t is a measure of t he radioactivity in t he 
sa mple. The coun t must be cont inued long enough 
to reg i ~ter enough coun ts to distingui sh betll"een 
a t rue in crease over the background a nd a sta-
ti,- t ica l rn ri a tion in t he background. Therefo re it 
i::; a di st inct adYan tage th a t the back ground coun t 
be as low as possib le. Th e cha mber must be kept 
free o f contamin a tion by radioactiYe ma terial from 
previous ly counted samples. The background can 
be fur ther reduced by pl acing a lead shield a round 
th e propor t iona l coun te r chamber. 
Laboratory Session 
USE OF SCINTILLATION DETECTOR WITH SINGLE CHANNEL 
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER 
J. J. STEERMA 1 
A scintillation detector, as the name impli es, is 
a device for detecting "scintillations" or flashes of 
light . Light flashes arc created in some mate ri als 
when a particle of radiation, such as an x-ray, 
gamma ray, beta particle, etc., interacts \Yith atoms 
or molecules of the material, for example the 
luminous dial on a wrisbrntch. l\latcrials in the 
crystalline form generally t ransmit these light 
pulses more effi ciently than amorphous materials, 
and thus we usually speak of the detecting element 
as a scintillation "crystal." Certain crystals a rc 
very sensitive to some radiations and not Ycry 
sensitive to others. Therefore the choi ce of a 
crystal depends on the type of rad iation to be 
detected. Activated sodium iodide crystals a rc 
usually used for gamma ray and x-ray clctcction , 
anthracene fo r beta clctcction, zinc sulfide for 
alpha particle detection, etc. 
The intensity or brightness of the light flashes 
is roughly proportional to the energy of the in-
coming radiation. Low-energy gamma rays will 
give weak scintillations; high energy gamma rays 
will give strong scintillations. The crystal is at-
tached to a photomul t iplier tube, which converts 
the scintillations into electric pulses of propor-
tional size. If you feed the phototube output in to 
a simple electronic counter of high sensitivi ty (as 
in Fig. l a), the coun ter will "see" all pulses strong 
or weak and will give you one count for each pulse. 
Therefore this is the system to use if you have a 
single-energy gamma ray to count or if you have 
a mixture of different energy gammas and arc 
interested only in the total numbers of gammas, 
but no t in their energy distribu tion. 
Obviously if you use a less sensitive electroni c 
counting circuit, it will not respond to or "see" the 
lowest energy pulses, bu t only those aboYe a cer-
tain energy. Thus by varying the sensitivi ty of 
1 Health Physicist, University of Ill inois, Urbana , Illinois. 
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the counter you can get some idea of the energy 
distribution of the pulses. A device for var~· in g 
the sensitivity of counter response is called a dis-
crimin ator. It discrimina tes against a ll pulses of 
energy below the discriminator setting. Using a 
discriminator (Fig. lb) , you can do elementary 
pulse height analysis by counting all pulses above 
Yarious energy levels. Then by resorting to a good 
deal of arithmetic you can determine approxi-
mately how many pulses occur at each energy 
level. 
Now th e pulse height analyzer is a gadget 
\\·hi ch will save you all this arithmetic. Es"cnti allv 
the pulse height analyzer is a bit of elect roni c 
t ri ckcr:v· \\·hich combines a high-energy cutoff along 
with the lO\\· - cn crg~· cutoff capabilities of the cli:-;-
criminator. This is clone b~· use of a "gating ci r-
cui t ." The gating ci rcui t analyzes the pulses com-
ing t hrough and, if a pulse is just a little bit 
higher than the discriminator setting, it is ad -
mitted through the "gate" to the counter. If the 
pulse is a whole lo t higher than the discriminato r 
setting (depending on how big you make your 
electronic gate) the pulse is not admitted through 
the gate and thus is not counted. The only pulses 
counted therefore a rc t hose whi ch pass through the 
gate; i.e., those \Yhi ch occur bct\ycen two energy 
levels (Fig. l e). 
The gate (sometimes called the winc!O\\·) cor-
responds to a narrow portion of the total energy 
spectrum whi ch the counter is capable of coun ting. 
By setting the discriminator one can choose any 
desired portion of the spectrum to count. Thus 
one can count a parti cul ar radioisotope whi ch giycs 
off a unique energy rad iation even when that iso-
tope is mixed wi th others of differen t energies. One 
sets the pulse height analyzer to coun t only that 
band of t he energy spectrum which covers the 
energy of the isotope of in terest. The other ener-
gies are not counted, thereby eliminating the 
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(a) Yield is one counl per gamma ray detected 
Yield 
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Figure 1. Elements of a single-channel gamma spectrometer 
greater portion of the background. One is then 
able to determine how much of a particular isotope 
one has, even though there may be others in the 
sample. 
The pulse height analyzer can al so be used to 
determine the energy spectrum of an unknown 
sample. If the output is fed into a rate meter, the 
meter reading is observed to change as the dis-
criminator setting is varied. High readings indicate 
points in the spectrum where radiation intensity is 
greatest. If one hooks the rate meter to a chart 
recorder (Fig. ld) and sweeps the discriminator 
from one end of the counter's sen itivity range to 
the other, a drawing of the spectrum is obtained. 
The distance the chart moves in the time of the 
sweep is proportional to the width of energy range 
being covered. The vertical distance from the base 
of the chart is proportional to the number of counts 
received at that energy. Figure 2 indicates draw-
ings obtained by automatic weeps of three sources. 
The pulse height analyzer is a pO\YCrful tool 
and can do many things no other counting system 
can do. However, it does have some drawbacks. 
For instance, the low energy range is often smeared 
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Figure 2. Use of gamma spectra to identify unknown 
gamma emitters 
out due to scattered radiation from higher energy 
radiation. Also it is impossible to separate pulses 
from t\rn sources having the same energy radia-
tions. The pulse height ana lzcr is not the magic 
anS\\·er to a ll counting problems, but for solving 
some problems it is almost indispensable. Anyone 
contemplating the use of such equipment should 
have the advice of an expert before investing too 
heavily. 
MONITORING EXPERIENCES OF THE ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ROBERT R. FRENCH[ 
The simplest and most frcqucn tly used method 
for sampling waters is the grab-sample method. 
This method involYcs only the lowering of a con-
tainer into the water and removing it when full. 
It is used by the State Health Department in the 
collection of stream samples from 135 locations 
throughout the State, as a part of its \Yater Qual-
ity Program and in the sampling of underground 
waters in the vicinity of major radiological instal-
lations. The analyses of these samples include the 
determination of gross alpha and gross beta radio-
activity. 
A composite sample, made up of increments of 
several individu al samples, " ·ill provide a test 
sample which is more representative of conditions 
O\·cr a given period of time. Composite sampling 
is used by the State Health Department at fiyc 
locations on the Illinois River as a part of its 
radiological monitoring program and lcRs fre-
quently on other streams in its Water Quality 
Program. 
Samples composited onr 15-day periods arc 
collected from the Chi cago Sanitary and , hip 
Canal at Lockport, from the D es Plaines River at 
Joliet and U. S. #66 Bridge, and from the Illinois 
River at Morris and Marseilles. All analyses of 
the amples are conducted by the State H ealth 
Department Laboratory in Chicago. The Depart-
ment gratefully acknowledges the assistance and 
cooperation of the Chicago Sanitary District in 
the collection and compositing of these sam pl es. 
From a radiological standpoint the Illinois 
waterway system is of particular interest to the 
State H ealth D epartment and more specifically to 
the Illinois Sanitary Water Board, the agency re-
sponsible for control of stream pollution. Its ulti-
mate concern, of course, is the extent to \\·hich 
controlled radioactive waste discharges, coupl ed 
with uncontrollable releases of atmospheri c fallout, 
might increase the level of radioactiYit:-' in the 
1 San itary Engineer. Bureau of Radiologica l l-TC"alth. Di\'i 8ion of 
Sanitary Engineering, Illinois Department of Public Health . 
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stream. It is not inconccin1blc that Ruch a 
build-up, should it CYCr occur, could restrict the 
location of nuclear industries along the watcnrn:--. 
A brief rcviC\\- of the controlled lo\1·-Jcnl 
radioactive wastes rcceind by this system might 
be helpful in understanding the need for an effec-
tive monitoring program. 
Illinois has nearly 300 users of racli oactin ma-
terials \Yho arc licensed by the U. S. Atomic Energy 
Com mission. The majority of users arc located in 
the Chicago- Cook County area. AEC regulation s 
permit these users to discharge 10\Y JcyeJs of radio-
acti YC materials to the Rew er Ry::;tcm \Yi thin prc-
sc ri bcd limits. ::\Jany of thcRc materials arc treated 
by the Chicago Sanitary J)i;,trict 's Southwest 
Treatment Plant whose effluent discharges to lhc 
Chicago Sanitar:-· and Ship Canal. The AEC reg-
ulations , coupled with the minute quantitic::; and 
short half-li\·es of many of the materials , proYiclc 
reasonab le assuran ce that the prc~cnt usage of 
these materials is not a sizable factor in the build-
up of radioactivity in the receiving s tream. It 
should be noted, ho1Ycwr, that "orn c inclust ri c,; and 
hospitals make use of some of t he naturally occur-
ring radioactive materials over \1·hich the U. S. 
Atomic Energy Commission has no control. Nota-
ble among thc~c materials is radium \\·ith a half-
lifc of O\·er 1600 years and a chain of daughter 
clements which yield alpha, beta and gamma em is-
sions. The extent of radium discharges to the Rc1rcr 
system is not fully knO\rn , but there is a definite 
economic inccntiYc which :;;hould have the effect of 
restricting this practice. 
A second source of treated, 1011·-JC\·cl \\·a::;tc::; i::; 
Argonne National Laboratory at Lemont, Illinois. 
ANL, a large Federal research laborator~· dealing 
exclusively in radioactivity problems, discharges 
treated radioactive wastes, within limits spec ifi ed 
by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commis"ion , into a 
small stream tributary to the Des Plaines RiYcr. 
The Laboratory has its own monitoring program 
both on and off the site. Argonne's data from its 
monitoring program, as well as the result:; of tc:;ts 
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by the State H ealth Department, indi cate no cx-
cessiYc concentrations of rndioactiYc material s in 
the Des Plaines River as a result of discharges 
from Argonne National Laboratory. 
A third source of treated lo\\·-lcnl ,,·astc is the 
Dresden Nuclear Power Station, located at th e 
point ,,·here the Des Plaines and Kankakee RiHrs 
join to form the Illinois River. Liquid wastes from 
the Dresden Reactor arc treated on the site and 
diluted \\·ith a large volume of uncont a minated 
cooling ,,·ater from the Kankakee RiHr before 
being discharged into the Illinois RiYer. Th e di,;-
charge of radioactive wastes to the Rinr is re-
:::trictcd to low-levels by requirements of the U. S. 
Atomic Energy Commission and the 11 linois Sani-
tary W ate r Board. It should be emphasized at 
this point that fi ssion products arc not expected to 
be discharged into the River since the spent fuel 
c lements containing this type of waste \Yill be rc-
mond to an out-of-state location before they arc 
dirnsscmblcd and processed. 
Rout ine wastes \Yill consist primarily of co1To-
t:ion and erosion products made radioactin in their 
passage through the reactor. Because of the rela-
t ively short half-lives of these material,.: and the 
limits impo ed upon their discharge, treated \\·astc,; 
from the Dresden R eactor arc expected to be a~­
similated without problem b>· the Illinoi s Rinr. 
Dresden also has provided for an environmental 
monitoring program both on and off site. Oni>· 
pre-operational monitoring data is aYailablc at the 
present time. 
The tatc Health D epa rtment's monitoring pro-
gram \YaS established in an attempt to prm·idc in-
formation concerning the effects of all radiological 
activities, including fallout, upon ,,·atcrcourscs re-
cciYing radioactive materi a ls from these activities. 
Monitoring of the Illinois RiYcr on a continu-
ous basis was desirable in view of the non-
continuous discharge of wastes from these :-:omce~. 
B ecause of the sensitivity limitations of conrn1cr-
cia l monitoring eq uipment available ,,·ithin budget 
limits, the program expects initially to provide oni>· 
a record of gross increases in s tream radioacti,·it>· 
as " ·ell a a significant contribution to monitoring 
experience. M ethods for in creasing the sensiti,·it>· 
of the equipment \\·ill be e,·aluatcd in the nea r 
future. Through the courtes>· of the U. S. Corp. 
of Engineers, arrangements have been made to 
locate continuous water-monitoring equipment at 
the Dresden Lock and Darn , ,,·hich is located 
about one-fourth mile dO\rn ::;t ream from the cun-
Auencc of the Kankakee and D es Plaines RiHr:-:. 
The equipment con~i:-:b of a Geiger tube, 2" di-
ameter and 20" long, in ::;idc a cylindrical lead cask 
,,·cighing about 350 pounds. Pumping equipment 
circulates \\"atcr into the cask, around the geigcr 
tube and back to the Hi,·c r. Primarily the tube 
detect,; beta acti,·ity, \\"hich is counted b)· a r::1tc 
meter and makes a permanent record on a strip 
chart recorder. All of the equipmen t is homed in 
a heated ,,·oocl cn st ructure. B ccau:-;c of the ,,·eight 
of the lead hou;;ing the equipment i,; not portable. 
Calibration tc,;ts using radioactiYc thallium nitrate 
so lution s indicate that beta concentrations Je,.;s 
than 1,000 micromicrocurics/ litcr cannot be de-
tected. 
Since radioacti ,.c \rastcs ,,.i thin prescribed 
limib al~o arc cmitled to the atmo~phcrc from 
thc,;e somcc:-:, it \\"fts de,.: irable to initiate an air 
monitoring program. Continuous atmospheric 
ga mma n1onitoring equipment \\·as located at 
Channahon i":ltatc Park, about a quarter of a mil e 
north of the eonAuencc of the ll\"O ri,·cr,.;. Thi,; 
equipment con,.;i:0ts of a ,,·cathcr-proof ionization 
chamber kno\\"n a,; a ga111ma :-;cnsing clement 
mounted on a po::;t oul:;idc the Park cu,.;todian ',; 
home. Electrical impulses cau~cd b:< the gamma 
ra>·s arc tran~mitted from the dctedo r to a count 
rate mete r and s trip chart recorder located in the 
basement of the hom e. The equipment \ra ::; in-
;.;tallcd to mea,;urc the non-parti culate gamllla 
acti,·ity of the atmosphere. It \rill not detect alpha 
and beta radiation bccau;.;c of the ~hielding afforded 
by the weather-proof housing on the detector. 
Continuous ~arnpling of particulate matter from 
the atmo,.;pherc al~o is accompli,.;hed at the Park 
\rith a high-Yolumc "ampler. The same type of 
sampler abo is u:scd in Springfield as part of a 
nation-\\"ide radiation sun·ci llancc ncl\,·ork and in 
southern Illinoi s near a major radiological in~taJla­
tion. Thi ;; in,.;trument concentrates particulate 
matter, in cluding radioacti,·c matPriaJ ;;, onto a fell 
ft!tcr ,,·hich is rcrnoYcd and counted once CYer~· 
hrcnty-four hours. A Flo\\" meter on the in~tn1111ent 
provid e,.; data from ,,·hich the Yolumc of air f!o\\·-
ing through the filter dming the ll\·cnty-four hour,.; 
can be dete rmined. After proper allmrnnrc for the 
decay of natural radioacti,·c material~ , the filter 
can be scanned ,,·ith a portable geiger counter to 
obtain a field estimate of the actiYit». The filter 
1s ultimately counted in the laboratory for a more 
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accurate ana lysis. l\Iaintenancc on this t~·pc of 
instrument is significant, due to the need fo r 
changing the carbon bru hes in the motor about 
every three weeks and the limited motor life of 
about 2,000 to 4,000 hours. 
Although t he D epartment has not yet accumu-
lated sufficient operational data to derive specifi c 
conclusions concerning the u~c of continuous mon-
itoring and sampling equipment, experience to date 
has demonstrated certain points \rnrthy of note. 
In considering the use of this type of equipment 
adequate provision should be made for the con-
8idcrable attention and f'CrY1emg which automat ir 
equipment inevitably requires. Similar]~·, a con-
sideration of costs . hould in clude a f" Uppl.'" of 
operational and maintenance items such as addi-
t ion a l strip charts, recorde r ink and cleetrnnic 
tubes, as ,,·ell as the c\·entu a l rep lacement of the 
detector clement. It is a lso po,;siblc that co m-
mercial equipment to meet a particula r spec ifi ca-
t ion may no t be ava il ab le. It might, therefore, be 
\\·ell to expect the need to modify within budget 
limitations, the equipment \Yhich is avai lable. 
AQUATIC AND BIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN NATURAL WATERS1 
LOUIS A. KRUMHOLZ2 
R adioactive materials arc being introduced into 
natural \Yatcrs in increasing amounts each year. 
These materials originate from three general 
sources: (1) natural radioactive materials in the 
surrounding terrain, (2) fallout from weapons test:-. 
and (3) radioactive wastes from hospitals, labo-
ratories, and atomic energy in tallations \\·here 
radioactirn materials arc being used for beneficial 
purposes. The first of these is a constant rnurcc 
and the second is variable, depending on the 
nuclear t esting activities of certain governmental 
agencies. However, the amounts of raclioactiYc 
wastes from the peaceful me of atomic energy arc 
increasing as the industry increase~, and it has been 
recognized by the Joint Committee on Atomic 
Energy of the United States Congrc:;s (1959) that 
it will always be necessary to use the diluting 
power of the environment to some extent in dis-
po ing of low-level wastes. 
R adioactive and stable i otopcs of the same 
clement have the same chemical behavior, and liY-
ing organisms are not capable of di st inguish ing 
between the two. It is well known that all organ-
isms do not concentrate all chemical clements, but 
that they select certain clements for their metabolic 
proce scs and discard others. Because of this sclcc-
t irn power, it is to be cxpcctccl that they will 
accumulate any radioactive iso topes of those cle-
ment that may be present along \\·ith the stable 
ones. Thu , if any organi m uses a particular cle-
ment in its metabolism, any iso tope of that element 
will be concentrated in its usual site of deposition. 
Al o, any element that enters the body and is not 
u ed in the metabolic processes will be climinatccl 
through the usual channels. 
The only way by which radioactivity may be 
lost by any radionuclide is through physical decay. 
H erc, the unit of measurement is the physical 
half-life; the period of time characteristic of each 
1 C'?nlribution No. 31 ~New Series) from the Department of Bi-
ology..' linl\·~ rs1ty of Lomsv1Ile, Louisville , Kentucky. 
. - Ass9c1~te Professor, Department of Biology, Uni,·ersity of Louis -
nlle, Lou1sv1lle, K entucky. 
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radionuclide during \Yhich one-half of the initial 
radioacti ,·i ty is lo:::t th rough decay. So far as or-
ganisms a rc concerned , there is another unit of 
measurement that is not so easily defmcd, the 
biological half-life. This measurement is based on 
the awragc length of time that atoms of a par-
ticular clement arc retained in the body tissues. 
For example, the biological half-life of potassium 
is rclati,·e ly short because th e turno,·cr rate of 
pota"'sium in the tissues is rapid , \\·hcreas the bio-
logical half-life of calcium is rclati,·cly long be-
cause that clement is incorporated into the lattice 
tructurc of the bone " ·here it may remain for 
scYcral years. Thus, although the physical half-
li fc of a radionuclide is extremely important , its 
biological hazard must be determined on the ba;;;i s 
of its requirements by the organism and the length 
of time it remains in the ti s;;;ucs. 
The amount of a radionu clide that may be 
taken up by an organism u::; ually is proportional to 
the concentration of that clement in the cnYiron-
mcnt. For instance, the uptake of cesium bY 
oysters has been sho\nl to be dependent on th.c 
concentration of stable cesium in sea water (Chip-
man, et al., 1954). Also, it has been demonstrated 
(Prosser, et al., 1945) that with the addition of 
strontium to the environment there was an increase 
in the uptake of that clement by goldfish. 
In another aspect, the uptake of one radio-
clcmcn t by an organi ::;m may be altered by the 
relative abundance of another in the environment 
in one of three ways: (1) clements of similar 
chemical properties may substitute for one another, 
(2) some clements ma~· have an inhibitory effect 
on others, and (3) one clemen t may have a syner-
gistic effect on others. Among marine phytoplank-
ton , Goldberg, et al. (1951) found that the 
phosphate content of A sterionella japonica \ms 
dependent on that of the cnYironment. Also, in 
suppor t of the findings of K etchum (1939), they 
obsctTcd that a high nitrogen-to-phosphate ratio 
rcficctcd a high pho:opha tc content of the diatom 
cells. Rice (1953) reported that the amount of 
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phosphorus exchanged by ma rine a lgae va ri ed with 
the concen tration of phosphorus in t he medium, 
and t hat t he exchange bct \\"ccn t he ce ll ,; and the 
medium con tinued \\"hil c the cell s 11·crc not gro11·ing 
or photosynt hesizing. Th is same phenomenon has 
been reported fo r hi gher pl an ts by other 1rnrkcrs. 
N atural waters usua lly a rc classified unde r tlrn 
principal headings : (1) standing, or Jcn t ic, 11·atcrs 
such as lakes and ponds, and (2) running, or Jotic, 
waters such as ri vers and streams. The aq uat ic 
environment includes t he wate r itself , the sub-
strate underneath, and t he va rious mate ri a ls di s-
so lved or suspended in t he 11·atcr. Th ese last tlrn 
categories include a ll organi rn1s Ii 1·ing in t he 1rntc r 
as well as those gro 1Ying on t he Ru b,.:tratc. Among 
the organisms t hat live in natura l 1rntc rs 1 t here is 
an ext remely la rge variety of vascu lar pl an ts, a lgae 
and phytoplankton, bacteri a, a nima l pl a nk ton, in-
ve rtebrates, and ve r tebra tes . Eac h of t hese groups 
occupies a reas with specifi c eco logica l req uire-
ments, and many individu a l spec ies a rc f'O re-
stri cted by their requiremen ts that th e~· occur onl y 
in ve ry special places . 
The demands of these organi ::; ms upon the en-
v ironment fo r nu t ri ent mate ri a ls a rc as Ya ricd as 
the organisms t hemselves, a nd it is v irtua ll y im-
possible to know t he abili ties of each kind of 
organi m to concentrate a ll clements. Unfo rtu-
na tely, li ttle research has been cl one on t he 
elemental composit ion of frcs ll\rntcr organi sm:;, 
and t here is only one fa irly comprchcnsiYc work 
on t he composit ion of marine organisms (Vino-
gradov, 1953). If the elemen tal com posit ion of t he 
organi m in question were known , 11·c could predi ct 
which rad ioactive materi als would be comcnt ratcd 
and, fo r that matter, t he prec ise locu;:; of concen-
t ration. H owever , our knowledge of t he energy 
flow t hrough an ecological system proYidco;: one 
basis for approach to the problem. It is well kn o11·n 
t hat anima ls arc dependen t on plan ts as their 
source of energy. Also, i t is kn O\rn that some 
anima ls do not cat plan ts, bu t feed upon t hose 
that do . Thus, some n ut rients ma>" ente r h igher 
anima ls directly from t he pl an t. th e ~· cat or, in a 
roundabout way, t hrough other anim a ls in the food 
web. These food webs a rc not the same fo r all 
anima ls and t hey vary from sea on to season a nd 
from place to place. 
R ad ionuclides accumul ated by aquatic organ-
isms a re not r emoved from t he en vi ronmcn t; th e~· 
a re merely transfe rred fro m t he liquid to the olicl 
ph ase, or fro m one o rgani ~m t o another. At be"t, 
t hese chem ical clement,.: ca n be i'3o latcd fro m the 
rema inder of the biota on I)' so Jong as t he organ i"rn 
in which t hey a rc con cen trntcd rema in s a li \·e. 
\Vhil c t he radion ucl idcs a rc in t hat parti cul ar or-
ganism t h e~' a rc un ava ila ble to other organi ,.; rn s 
except 1\·hen t he organism in question sc l"Yes as 
food fo r t he others. \ \"hen death occm ,.:, t he)· cli ;;-
in tcg ratc a nd return to the c1wironrncn t, bu t per-
ha ps in a diffe ren t ph ~·;: i ca l or chemi cal f'tatc. 
Th e actua l rnccha nisn1 s by \\·lti ch rndionu clid e,.: 
a rc in co rporated in to the Ya rious t i,.:,.; ue,.; of aquat ic 
organisms a rc not c l ea r] ~· undc1Aood. P erh ap;;; t lt e 
best r6su111 6 of the accumul ation and fa te o f radi o-
nu clicles in aquatic organisms i,.: t hat of the X a-
tiona l Academy of Sciences - K ation a l He"earch 
Council (1957) in the R eport of the Commi ttee on 
Effects of Atomi c Hadi ation on Oceanography a nd 
Fislt c ri cs. In t ha t pub lica tion, Ketc hum (1957) 
a nd \\' oostc r and K etchum ( 1957) gaYc a sumrna r~· 
of t he trnnsport of chemi cal clements in t he sea 
a nd the effects o f the ecologica l sy;:tc rn on that 
t ransport. Also, Krumholz , Goldberg, and Bor-
oughs (1957) and Krumholz and F oste r (1957) 
discus:::ed the uptake, accumul ation, a nd l o~s of 
ra cli oact i1·c mate ria ls by m arine and frcslmater 
organisms, a nd Borough", C ltipma n, a nd Hi ce 
(1957) rcy ic11-ccl t he experimental cYidencc on the 
accumul ation of raclionu clides by ma rine organ-
i,.: mf' . An excellent f' Ummary of the radioact iYe 
con tamin ation of ce rtain a reas of t he P ac ific 
Ocean from nuclea r tes ts, a nd in fo rm at ion on t he 
accumul ation of raclioact iYc mate ri a ls b\· organ-
i"ms in those a reas has been provided b» t he U . R. 
Atomi c En ergy Commiss ion (Dunning, 1957). 
Some as pects of the biological problem:- a,;;:o -
ciatcd " ·ith t he disposa l of radioactiYc 11·a:;te:; fro m 
atomi c cne rg~· installations into fresh \\"atc rs haYc 
been poin ted out b» F oste r (1952) and by Krum-
holz (1954), and a stuclY program fo r the d isposal 
of racl ioact iYc 1rnstes in to t he sea has been out-
lin ed b» t he N ational Acadcrn !· of Scicnces-
N at iona l R c,;carch Counc il (1956, 1959a, 1959b ) . 
E ach of t hese reports emph asizes t he compl cxit» 
of the p robl ems t hat will a ri se concurrent 11·itl1 the 
long- te rm program of dispo,.;a l of radioacti1·c 
wastes in to an ~' aqu a ti c environment. 
The natu rally occurring rad ionu clidcs a rc 
uranium 238, which constitutes more t han 99 % of 
a ll natura l u ran ium , and small amoun ts of u ranium 
234 and 235, and thorium 232, togeth er \Yi th their 
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Tobie 1 
Princi pal Fi ss ion Products Impo rtant Biolog ically 
an d Fro m the Stan d poi nt of W aste Dis posal 
Adapted from Joint Co mmi t tee on Atomic E nergy (1959) 
Radionuclide Ha lf- life Approx imate Percen tage of T ota l 
Strontium 89 54.0 days 
Strontium-yttrium 90 28.0 years 
Zirconium-niobium 95 63.0 days 
Ruth enium-rhodium 103 4 1.0 days 
Ruth enium-rhodimn 106 1.0 year 
Iodine 131 8. 1 days 
Cesium 137 26.6 years 
Barium-lanthanum 140 12.8 days 
Cerium-praseodymium 144 290.0 days 
Promethium 1-t.7 2.6 years 
Radioacth•ity After Decay of 
JOO Days 3 Yea rs 30 Yea rs 
7 
2 
33 
5 
2 
I 
2 
1 
45 
3 
15 49 
3 
15 49 
i>O 
15 
rad ioactive daughters. Each of these has a ycry 
long phys ical ha lf-li fe, a nd t hus t hey p rovide an 
a lmo"t constan t source of rad ioactivity. 
Among t he radioactive p roducts resulting from 
the fiss ion process, t here arc abo u t 15 radionucliclcs 
that a re important biologica lly and fro m the stand-
point of waste disposal (T a ble 1). Eac h has a 
fai rl y long ha lf-li fe, a nd , as indicated in t he table. 
the m ix ture of rad ioacti vc materi als is mu C' h 
greater shortl y after fission occurs. As t he short -
li , ·cd racl ionuclidcs decay, the percentage of th e 
long-lived ones becomes relatively greater. A t t he 
encl of t hree y ears, abou t 99% of the remaining 
rad ioactivity is contributed by onl~r fi\ ·c raclionu -
C'l iclcs and t heir daughter p roducts, whereas at t he 
end of t hir ty years, only two sup ply a bout 98% of 
the radioactivity and one other accoun ts fo r about 
one per cen t. Also, i t is apparen t t hat t he percen t-
age of rad ioactiv ity cont ribu ted by strontium-
ytt rium 90 an cl cesium 137 in crease wi th t ime in 
the environment. Actua lly, thi s is not the case. 
If t here is only a single in t rodu ction of any r adi o-
nuclide such as cesium 137 in to t he environment, 
it will undergo physical decay at t he ra te of 50% 
of i ts ini t ia l radi oactivity each ha lf-li fe (26.6 
yea rs), a nd t hus i t cannot accumu late . H o\\'C\'Cr, 
if t here is a constan t amoun t being in trodu rcd 
OYer a long period of t ime, t he a mount of rad io-
ccsium \\·ill in crca"e until an equilib rium , \\·here 
the rate of decay equa ls t he rate of in t roduction, is 
reached. 
In addi t ion to t hese naturall y occurrin g rad io-
nuclidcs and those fro m t he fi ssion proccs;:;, there 
arc many others that a rc a r tifi cia ll y produ ced dur-
ing reactor operations. Among t hese arc t he bio-
logically importan t sodium 24, phosphorus 32, 
"candium 46, chromium 51 , manganese 54, iron 55 
and iron 59, cobalt 60, copper 64, zin c 65, and 
arsen ic 76. Fort unately, rn fa r as the biologica I 
hazards a rc concerned , most of t hese haYc rela-
t i,·cly shor t physical ha lf- liYCs . H o\\'c\'Cr , zmc 65 
(245 clays), iron 55 (2.9 yea rs), and coba lt 60 (5.2 
yea r::;) h :wc sufficiently long ph>·::; iea l lia lf- liYCs so 
that they ,,·ill persist in th e cm· irolll ncnt for rcla -
ti ,·c ly long periods o f t ime. 
It has been pointed out in the N ationa l Acad-
cm>· of cicnccs - K ationa l R c:-:carch Coun cil pub-
li rations b~- Krnmholz , Gold berg. and Boroughs 
( l 957) t hat t he chemi cal compo;;; it ion of the 
marine a nd frcslrn·atcr environment::; ca nnot be 
ri go ro u ~ ly defin ed. In the ;;;ca, the abund a nce o f 
ce rtain clements a ppears to va r ~· by facto rs great er 
th a n l\\'O orders of magnitud e, bu t t he chemi cal 
con,.: ti tucn ts may be ronsidcrcd to be much the 
same in a ll places . In frc~h wate r,.: , on t he other 
hand , there is a t remendous rnngc in ph >·sica l a nd 
C' hcmi ra l cha racteri stics : the sha pe a nd to pog-
ra phy o f the bas in , the fer tili ty of th e ,,·atcrshcd , 
t he pII (range fro m about 2.2 to 10.5), and t he 
to ta l di ;;;so!YCd rnlids (f rom lc,;o:; t han 5 to more 
tha n 400 ppm ). Also, u ~in g the data of E:rau,.:kop f 
(1956 ) and Greenda le and B a llou (1954), th e ~· 
indi ca ted t hat th e physical a nd chemi cal :; ta tes of 
c lemen ts in sea wa ter governed th e availa bi lity of 
tho,.:c c lemen ts t o the bi ota. In a ll proba bili t~-. 
the same ran be assumed fo r the same clemen ts in 
fr c::; h ,,·atcr. 
Hadioac ti YC mate ri als ma~· be accumul ated b~­
aq uatir orga ni ,.:ms in t hree di ffe ren t 1rnys : (l ) b~· 
ingc,.:t ion a long ,,·it h \\·atcr or food mate ri a l;;. 
(2 ) h>· a bso rp t ion from t he surrounding medium 
through t he body surfaces (ion exchange), m· 
(3 ) by ad~orp tion to the body ;;: urfaccs. The fir:;t 
t 11·0 m cthocl o; arc la rge ly bio logica l in na ture and 
the r adi onu clidcs actual ly enter in to t he metaboli c 
p rncc~;.;cs of the organi sm. The third method i,;; 
prima ril y ph~·s i ca l in nature a nd the radio-
matc ri a ls merely adhere to the oute r bod.'· ~ urfacc~ . 
In t hi s instance, the size of the organi sm . bccau ~c 
of t he t remendous di ffe rences in surfacc-Yo lumc 
ratios of the different organi :;ms, is of great im-
portance. Jn addition , t he diYcrsity of lattice 
st ru cture and surface confi guration in crease t he 
surface area. For exa mpl e, Foste r and D aYis 
(1955) pointed out th at the hi gh radioactiv ities in 
plank ton and sponge;;; in t he Columbi a RiYcr \\·e re 
as::;oc iatcd , in par t, with t heir cxtcmi\·c surface 
a rea::;. They a lso sta ted t hat surface textures, 
such a.; ge latinous co,·crings, and ::;ur facc floras of 
bacte ri a may modi fy adrn rp tion charactcri ;;:tics. 
\Y illi ams and S\Y anson (1958), ,,·o rking ,,·ith 
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separate pure cultures of t11·0 algae (Euglena 
intermedia and Chlorella pyrenoides) in nu tri en t 
media containing cesium 137, fo und th at th e rate 
of decontamina tion of the radioac ti ve media ap-
peared to vary directly with the number of cells 
of one species (Chlorella), bu t that in t he other 
species (Euglena) , there 11·as an increase in uptake 
per cell from t he time th e cell s ceased to diYidc as 
t he population became maxim al. Also, t hey dem-
onstrated that the uptake of ces ium by one species 
( C hlorella) was linear with incrcnsi ng cone en t ra-
t ion up to a poin t, beyond whi ch the concentra tion 
factor for cesium was reduced. From t hese ancl 
other similar experiments in which dead cell s 
showc l a high concentration facto r fo r ces ium , 
they suggested t hat st ru ctural compon ents persist 
in dead cells which absorb cesium from n ry dilute 
solut ions. Simil a r adsorptiYc qua lities 11·crc not 
suggested for dead eel Is of the other species 
(Euglena). 
Rice (1956) , using pure cultures of a pl anktoni c 
marine alga (Carteria), foun d that the rcmoyaJ of 
y t trium 90 from the cul ture medium was clue to 
adsorption to the cell surfaces, whereas strontium 
90 was t aken into t he cell bodies. Rice and Willi s 
(1959) , using a differen t pl anktoni c ma rine a lga 
(Nitzschia) , found th a t parti cula te ce rium 144 be-
came associat ed wi th t he cells at a faste r rate 
t han ionic cerium 144, and t hat appa rently t he 
radionuclide was adsorbed to t he cell rnrfacc a 
well as being t aken in to t he cell body. 
A differen t aspect of surface adso rption was 
reported by Krumholz (1954). H e obse rved t hat 
radiochemical analyses of living ca t tail s (T ypha 
lati f olia) , growing in an a rea of high em·iron-
mental r adioactivity, con centrated certa in amoun ts 
of specific radionucliclcs (Table 2) , and t hat dead 
parts of t hose same plants that had fa llen in to t he 
surrounding water contained 5 to 9 tim es grea ter 
amounts of radioactivity th an t he livin g pa rts. 
Based on the individual radiochemi cal ana lyses, he 
concluded tha t t he dead por tions of the plan t 
retained the radioma terials t hey had accumulated 
during life, and t hat wh en th ey d ied and fe ll in to 
t he water, they accumul at ed by adsorrition to t heir 
surfaces the radionuclidcs presen t in the \rn tc r. 
Also, there was a marked difference in th e per-
centage composit ion of radioelcmcnts bct\\·ccn t he 
live and dead plants. So far as t he adsorption of 
radiomaterials by the dead pl ants is concerned, 
there apparently was some sclectiYc concentrat ion 
Table 2 
Gross Belo Rad ioactivity, in Mi croc uri es per G ram , W e t We ig ht, 
in l iving and De ad Portions of Broad -leaved Cattai ls, an d the 
Wa ter in Whi ch They G rew, and Pe rce ntage Co mposi ti o n 
o f Various Radi oe lemen ts in Diff e re nt Sa mp les 
R adio-
Adapted from Krnm holz (1954 ) 
Pe rcentage Composition 
activity R uthe- Zirco- N iobium Hare Stron tium Cesium 
µc/ g X 10-s nium ni um Earths 
L ive Catta il 
783 0 .6 1 . 2 1. 2 20 .7 67 .8 0 .6 
7l 2 0 .6 l. 3 O.G 21 . . 5 68 .·I O.G 
132-l 0 .3 0 .3 0 22 .8 69 .0 0 
D ead Cattail 
6171 23.2 8 .7 4 .3 20 .3 46 .4 1 .4 
6892 18 .G 6. 7 3.3 14 .8 40 . 8 0 .5 
Water 
730 45. 7 1 .2 1 . 9 13 .6 47 .5 1 . 2 
of only ruthenium , zirconium , and niobium. Stron-
tium , on t he other hand, appa rently \\·as not ad-
sorbed by t he dead plant materi a l. In fact, about 
ha lf of t hat accumul ated during li fe was lost afte r 
th e pl ant di ed, and came into equilibrium \Yilh 
the ,rnter. 
Boroughs, T O\rnslcy, and Ego (1958) repor ted 
th at, in an equilibrium mixture of strontium-
y ttrium 90 con taining brine hrimp (A rlemia 
salina), mu ch of t he ~· tt riurn \ms adrnrbed to th e 
surface of t he glassware used in t he experiments. 
In the other t\rn methods of accumul a tion , 
both of \Yhich a rc biologica l, it is advisable to 
a rrange t he organisms as th ey fit into the trophic 
levels of t he ecological system based on t he trans-
fe r of energy. F or purposes of t hi s di scussion, it 
is not necessa ry to subdivide t hose le,·els fur ther 
than th e three prin cipa l ca tegories: {I ) t he pri-
mary produ cers or ph otosyn thet ic plants, (2) the 
prima ry consumers or herbivores, and (3) the 
second a ry consumers or carni vorcs. H ere, our 
prin cipa l concern is in the transfer of radio-
matc ri a ls through t he food \YCb from one trophi c 
lcYcl to another. Sin ce t here is a loss in t he amoun t 
of organic matter produced a t each successive level, 
t he produ ction rates of the co mponents of th e 
ecologica l system t ake the fo rm of a pyramid , 
\Yith the organi c syn thesis of green plan ts as the 
base, the produ ction of hcrbi,-o res as t he second 
lenl, and t hat of the carni Yorcs as the t hird. These 
levels of produ ction a rc a lso refl ected in t he tota l 
weight of the pro topl asm of t he biota . Thi s trans-
fer can be in terpreted best by trac ing the paths of 
various radionuclides through th e food web. Un-
for tuna tely , th ere arc no completed experim ents 
t hat how t he course of any rad ionuclide t hrough 
all trophic lcnls. H o\\.C\'Cr, t here is some info r-
mation on t he accumu lation of some of t he bio-
logically impor tan t radionuclidcs, either resulting 
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from the fission process or artificially produced , 
for certain organisms in each of the trnphic levels. 
The principal research with fission products 
in fresh waters has been carried on at White Oak 
Lake at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and 
in the Columbia River near the Hanford Works. 
Personnel at both installations have shown that 
certain filamentous algae and phytoplanktcrs accu-
mulated radionuclides of strontium, cesium, zir-
conium, ruthenium, niobium, and "rare earths-" 
Similarly, at those same installations, considerable 
research has been clone with non-fission-product 
radionuclides. Of those materials, perhaps phos-
phorus 32 has been studied in greater detail and 
under more diversified conditions than any other. 
One series of studies on the dynamics of the 
phosphorus cycle in lakes in various parts of North 
America (Hutchinson and Bo\\·cn, 1947, 1950; 
Coffin, et al., 1949; Hayes, et al., 1952; Rigler, 
1956; and others) has clarified many aspects of 
the role of that element in the economics of lakes, 
particularly at the lower trophic levels. Each 
study demonstrated the rapid accumulation of 
radiophosphorus in the phytoplankton and aquatic 
bacteria. In an aquarium experiment, Whittaker 
(1953) showed how biological processes effectively 
removed phosphorus from the water, and that the 
algae concentrated the tracer material to levels 
300,000 times those in the water. During the first 
few hours after introduction, the phosphorus was 
absorbed rapidly by the phytoplankton, but after 
15 hours the amounts of radioactivity in the phyto-
plankton decreased, and more and more of the 
radiophosphorus was accumulated by the algae on 
the sides and bottom of the aquaria. Maximum 
accumulations of radiophosphorus by the algae 
\Yere reached in 18 days. 
Davis, et al. (1952, 1953) found concentration 
factors for radiophosphorus by phytoplankton in 
the Columbia River to be 100,000 to 200,000 times 
that of the surrounding water, and Krumholz 
(1954) reported that the attached freshwater alga 
(Spirogyra) concentrated radiophosphorus by a 
factor of 850,000 times that of the water in White 
Oak Lake. 
Among the animals of the second trophic level, 
it has been shown that anima l plankters, aquatic 
insect larvae, mussels, and other invertebrates, 
fishes , waterfowl, and mammals selectively con-
centrate radionuclides from plants that serve as 
their food. It has also been demonstrated for vari-
ous cold-blooded animals that the amounts of 
radiomaterials accumulated exhibit a marked sea-
sonal fluctuation, probably because the rates of 
metabolism reflect changes in the prevailing tem-
peratures. In one instance, it was demonstrated 
(Krumholz and Rust, 1954) that a female musk-
rat , living in an area of high environmental raclio-
strontium and utilizing foods of her O\rn choice , 
had accumulated one microcurie of strontium 90 
per gram of bone throughout her entire skeleton. 
Simi larly, among the carnivores, it has been dem-
onstrated in the waters of White Oak Lake (Krum-
holz, 1956) and the Columbi a RiYer (Da,·is and 
Foster, 1958; Foster, 1959) that carnirnrous fohcs 
utilize radioisotopes taken in with their food. 
On several occasions, it has been pointed out 
(sec Krumholz, 1956 ; Foster, 1959 ; and Straub, 
et al., 1959) that continued monitoring of the en-
vironment is necessary, and that it is desirable to 
sample a \Yide variety of environmental media to 
determine \Yhethcr any one medium may sen·c as 
a subsequent indicator of levels of raclioacti\·ity 
within the environment. Also, Straub, et al., 
stressed the need for accurate records of the nuclide 
composition of raclioactiYc waste materials for the 
proper interpretation of their effects. 
From th is general information, it is apparent 
that any concentration of radionuclidcs by aquatic 
organisms will be governed by many factors oper-
ating in the environment: (1) the elemental com-
position of the organism and its requirements for 
metabolic purposes, (2) the availabi lity of such 
materials as determined by their physical and/ or 
chemical state, (3) their relative abundance in re-
lation to the stable isotopes of the same element or 
other clements with simil ar chemical behavior, 
(4) the physical half-lives of the radionuclicles in 
question, (5) the biological half-lives of the iso-
topes, whether radioactive or stable, as determined 
by the average length of time they are retained in 
the body tissues, (6) the presence of other clements 
that may inhibit or enhance the deposition of radio-
nuclides, (7) the type of environment, whether 
fresh water, brackish, or marine, and the particular 
functional niche the organism occupies, (8) the 
season of the year, because most aquatic organ-
isms arc cold-blooded, and (9) the species compo-
sition of the biota. 
vVith such a complex array of factors, it is 
readily apparent that the problem at hand is not 
a simple one with a simple solution. In fact, the 
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problem is so diverse that it will require the close 
cooperation of qualifi ed research personnel in sev-
eral disciplines. 
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MONITORING THE RADIOACTIVITY IN CHICAGO WATER SUPPLY 
JAMES C. VAUGHN1 
The management of the Chicago water works 
system recognized at an early date after World 
War II that harmful radioactive contamination of 
its Lake Michigan water supply might occur in the 
future from pollution by nuclear power plant 
wastes, sewage wastes containing isotopes dis-
charged from hospitals and industrial plants, or by 
enemy action or fall out from nuclear bomb tests. 
tudies were started in 1949 to develop basic data 
on the natural background levels of radioactivity 
in uncontaminated Lake Michigan water, in order 
to be better able to detect even the slightest in-
crease in radioactive contamination which might 
occur. Tests were also started to determine what 
decontamination efficiency of radioactivity in water 
could be expected from the conventional filtration 
process. 
We believe that the Chicago water system, in 
tarting these tests in 1950, was among the first 
water works to in titute routine monitoring of its 
lake water supply. This program has been con-
tinued to the pre ent time with ·modifications and 
expansions as improvements of techniques and 
developments in in trumentation occurred. 
The monitoring program in Chicago is divided 
into three phases: continuous monitoring, regular 
ampling and counting of raw and treated water, 
and sampling and counting of precipitation such as 
rainfall or snow. 
The continuous monitor in its present stage of 
development con ists of two Geiger tubes with 
flowing wells, two count-rate meters, a high-voltage 
supply, and two continuous recorders (Fig. 1). 
Cast-iron cylinders house the end-window Geiger 
tubes. One of the tub s monitors raw water the 
' other tube monitors treated water. The water in 
the wells flows at a rate slow enough to prevent 
turbulence or the formation of air bubbles. The 
tube can therefore be positioned quite close to the 
water surface. The impul es are detected by the 
• 
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Geiger tube, relayed to the count-rate meter and 
' recorded continuously. Gamma rays and some 
weak beta particles are detected with the thin 
end-window tubes. The lines recorded on the 
charts comprise a record of background activity. 
The housing around each tube consists of a 
piece of 8-in. cast-iron pipe. It is designed pri-
marily for protection of the tube from physical 
hock, as well as protection of the water from du t 
and other contamination. 
The sensitivity of the monitor enables it to de-
tect radioactivity levels around 1/ 100 of emergency 
tolerance levels. Its greatest value then is in 
' ' giving a continuous record showing whether water 
from the South District Filtration Plant has or 
has not approached or exceeded emergency toler-
ance levels for mixed fission products. 
To measure radioactivity concentrations in the 
range of levels normally encountered in surface 
supplies, a proportional counter is used (Fig. 2). 
As a supplement to the continuous monitoring pro-
gram, samples of both raw and treated water are 
collected every 2 hours during each 24-hr. period. 
One sample of each, after proper preparation, is 
assayed daily in the proportional counter. 
The newest instrument for measuring radio-
activity consists of two units. One, the DS-lA, is 
a precision high-speed counting and register unit 
(Fig. 3). It is used to supply high voltage to the 
detecting unit and to record the activity found. 
It can also be used with a GM tube scintillation 
counter. The second unit, a PC-11A, is an internal 
proportional counter converter mounted over a 
lead-shielded counting chamber. The presence of 
the two-inch-thick lead shield reduces the back-
ground by one-half and increases the accuracy of 
the laboratory's low-level measurements. The 
DS-lA cost about $745.00 and the PC-11A cost 
$710.00. 
By use of the internal proportional counter, it 
is possible to discriminate between alpha count 
and beta and gamma counts. At a low-voltage 
etting, only alpha particles are counted as the 
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Figure J . Continuous monitors for ra w and treated waters 
pulses produced by the beta particles and gamma 
ray are too weak to be detected . When the voltage 
is increased, the amplification of pulses is increased 
and all three types of radiations are detected. The 
proportional counter, as designed for use at the 
outh District Filtration Plant, detects only about 
2% of the gamma rays from a sample in the count-
ing chamber. However, it detects about 50% of 
the alpha particles and 70% of the beta particles. 
For most of our work we report alpha activity and 
gro s activity. Gross activity includes alpha, beta, 
and gamma, as well as other less common types of 
radiation. Since the alpha activity has been at 
least a fiftieth and usually a 1/ 100 of the gross 
activity, and since the counter is very insensitive 
to gamma rays, the gross activity at the South 
Di trict Filtration Plant is approximately the same 
as the total beta activity. 
Preparation of samples primarily involves Figure 2 . Proportional counter 
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Figure 3 . Proportional counter with PC-11 A lead-shielded 
counting chamber 
evaporation of a large volume to concentrate the 
activity on a small area, and drying thoroughly. 
In as aying raw and treated water a one-liter 
' sample is acidified in order to reduce activi ty ad-
sorp tion on the glassware surface and to prevent 
precipitation of the dissolved solids. It i then 
concentrated to about 20 ml by evaporation from 
a beaker on a hot plate The remainder is t rans-
ferred quantitatively to a 21,4-in . diameter stain-
le steel planchet (Fig. 4) . The planchet is placed 
beneath infrared heat lamps to evaporate t he 
water. As the planchet holds about 5 ml. of liquid, 
several transfers are necessary. The entire pro-
cedure of evaporation, t ransferring, and drying in 
an oven for a given set of samples takes about a 
day. 
The beginning of nuclear weapons tests by the 
U. S. Government during 1952 aroused interest 
concerning the possibility t hat radioactive dust 
and rain would reach the Chicago area. As t he 
Bureau of W atcr had no du t sample collecting 
equipment and was in possession of several official 
government rain gages, it was decided to start a 
program of precipitation assay. Five widely dis-
persed pumping stations were selected as sampling 
points, and since the start of the program, rain or 
snow samples have been collected after each pre-
cipitation of 0.1 in. or more. 
The samples are prepared for assay in t he 
internal proportional counter in essentially the 
same manner as previously described, except t hat 
a 200-ml sample has been found to be sufficient. 
We have compared integrated monthly precipi-
tation and the average monthly raw-water activity 
for 1955-1957 (Fig. 5) . These values for the pre-
Figure 4 . Final stage in preparation of sample 
cipitation were obtained by taking the product of 
activity in mi crocuries per millili ter for each pre-
cipi tation and the quantity of precipitation , and 
then converting to unit areas of 1 sq. mi. The 
monthly arithmetical averages are used fo r the 
raw-water data. 
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There is some correlation between the fallout 
and the raw-water activity. For example, there 
were similar peaks reached by both rainfall and 
raw water in February, May, Augu t, and Novem-
ber, 1956, and again in J anuary and July, 1957. 
The July, 1957, peak will be di cussed in more 
detai l later. The peak do not a lways occur in 
phase, the raw-\Yater peak sometimes occurring a 
considerable time after the peak rainfall. This is 
evident in the J anuary, 1957, rainfall peak, which 
precedes the February raw-water peak. It is be-
lieved that there are many factors which can 
affect the concurrence of the peaks and also the 
quantitative relationship between the rains and 
raw water. Among others, there may be listed: 
diffu ion in the lake, lake currents, wind direction, 
drainage into the lake, and water t urbidity. 
Although continuous data on raw-water and 
rainfall activitie preceding early 1955 are few, 
there are ufficient data to indicate t hat the 
activity recorded in rainfall fo llowing the first 
superbomb in 1954 ha never decreased to the 
level preceding this test. The lake water activity 
does decrease, however, to pre-bomb levels during 
periods of low fallout. 
During the summer of 1957 an extensive series 
of nuclear weapons tests was undertaken by the 
Atomic Energy Commission (Fig. 6). Reference 
is made particularly to the July 6, 1957, detona-
tion , which was described as one of the largest 
device yet tested on nited State soil, having a 
capacity of greater than 60 kilotons. The Diablo 
test on July 16, and Sha ta test on August 19, 
1957, were also comparatively high-level detona-
tions. Following t he July 6 explosion, a heavy 
rainfall occurred in the hicago area, totaling 
some 4 in. Thi combination of a powerful bomb 
detonation, fo llowed by an extremely heavy rain, 
produced the highest level of gross activity ob-
served to date in Lake Michigan water. Bomb 
test continued throughout the ummer, and it was 
noted that minor peaks occurred in the gross raw-
water activity following later rains amounting to 
more t han 1 in. of precipitation. 
If we compare the variations of gross activity 
in Lake Michigan water and in treated water 
during the period from about the middle of June 
to the middle of September, 1957, there is a con-
iderable scatter of plotted points to the lower 
activity levels, resulting from plant treatment 
variations and also from tati tical fluctuations at 
these low counting levels. 
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The times of bomb detonations do not appear 
to have a direct relationship to activity peaks, with 
the po sible exception of t he July 6, 60-kiloton 
detonation. Although the rain of August 3 was 
nearly as heavy, and occurred after four explo-
sions, the peak activity in the water was not nearly 
as pronounced. 
On July 13, 1957, one day fo llowing the July 
12 rain, a very sharp rise in activity occurred. 
The highest level, however, was not obtained unti l 
July 16. That the peak raw and treated water 
activity occurs several days following the heavy 
rain is an example of the effect which was men-
tioned earlier. Without specifi c knowledge of the 
distribution of rainfall over the lake, the direc-
t ion of lake currents, and the vertical circulation 
in the lake, it is difficu lt to explain this interesting 
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durin g July (1957) peak at South District Filtrat ion P(ant 
effect. Prior to July 12, the raw and finished water 
activities show the typical fluctuation of low-level 
activity in the water. The peak value for raw 
water was slightly higher than what was considered 
to be the lifetime tolerance limit at this time 
(1 X 10-1 µc/ ml) for potable water containing un-
known radioactive contaminants. The value for 
treated water, however, wa less than the maxi-
mum permissible at the peak of July 16, 1957. 
With the normal rate of decay, the raw water 
activity did not remain at that high level very 
long. 
Very little can be concluded concerning decon-
tamination by the purification plant for low levels. 
For gross levels of ~o-s µc/ ml and more, however, 
the removal of activity by plant processes can be 
measured with what is believed to be reasonable 
accuracy. If we plot the percentage of removal of 
radioactivity by the plant against the raw water 
activity for this period (Fig. 7), considerable 
scatter exists, probably resulting from variations 
in plant treatment processes based on other con-
siderations in water quality. Nevertheless, it ap-
pears that there is a trend between the raw water 
gross activity level and decontamination by the 
plant. An average removal of about 40% was 
obtained during the July, 1957 period, with an 
observed maximum of more than 70%, and a min-
imum close to lOo/o. 
It is interesting to note that for a period of 
12 days following the July 16 peak, the activity 
of the treated and raw water showed a linear de-
cline as shown by the dashed line on Fig. 7, so that 
apparent half-lives of about 5 days and 7 days 
may be ascribed to the raw and treated waters, 
respectively. It is recognized that the former decay 
rate involves not only the natural decay of the 
radioactive components, but also the effects of con-
vection and diffusion in the lake, together with the 
effect of additional rains occurring during the 
interval. The fact that the finished water shows a 
somewhat greater half-life than the raw water, is, 
of course, a corollary of the information obtained 
concerning removal efficiency at different activity 
levels. In other words, it appears that very short-
lived activity is removed by the plant at a slightly 
greater efficiency than longer lived activity. 
To bring our findings up to date, I will present 
summarized data regarding monthly average gross 
radioactivity in the raw lake water and in the 
filtered outlet water of the South District Filtra-
tion Plant for the years 1956 to 1959, inclusive, 
in Tables 1 and 2. Also shown in the tables are the 
monthly average per cent removals of radioactivity 
from the lake water by the fi ltration process. 
Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
Year 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Average 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Table 1 
Yearly Gross Radioactivity 
A. Raw Lake Water in µµc/lit er 
Average Maximum 
6 .65 23 .97 
12 . 22 42 .03 
7 .46 12 .95 
9 . 17 19.46 
B. Outlet Water in µµc / liter 
Average l\1aximum 
3 .24 10 .16 
8 .26 25 .31 
4 .54 8 .56 
5 .26 10 .17 
C. Average Per Cent Removal 
Average Maximum 
51.3 88 . 1 
32 .4 53 .1 
39.1 63 . 9 
42 .7 57.3 
Table 2 
Minimum 
2 .48 
3 .26 
2 .04 
3 .46 
Minimum 
1.04 
2 .43 
0 .96 
2 . 11 
l\1inimum 
1.21 
-4 .0 
24.0 
14. 7 
Monthly Gross Radioactivity - 1959 
Raw I,ake Water Outlet Water Per Cent 
µµc/liter µµc/liter Removal of 
Average Value Average Value Radioactivity 
7.34 4 .08 44.4 
9.65 5 .26 45 .5 
16.54 7 .45 55 .0 
19.46 8 .30 57 .3 
17 . 25 10 . 17 41.0 
11.13 7 .02 36 .9 
7 .13 5 . 29 25 .8 
5 .26 3 .96 24 .7 
4 .41 3 .76 14 .7 
4 . 61 2.94 36.2 
3.96 2.74 30.7 
3.46 2.11 39 .2 
9.17 5 .26 42.7 
19.46 10 .17 57.3 
3 .46 2.11 14 .7 
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f igure 8. Beckman MK -5 survey mete r 
everal years ago the U. S. Public Health Serv-
ice recommended that the various laboratories 
reporting data to it use the same units. Micro-
microcuries per liter was uggested since it would 
eliminate the use of exponents at the levels cur-
rently found in natural waters. A micro-microcurie 
per liter is equal to 10-9 microcuries per milliliter. 
During the period covered, the highest radio-
activity in the lake water occurred during the 
summer months of 1957, and in the months of 
March to June, 1959. The annual average gross 
radioactivity of the raw lake water in micro-micro-
curie per liter (µ.µ.c / l) wa 6.65 in 1956, 12.22 in 
1957, 7.46 in 1958, and 13.56 for the first six 
months of 1959. The increase in radioactivity in 
the lake water supply in general parallels the oc-
currence of nuclear bomb tests conducted in vari-
ou part of the world. With the cessation of 
nuclear weapons tests the radioactivity of Lake 
Michigan raw water fell off rapidly during the 
last half of 1959. The minimum level of 3.46 
µ.µ.c / l being reached in December. An average 
removal of radioactivity of 42.7% occurred with 
the routine filtration treatment at the South Dis-
trict Filtration Plant in 1959. 
Recent tests show that the apparent half-life of 
the radioactivity in the rain water has increased 
from approximately six days in October, 1958 to 
approximately three months during March and 
April of 1959. Filtering samples of raw lake water 
and rain water through membrane filters show 
about the same percentage of removal of radio-
activity as by the conventional water filtration 
proce s, indicating that the removal of activity is 
limited to particulate material. 
When compared with the propo ed maximum 
permissible level for unidentified gross activity of 
f igure 9. Landsverk L-76 survey meter 
10 µ.µ.c / l in water for lifetime u e, <•l we find that 
the average monthly gross radioactivity exceeded 
10 µ.µ.c / l in one month of 1956, in three months of 
1957, in two months of 1958, and in four out of 
the first six months of 1959. The significance 
of these results is not thoroughly understood. 
While it is hoped there will never be a need for 
it, the South District Filtration Plant has emer-
gency monitoring equipment ready. This might be 
used in case of an atomic attack where it might 
be necessary to monitor water supplies in the 
-field . It can also be used for monitoring areas sus-
pected of containing harmful radiation. Equip-
ment of this type does not depend on line electric 
power but is a portable unit operated by batteries. 
This is an important point in a case where power 
generating stations or power lines might be de-
stroyed, rendering useless all equipment described 
previously. 
At the South District Filtration Plant, we have 
two emergency survey meters, a Beckman 1\!IK-5 
(Fig. 8) and a Landsverk L-76 (Fig. 9). With the 
Beckman, the water is placed in a dish below the 
probe, and the amount of radioactivity is read on 
the meter of the instrument. With the Landsverk 
instrument the water is also placed in a dish below 
the sensitive chamber of the instrument, and the 
amount of activity is denoted by the rate of drift 
of a quartz fiber across a graduated scale. The 
sensitivity of both of these instrnmcnts is only 
great enough to determine allowable emergency 
levels of activity on a wet sample, and both of 
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them must be used with prepared known standards 
carried with the instrument. 
The cost of maintaining a radiochemical labo-
ratory would depend on the amount and type of 
work contemplated. However, there is a minimum 
amount of equipment necessary for any radio-
activi ty work. An appreciable cost for repairs of 
any electronic equipment may be expected. The 
following list is the minimum needed for carrying 
out a water monitoring program: 
A. Internal Proportional Counter: It is the 
only instrument in its price range useful for both 
low-level alph a and gross activity. It costs be-
tween $1,100.00 and $1,500.00, depending on the 
model. Average u eful li fe is at least 5 years. 
One at t he South Di trict Filtration Plant is in 
use after 10 years, but the maintenance becomes a 
problem with t ime. 
B. Counting Gas : In ternal proportional coun t-
er u e P-10 gas which costs about $40.00 a 
cylinder. A cylinder should last about 6 months 
under normal use. 
C. Planchets: Planchcts are small metal dishes 
on which the samples are counted. They can be 
made from various materia ls. The cost of plan-
chets varies, depending on the materials used and 
their grade and gauge. The cost varies between a 
fraction of a cent each to over $50.00 per hundred. 
At the South District Filtration Plant, stainless 
steel planchets are used which cost $30.00 per 
hundred, but these better grade planchets may be 
reused many times after careful cleaning. (We use 
a detergent wash followed by 1 : 1 nitric acid and 
everal water rinse .) Some planchets have been 
used over 20 t imes without any noticeable sign 
of wear. 
D. Hot Plate and Infrared Heat Lamps : The 
hot plates we use have variable heat from 100° C. 
to 900 ° C. and cost about $40.00. The heat lamp 
co t about $2.50 for the red bulbs (eliminates glare 
from planchets and thus prevents eye strain) and 
last at least a year. Porcelain sockets are recom-
mended. 
E. Standards: The use of radioactive standards 
to calibrate and check instruments and methods is 
also needed. Standards average about $20.00 each 
and are available from the National Bureau of 
Standards. 
In addition to t he above equipment, qualified 
personnel are needed to operate and maintain t he 
equipment and to in terpret t he data. A technician 
can be trained to prepare and count samples with -
out too much difficu lty. However, maintenance is 
a serious problem and even the best equipment is 
out of service occasionally. A qualified rad io-
chemist is needed to interpret data, as t his is the 
most important phase of the work and data by 
it elf means nothing. The salary for a qualifi ed 
chemist or physicist would vary with the regional 
wage pattern. 
Testing for radioactivity at t he South District 
Filtration Plant is conducted by Alfred M. T enny, 
Water Chemist III , and by Robert W. Schmidt, 
Water Chemist IV, who is in charge of the Chem-
ical and Control Laboratories. 
The D epartment of Water and Sewers is headed 
by Commissioner J ames W. J ardine and the Bu-
reau of Water by Deputy Commissioner for Water 
and Chief Water Engineer W. W. D eBerard. The 
Water Purification Division is headed by John R. 
Baylis. · 
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